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The

Bases of opinion Testimony

facts

expert bases £n
by or

or data
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hearing.
particular

in

the

particular case

upon which

an

opinion or inference may be those perceived
[revievled by the expert]

~t7/l

at or before the

If of a type reasonably relied upon by experts in the
field

in

forming

opinions

or

inferences

upon

the

subject, the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence.

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE:

This amendment conforms this rule of

evidence to the rules of discovery in utilizing the term "re

(

viewed by the expert."

See also comment to Rule 166b.]
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CANTEY

a.

HANGER

ATTO~N£YS AT I..AW

(

2100 FIRST RltPUBLICeANK

Towlt"

1101 CHIt""Y STRltltT
F'O~T WO~TH, TEXAS 7Sl0a

,..,..

617/1!177-21!100

ERNEST REYNOLDS III

MltTRO LINE 42$1-361.
TELEX 75-8<531
LECOPV 1!117/677-28,":~

November 21, 1989

ATTORNEY'S OIR£CT OIAI.

~1I-1-7g
Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Justice Hecht:

(

m·,...

p.g;'?

~

~e-~/~

~-

..-,~ 9- -z,~t

Regarding the proposed change for evidence rule 703, I am
strongly of the opinion that it should not be made.
Apparently,
somebody has ~ecided that this needs to be made in order to bring
language ,of evidence rule 703 into some semblance of conformity
with proposed changes to certain procedural rules dealing with
discovery. There is a difference of purpose and scope between
the discovery rules and the evidence rules.
Things are often
discoverable, yet not admissible. Broadening, or narrowing, the
scope of discovery is often done for purposes that have nothing
to do with the considerations made when determining what proper
evidentiary rules will be applied in a trial court with regard to
preferred evidence {whether testimonial or tangible).
Furthermore, in adopting the proposed change to evidence rule 703
there is the possibility of subsequent re-interpretation of the
rule in ways that I would wager were never intended: by doing
away with the language "made known to" the door is opened to an
argument about whether or not hypothetical questions may be used:
on the other hand, if the language "made known to" 'is retained,
it is clearly broad enough to include any information "reviewed
by the expert". I would strongly urge that the proposed changes
to evidence rule 703 should not be adopted.

l
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(

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT
RULES 1-14
TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 6: There were comments from some of the constables
who objected to not being able to serve process on Sunday.
Again, since this had not been dealt with previously by
the committee as a whole, we reserve for future action.

(
Respectfully,

~,(»~
Kenneth D. Fuller

l
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(
OP'P'ICI:' 01"

WALTER H. RANKIN. CONSTABLE
""f:CIIIICT 1110. I. HAR"IS COUNTY

HOUSTON. TEXAS

.

November 28, 1989
,.

Ru1e 6. Suits commenced on Sunday
No ci vi 1 sui t shall be co_need nor process issued or served on Sundays,.... ,
COPf!fENT: A1though thi s rul e is not on the agenda for a proposed amendment,
I would like to offer one suggestion. At your first opportunity I would
appreciated your consideration on a amendment to Rule 6 of the Texas Rules
of Court. Rule 6 present1y prohibits service of civil citations on Sundays~
Our society has changed greatly to a progressive, mobile one. Law enforcement
operates on a 24 hour, 7 day a week schedule. The service of all civil process
on Sunday would be one more step toward expediting the civil process system.

00596

(

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT
RULES 1-14
TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 13: This rule, dealing with frivolous pleadings,
drew several very strong coments from judges and others.
However, this was of such a volatile nature that we felt
further consideration by this sub-committee and the
committee as a whole when not under. the present time
constraints would be advisable.
.

(
Respectfully,

~Jj\~
Kenneth D. Fuller

l
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GUY JONES

(

DISTRICT JUDGE
~02NC

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

BI-STATE JUSTICE BUILDING

100 NORTH STATE LINE

TEXARKANA. TEXAS 75501

PHONE (214) 798,3004

December 13, 1989

Honorable Nathan Hecht
Associate Justice
Supreme Court of Texas
Supreme Court Building
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
I since'relY appreciate the privilege of appearing before the Supreme
Court to express my view regarding the revision of Rule 13. I applaud the
Court for conducting the hearings and trust that it will be helpful in your
rule revision process.

(

I, again, strongly urge the Court to amend Rule 13 so that the trial
judges of this state can have an effective tool to deal with frivolous cases
and slip-shod law practice.
It is our d
to do everything in our power
andards so that it once again will
to restore in the legal profession higher
have the respect it deserves.

GJ/cfc

cc:

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Thomas R. Phillips
Franklin S. Spears
C. L. Ray
Raul A. Gonzalez
Oscar H. Mauzy
Eugene A. Cook
Jack Hightower
Lloyd Doggett

00598

c,

RULE 13 - PROPOSED SUBSTITUTION

The signatures of attorneys or parties constitute
by them that they have read the pleading, motion, or
other paper and that to the best of their knowledge,
information and belief, formed after reasonable inquiry,
the instrument is not groundless, brought in bad faith,
or for the purpose of harassment or delay.

Attorneys

or parties who shall bring a fictitious suit, or file
a fictitious pleading, motion, or other paper, and/or
file any paper for experiment, or for harassment, or
who shall make any statement in pleadings or other
papers knowing same to be false, groundless, frivolous,

(

or file any instrument for the purpose of delay or
harassment, or who shall file any instrument without
having first made reasonable inquiry as to the accuracy
thereof, may be adjudged guilty of contempt.

Any attorney

or party found, after hearing, to have violated this
Rule may be sanctioned as provided under Rule 2lS-2b,
and additionally, any other sanctions the Court may
wish to impose as may reasonably be necessary to do
equity to an offended party.
No sanctions under this Rule may be imposed
except upon hearing after notice, and any sanctions
i~posed

shall be subject to Appellate Review.
A general denial or request for damages does

not offend this Rule.

. 00599

,,,.... HCGH HARRELL

~ES. (806) 795-1825

(

1709 METRO TOW!:R. 1220 9ROAOWAY AVENUE

("U68ClCK. TEXAS 79401

November
Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Box 12248
Austin, Texas-78711
Dear Judge Hecht:

, 1989

~CP)~c0

As per the request of the Texas Supreme Court, I would like to
offer the following suggestions concerning the Rules.
1.

2.

l

Rescind ALL local rules and do not permit local Courts to trap
the practicing attorney by making Rules.
Require a party taking the ~a party or witness to
furnish the other attorne~~( deposition at the ex
pense of the one taking the deposition.

3.

Require the Appellant to deliver the copy of the Transcript
and the St~tement of Facts to the Appellee's attorney the day
of or after the Appellant's Brief is mailed to the Court of
Appealsi and, thereafter the Appellee's attorney will fil~
same with the Clerk of the tr~al Court.

4.

Remove, rescind, delete ALL sanctions by opposing counsel for
alleged bad faith or frivilous law suits, because opposing
counsel NOT having any counter-claim or cross-action is using
these allegations alone to intimidate and coerce the opposing
side. These allegations have become just as abusive as the
party allegedly bringing a bad faith law suit. IF, retained
in any manner, let JUST the trial Judge file a Motion and a
hearing, and if a fact issue to be tried by a jury.

5.

Require that a Judge NOT discuss any matter concerning the case
with one attorney when the other attorney is NOT present, where
there are opposing counsel.
And, you might ought to sayan
attorney will not discuss matters with the Court unless the
other attorney is present.

6.

A Rule which would follow due process would require that NO order
or judgment of the Court would be rendered or entered unless a
hearing is set and notice served on all parties. This business
of Courts just signing order~and/or judgments without opposing
counself bein,! afforded an opportunity to be heard is for the
birds. This would not apply as to a default judgment and this
might be clarified as to default judgments and say no motion
need be served upon the defaulting party. Other jurisdictions
require a Motion asking for a default judgment, and that it
be served and a date, time and palce set for a hearing thereon.

7.

A Rule that any appeal from an administrative agency will in fact
be trial de novo and not test an Administrative Order under the
substantial ev~~~~~
Yours very truly,
~.,~ Hugh Harrell
0060
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FULBRIGHT

Or ...JAWORSKI

1301 McKIN'NEV

(

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77010

TELEPI-<ONE' 7'3/651-5151
TELEX' 76-ZeZ9
TELE:COPI ER: 7131 651-5Z46

I-<OUSTON
WASI-<.NGTON. O. C,
AUST.N
SAN ANTONIO
DALLAS
LONDON
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT J)l.WORSKI &
RE)l.VIS MCGFI)l.TH
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

January 11, 1990

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8,.1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at'the pub,lic
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the wtitten
suggestions and comment~ of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine'Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:
9.
Rule 20. The existing rule deals with the
minutes of the court. The concern expressed is that "a special
judge" is required to sign the minutes of proceedings that were
had before him. However, the current practice apparently is
that visiting judges never sign the minutes. The subcommittee
believes that the concern expressed raises the more basic
question of whether rule 20 is an anachronism. The
subcommittee therefore believes that, unless there is some
unknown reason why this rule should exist, repeal should be
considered. In the alternative, the subcommittee recommends
that the last sentence of the rule be deleted.

00601

RECOMMENDED NEW RULE
RELATIVE TO READING AND SIGNING MINUTES

(
Rule 20.

Minutes Read and Signed

On the last day of the session, the minutes shall be read,
corrected and signed in open court by the judge.
[Back s~ecial
jm3:~e
skall Si~H tke miftutcs of suck proccediftgs as ',vere had
by him.]

(

RECOMMENDED RULE CHANGES -- MINUTES READ AND SIGNED

Page 1
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JUDGE B. F. (BILL) COKER
3823 Calculus Drive
Dallas, Texas 15244
(214) 247-8974

December 30, 1989
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Mr. Luther H. Soules
Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
175 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
Re:

Suggested rule

Dear Mr. Soules:

~4-Y7~
;)-4-:r-- f)() I A
;;l.

A

) Y-Uj
\!I~-i'st3

I d, l//

ChangeS~ ~~ade:i:;
~
,
I

rec~~mended ChangeS~~nd~a~ditions

_

T~

Enclosed are
to ·the
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Additions to existing rules and new
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule.
Portions
of existing rules which are deleted are enclosed in brackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggestions to your
committee for consideration.
Reading and Signing Minutes:
My recommendation relative to Rule 20, Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, is a pragmatic recommendation.
Rule 20, as it now exists, requires each judge who acts
on behalf of a court to sign the minutes of that court at the
end of each session.
As a visiting judge, I frequently serve
a large number of different courts in different areas of the
state.
I have never been offered an opportunity to sign the
minutes of any court at any time in the three years I have been
serving as a visiting judge.
The most direct method of remedying this logistic problem
is to eliminate it. Therefore, I recommend requiring the judge
of the court to sign for all who have served the court.
This
is accomplished by deleting the last sentence of Rule 20~
A copy of my proposed change to Rules
this letter.

20 is attached to

00603

(
Rule 45.

Definition and System

Pleadings in the district and county courts shall
(a)

(No change.)

(b)

(No change.)

(c)

(No change.)

(d)

be in writing,

on paper measuring approximately 8 1/2

inches by 11 inches, signed by the party or his attorney, and the
signed original or copy of said original be filed with the court.
(e)

When a

copy of the

signed original

is

tendered

for

filing, the party or his attorney filing such copy is reguired to
~aintain

~.

t~e

signed original for inspection by the court or any

party incident to the suit, should a guestion be raised as to its
authenticity.

l
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI
1301 MCKINNEY

(

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010

TELEPHONE' 713/65,-5151
TELEX' 76-2829
TItLECOPIItR: 713/651-52.6

HOUSTON
WASHINGTON. O. C.
AUSTIN
SAN ANTONIO
DALLAS
LONDON
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI &
REAII15 MCGRATH
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

January 11, 1990

(

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing.~eld·on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed
changes 1n'the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
me_ej;inq were as . follows-=..:_ _
10. Rules 45 and 57, and 74. The proposed suggestion
is that the existing rule be amended to require that the signed
original or a copy thereof be filed with the clerk. The
proposal also suggests that when a copy is filed, the party
should be required to maintain the signed original in the event
the authenticity of the writing is questioned. The suggested
change in Rule 57 would expressly permit the filing of a copy
of the original signed pleading.
Rule 74. The suggested change in this rule would
make the same amendment as in Rules 45 and 57. The
subcommittee does not recommend any of these changes.

<
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(
(d) be in t'lriting, on p:lp':!r ;w,::~sul.·irJ :i: proxirrately 8 1/2
inches ~y 11 inches. Si;nid by thl p~rty or his
attorney,

*

and the signed original or co~y ~! laid ori9inal

be filed with the

*

cl~rk.

When a copy of the si')ned origin::t::" . s tencered for
filing, the party or his attorney f ling such copy is
required to maintain ~he $isned ,:i, inal for inspection
by the court or any party i~=iden~ 0 tha suit. should a
que5tion be raised as to its authen iaity.

Rule 57
fr

c

A copy of the original si,ned pleee Dg
for filing wilh the c1erk or cDurt.

i~

acceptab1e

." STAR -INDICATES ADDITIONAL TI:XT
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(
Rule 47.

Claims for Relief

An original pleading which sets forth a claim for relief,
whether an original petition, counterclaim cross-claim, or third
party claim, shall contain
(a) a short statement of the cause of action sufficient
to give fair notice of the claim involved,
(b) in all claims for unliquidated damages only
statement that the damages sought are within [eneeed]
[miHimum] jurisdictional limits of the court, and
(c) a demand for judgment for all
which the party deems himself entitled.

the

other

relief

the
the
to

Relief in the alternative or of several different types
may be demanded [; provided, further, that upon special exception
the court shall require the pleader to amend so as to specify
the maximum amount cLaimed].

(

l
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FULBRIGHT eSc .JAWORSKI
1301 MCKINNEY

(

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77010

TELEPHONE' 713/651-5151
TELE:X' 76-.28.29
TE:LE:COPIER: 713/651-5.246

HOUSTON
WASHINGTON, 0, C,
AUSTIN
SAN ANTONIO
DALLAS
LONOON
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI &
REAVIS MCGRATH
NEW YORK
1.05 ANGELES

January II, 1990

(

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, {ii)"the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our .
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:
11. Rule 47. The suggested change would.
effect of requiring that a party allege that a clalm for,
unliquidated damages "are within" the jurisdictional limlts of
the court. The existing rule requ~r~s th~t ~ p~rtr alleg~ ~ha~
the damages sought "exceed" the "mlnl.mum ]url.sdl.ctl.onal ll.mlts
of the court. The subcommittee recommends this change.

(
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JUDGE B. F. (BILL) COKER
3823 Calculus Drive
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 247-8974

December 30, 1989
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Mr. Luther H. Soules
Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
175 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
Re:

,,>.?
st.3 )
~

~ 1.1.•.1 ~ l/

Changes~ . .~r-x77<"
I
QJ ~ ~
recommended changes. and a~ditions to

Suggested rule

Dear Mr. Soules:

_

~-

Te~s

Enclosed are
4 the
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Additions to existing rules and new
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule.
Portions
of existing rules which are deleted are enclosed in brackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggestions to your
committee for consideration.

(

My recommendations relate to changes in the rules relative
to:
1.

claims for damages;

2.

reading and signing minutes;

3.
assessment of costs associated with service of process
and other notices; and
4.

requests and fees for a jury trial.

Each area of recommended change is addressed separately.
Claims for Damages:
My recommended changes which
for damages relate to pleading
granting judgments on default.

are associated with claims
jurisdictional amounts and

Rule 47, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, as it now exists,
significantly increases the cost of litigation and wastes

00610

c

,

.

."

~.;

(

,

'

.

~'

valuable judicial resources.
This rule makes it impossible
to plead a claim for unliquidated damages without being required
tore-plead the same claim. The rule requires a statement-that-- 
only advises the opposing party that the claim exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of the court.
Further, the rule invites
the opposing party to except to the lack of a specific amount
claimed, and follows that with a mandate that the trial court
sustain the special exception and require the pleader to re-plead
with more specifics.
On the other hand, if the pleader
anticipates the special exception and pleads a specific, a trial
would be required to sustain a special exception that claimed
the pleader failed to follow Rule 47 •
Basically, this creates
a "Catch 22" because a litigant seeking damages cannot plead
in such a way as to avoid the necessity of re-pleading.
As a housekeeping matter, I also recommend sub-part (b)
of Rule 47 be amended to require the assertion that the claim
is within the jurisdictional limits rather than above the minimum
limit~
The rule, as now written, prevents affirmatively stating
a claim within the limits of a limited-jurisdiction court.
In addition to the above recommendations relative to Rule
47, I recommend repealing Rules 241 and 243, enacting two new
rules (which will be referred to as R~les 47a and 242~.

c

Rule· '47a requires each damages claimant to ,advi:!!le the
person from whom damages is sought ~he amount of damages which
will be requested from the court in the event no answer is filed
in response to the suit. Such a rule provides information from
which a defendant can assess maximum risk and make a: business
decision relative to the desirability of.contesting the claim.
Rule 242 replaces the current Rules 241 and 243.
Rules 241 and 243
relative to liquidated
serves very little, if
it permits the law to
However, in my view,
reality.

speak to a dichotomy the law has created
and unliquidated claims. This dichotomy
any, purpose. In limited circumstances,
indulge in a presumption upon default.
that presumption is not consistent with
_

In suits involving unliquidated claims, we presume that
a defaulting party admits liability due to fault, but that same
defaulting party does not admi tthe amount of damages caused
by the admitted fault.
I believe my experiences would be similar to those of other
judges across the state. Letters I have received from defendants
frequently admit they had no money to pay damages, but they
deny they did anything wrong. Human nature is such that people

l
J0611

c.

cannot admit failure, but they can and do admit a debt.
People
will admit a debt, even an unliquidated debt.
Our presumption- - ; . ; . ; .
is wrong-;;
It is also my belief that defaulting defendants do not
rely on the Court to conduct hearings for the presentment of
evidence of unliquidated debts.
With those basic beliefs, I recommend that the rules be
amended to provide trial courts with an option of hearing
evidence or granting judgment without hearing evidence in those
cases where the claimant has advised the opposing party of the
amount to be sought on default.
These proposed new Rules 241 and 243 will permit trial
courts which have computer support to automatically process
default
judgments
if
the
Court
is
satisfied
with
the
reasonableness of the amounts claimed.
The Court will also
have the option of requiring evidence if a claim appears to
be out of the ordinary.'
By changing these rules to permit automated judgments,
valuable Court resources and time can be devoted to contested
issue!:i.

(

A copy of my proposed changes to Rules 47, 47a, 241, 242,
and 243 is attached to this letter.

l
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~----

Rule 47a.

..

--

Claims on Default

Each original pleading which seeks damages, with or without
a claim for attorney fees, shall contain a statement sufficient
to give fair notice to a defendant of the amount r or amounts r
which will be requested if default judgment is granted against
that defendant.

(

'~/
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI
1301 MCKINNEY

(

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010

TELEPHONE' 713/651-5151
TELEX' 76-2829
TELECOPIER: 713/651-5246

HOUSTON
WASHINGTON. D. C.
AUSTIN
SAN ANTONIO
DALLAS
LONCON
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI
REAVIS MCGRATH

&.

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

January 11, 1990

(

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the propqsed
changes in the Texas Rules of Givil Procedure, (ii) the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:
12. Rule 47a. The suggested change would require---
that each original pleading which seeks damages give "fair
notice" of the amount which will be requested in the event of a
default judgment.
The subcommittee does not recommend such change.
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JUDGE B. F. (BILL) COKER
3823 Calculus Drive
Dallas. Texas 75244
(214) 247·8974

December 30, 1989
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Mr. Luther H. Soules
Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
175 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
Re:

Suggested rule

Dear Mr. s o u l e s : .

(
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Enclosed are recommended changes and additions to the
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Additions to existing rules and new
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule.
Portions
of existing rules which are deleted are enclosed in brackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggestions to your
commi~tee for consideration.
My recommendations relate to changes in the rules relative
to:
1.

claims for damages;

2.

reading and signing minutes;

3.
assessment of costs associated with service of process
and other notices; and
4.

.

requests and fees for a jury trial.

Each area of recommended change is addressed separately.
Claims for Damages:
My recommended changes which are associated with claims
for damages relate to pleading. jurisdictional amounts and
granting judgments on default.
Rule 47, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, as it now exists,
significantly increases the cost of litigation and wastes

l
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v'aluable judicial: resources.
This rule makes it impossible
to plead a claim for unliquidated damages without being required

to re-plead the same claim. The rule requires a statement-that - - -
only advises the opposing party that the claim exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of the court.
Further, the rule invites
the opposing party to except to the lack of a specific amount
claimed, and follows that with a mandate that the trial court
sustain the special exception and require the pleader to re-plead
with more specifics.
On the other hand, if the pleader
anticipates the special exception and pleads a specific, a trial
would be required to sustain a special exception that claimed
the pleader failed to follow Rule 47.
Basically, this creates
a "Catch 22" because a litigant seeking damages cannot plead
in such a way as to avoid the necessity of re-pleading.
As a housekeeping matter, I also recommend sub-part (b)
of Rule 47 be amended to require the assertion that the claim
is within the jurisdictional limits rather than above the minimum
limit. The rule, as now written, prevents affirmatively stating
a claim within the limits of a limited-jurisdiction court.
In addition to the above recommendations relative to Rule
47, I recommend repealing Rules 241 and 243, enacting two new
rules (which will be referred ~o as Rul.es 47a and 242).

c

Rule 47a requires each dama.ges claimant ,to
advise th~
person from whom damages is sought the amount of damages which
will be.requested from the court in the event no answer is filed
in response to the suit. Such a rule provides information from
which a defendant can assess maximum risk and make a business
decision relative to the desirability of.contesting the claim.
Rule 242 replaces the current Rules 241 and 243.
Rules 241 and 243
relative to liquidated
serves very little, if
it permits the law to
However, in my view,
reality..

speak to a dichotomy the law has created
and unliquidated claims. This dichotomy
any, purpose.
In limited circumstances,
indulge in a presumption upon default.
that presumption is not consistent with
....

In suits involving unliquidated claims, we presume that
a defaulting party admits liability due to fault, but that same
defaulting party does not admi tthe amount of damages caused
by the admitted fault.
I believe my experiences would be similar to those of other
judges across the state. Letters I have received from defendants
frequently admit they had no money to pay damages, but they
deny they did anything wrong. Human nature is such that people
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cannot admit failure, but they can and do admit a debt.
People
will admit a debt, even an unliquidated debt.
Our presumption-
is wrong~'
It is also my belief that defaulting defendants do not
rely on the Court to conduct hearings for the presentment of
evidence of unliquidated debts.
With those basic beliefs, I recommend that the rules be
amended to provide trial courts with an option of hearing
evidence or granting judgment without hearing evidence in those
cases where the claimant has advised the opposing party of the
amount to be sought on default.
These proposed new Rules 241 and 243 will permit trial
courts which have computer support to automatically process
default
judgments
if
the
Court
is
satisfied
with
the
reasonableness of the amounts claimed.
The Court will also
have the option of requiring evidence if a claim appears to
be out of the ordinary~·

By changing these rules to permi t automated judgments,
valuable Court resources and time can be devoted to contested
issues.

(

A copy of my 'proposed changes to Rules 47,
and 243 is attached to this letter.

47a,

241,

242,
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Rule 57.

Signing of Pleadings

Every pleading of a party represented by an attorney shall
be signed by at least one attorney of record in his individual
name, with his state Bar of Texas identification number, address
and telephone number.

A party not represented by an attorney

shall sign his pleadings, state his address and telephone number.
A copy of the original signed pleading is acceptable for filing
with the clerk or court.

(

l
J061S

FULBRIGHT &

JAWORSKI

1301 MCKINNEY

(

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010

TELEPHONE· 713/651-5151
TEI.EX· 76-2829
TEI.ECOPIER: 713/651-5246

HOUSTON
W45HINGTON.O.C.
4USTIN
S4N 4NTONIO
0 ... 1.1.... 5
1.01'1001'1
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT

..J...WORSKI &

REAVIS McGRATH
NEW YORK
1.05 4NGEI.ES

January 11, 1990

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to

~65

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing ~eld on November 30, 1989 addres~ing the proposed
changes l.n the.Texas Rules of Civil Pro·cedure,(ii) the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
(
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
________~m~eet~nq were as follows:
10. Rules 45 and 57, and 74. The proposed suggestion
is that the existing rule be amended to require that the signed
original or a copy thereof be filed with the clerk. The
proposal also suggests that when a copy is filed, the party
should be required to maintain the signed original in the event
the authenticity of the writing is questioned. The suggested
change in Rule 57 would expressly permit the filing of a copy
of the original signed pleading.

•

Rule 74. The suggested change in this rule would
make the same amendment as in Rules 45 and 57. The
subcommittee does not recommend any of these changes.
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-------(d) be in writing. l'ln p'.'lp<;r m<:~slJ.t"!r,j :1: pl-"oxicrately 8 1/2
inches ~y 11 inches. Si;n$d by tha p~rty or his
attorney,
."

and the signed origlr•.'ll or copy:>=

!

aid original

be filed with the clerk.

*

When a copy of the :signed original. _ a teneered for
filing, the party or his attorney f: ling such copy is
requireu to maintain the ~i~n9d. ~~i. inaJ. for inspection
by the court or any p~rty i~cident 0 the suit, should a
que5tion be raised ~s to its authen ieity.

LMe57~
*

A copy of the ori~lnal sisned ple~a ng
for filing wiLh lhe c~erk O~ ~ourt.

(

i~

aeceptable
•

*
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J. SCOTT BARDOLE
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PATRiCIA ;\<1. ;\<ICCLCNG
KEllY A. McDoNALD

"SOARD CERTIfiED. PER50:>:;\L l:>.iCRY TRIAL LNl1I'
"tSOARO CERTIFIED. CIVIL TRIAL L-\w
TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECL"Uz...nO:>l

SHARO:>l

M.

SCHWEITZER

January 25, 1990

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Supreme Court of Texas
P.O" Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:
II.

Proposed Rule Changes

Change Rule 63
A.

Change Rule 63 from 7 days prior to trial to 30 Days
Prior to trialo

B.

Modify the Rules of Pleading, Rules 63 & 67, to provide
that the pleadings shall not be amended within 30 days
of trial absent leave of court, further providing that
the Court shall have discretion to permit leave to file
the amended pleadings but that the burden is on the
HOVANT SEEKING LEAVE TO SHOW THAT SURPRISE IS NOT SHOWN
OR THAT IIGOOD CAUSE" OTHERWISE EXISTS TO PERMIT LEAVE TO
BE FILED.

(

Judge, the reasons for the above rules are many, but I will
give you only a few.
PLEADINGS.
The Texas time periods of 7 days (pleadings) and 30 days
(experts etc.) are ridiculous for anyone who has ever engaged in
________a_n_y_~erious lawsuits at all. The notion that a mere 7 days be~ore
trial a~ter 75 depositions an~ 3 years o~ preparation a party can
"amend" their pleadings and that such "amendment" will be granted
"absent a showing of surprise ll can only be viewed as absurd from
the point of view of "streamlining" or "fairness or efficiency".
We have all of this discovery, all these "rules", and we are
AUTHORIZED, should I say invited!, to wait until 7 days prio~ to
trial to lIamend".
We know to a certainty that lawyers wait to amend and put off
doing until 7 days what they could and should do earlier. At the
minimum, NO AMENDMENT TO THE PLEApINGS WITKIN 30 DAYS OF TRIAL.

...
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Supreme Court of Texas
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:
II.

(

{p

7

Proposed Rule Changes

Change Rule 63
A.

Change Rule 63 from 7 days pr~or to trial to 30 Days
;Prior to trial.

B.

Modify the Rules of Pleading, Rules 63 & 67, to provide
that the pleadings shall not be amended within 30 days
of trial absent leave of court, further providing that
the Court shall have discretion to permit leave to file
the amended pleadings but that the burden is on the
MOVANT SEEKING LEAVE TO SHOW THAT SURPRISE IS NOT SHOWN
OR THAT "GOOD CAUSE" OTHERWISE EXISTS TO PERMIT LEAVE TO
BE FILED.

Judge, the reasons for the above rules are many, but I will
give you only a few.
;PLEADINGS.

l

The Texas time periods of 7 days (pleadings) and 30 days
(experts etc.) are ridiculous for anyone who has ever engaged in
_________a_ny_serious lawsuits at all. The notion that a'mere 7 days before
trial after 75 depositions an~ 3 years of preparation a party can
"amend" their pleadings and that such "amendment" will be granted
"absent a showing of surprise" can only be viewed as absurd from
the point of view of "streamlining" or "fairness or efficiency".
We have all of this discovery, all these "rules", and we are
AUTHORIZED, should I say invitedl, to wait until 7 days prior to
trial to "amend".
We know to a certainty that lawyers wait to amend and put off
doing until 7 days what they could and should do earlier. At the
minimum, NO AMENDMENT TO THE PLEADINGS WITHIN 30 DAYS OF TRIAL.
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Rule 74.
The

Filing with the court Defined
filing

of

pleadings,

other

papers

and

exhibits

as

required by these rules shall be made by filing the original or a
copy of the signed original

t~~¢

with the clerk of the court,

except that the judge may permit the papers to be filed with him,
in which event he shall not thereon the filing date and time and
forthwith transmit them to the office of the clerk.

When a copy

of the signed original is tendered for filing, the party of his
attorney

filing

such copy is

required

to maintain

the

signed

original for inspection by the court or any party incident to the
suit, should a question be raised as to its authenticity.

(

l
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FULBRIGHT & ~AWORSKI
1301 MCKINNEY

(

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77010

TELEPHONE' 713/651-51!51
TELEX' 76-2829
TELECOPIER: 713/651-5248

HOUSTON
WASHINGTON. O. C.
AUSTIN
SAN ANTONIO
OALLA5
LONOON
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI
REAVIS MCGRATH

&

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

January 11, 1990

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, <ii) the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
(
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
~______~m~eetinq were as follows:
10. Rules 45 and 57, and 74. The proposed suggestion
is that the existing rule be amended to require that the signed
original or a copy thereof be filed with the clerk. The
proposal also suggests t~at ~hen a C?py is f~l~d, t~e party
should be required to ma~nta~n the s~gned or~g~nal ~n the event
the authenticity of the writing is questioned. The suggested
change in Rule 57 would expressly permit the filing of a copy
of the original signed pleading.
Rule 74. The suggested change in this rule would
make the same amendment as in Rules 45 and 57. The
subcommittee does not recommend any of these changes.
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'rhe filing of plc~di~}~9, otb~!l: pap;;r~
required by lhesa l"ules shaL. bi-1 !:\;c.e

*

the original or a copy of the

~igned

lild

1,/

e,:.:hlbits as

filing

e,:igiral

with the clerlt of thl} c(.urt, e:<eept tt,lt U,e judge may
permit the papers to be filed \'lith hit1 in ",liich event he
Shall 110 le thereon tho 1: !lin'~ ·:hd:e Elf,l1 U.mc.' and forthwith
ll"onsmit th~m to thQ <>f!'ir.'''' nf thA chI ~~ •
.. When a copy of thA Ri'l[1~d orl.gii1tll is;end(!r.~d for filing,
tile party or: hll:i d t tVJ.:lley £i ti,,')' ~\Ich 'OPl' is lOjillllld rAo to

main tain the s ignet1 0::.1. ::Jillal E'') •.- !Ii~p.,;t iUH by th~ eou,..t
or any party incldent to the Butt, $hOJld a question be
raised as to its', ~ulhenticit·{.
.

*

STAR INDIeATES ADDITIONAL TEXT
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LAW OFFICES

(

UITH M. BAKER.
R.ICHARD M. aUT\.£R
W. CHAR.\.£S CAMP8ELL
CHRISTOPHER CLARK_
HER8ERT GORDON DAVIS
SAItAH 8. DUNCAN
MARY S. fENLON
GEORGE ANN HARPOLE
LAUItA D. HEARD

REBA BENNETT KENNEDY
PHIL STEVEN KOSU8
CAR.Y W. MAYTON
I. KEN NUNLEY
SUSAN SHANK PATTERSON
SAVANNAH L R081NSON
IUDITH RAMSEY SALDANA
MAR.C l. SCHNALL'
LUTHER H. SOU\.£S III ..

ELlZA8f.TH P. HOL8ERT
RONALD I. IOHNSON

WILLIAM T. SULLIVAN
lAMES P. WALLACf. •

SOU LES & WALLACE

TELHN<

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

SAN ANTONIO

A PROfESSIONAl. CORPORATION

--<512)

TENTH FLOOR

2~7073.-- ..

RE PUBLIC OF TEXAS PLAZA

AUSTIN

175 EAST HOUSTON STREET

(512) 327-4105

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78205-2230

(512) 224-9144
W,UTEFt'S OtRECT OIAL. NUt04eUtFt:

December 26, 1989

Mr. David J. Beck
Fulbright & Jaworski
1301 McKinney street
Houston, Texas 77002
Re:

Proposed Changes to Rules 21a, 45, 57 and 74
Rules of Civil Procedure

Te~as

Dear Mr. Beck:

(

Enclosed herewith please find a copies of letters sent to me
by James Jolly Clark, Paul R. Clevenger, John F. Campbell, and
Judge J. David Phillips regarding proposed changes to the above
captioned rules.
Please be prepared to report on this matter at
our next SCAC meeting.
I will include the matter on our next
agenda.
As always, thank you for your keen attention to the business
of the Advisory Committee.
yours,

LHSlll/hjh
Enclosure
cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Honorable David Peeples
Honorable J. David Phillips
Mr. Reagan M. Martin
Mr. John F. Campbell
Mr. James Jolly Clark

AUSTIN, TEXAS OFFICE: BARTON OAKS PLAZA TWO, SUITE 315
901 MOPAC EXPRESSWAY SOUTH. AUSTIN. TEXAS 78746

(512) 328·5511
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS OFFICE: THE 600 BUILDING, SUITE 1201
600 LEOPARD STREET. CORPUS CHR.ISTI. TEXAS 78473

(512) 883·7501

TEXAS BOARD OF LECAL SPECIALIZATION
, BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL TRIAL LAW
I BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL APPELLATE LAW
• BOARD CERTIFIED COMMERCIAL AND
!l..ESIOENTIAL REAL ESTATE LAW

r

(

GRAVES, DOUGHERTY. HEARON
2300 .... e ....

a

&

MOODY

TOW!:'"

TCLCc:.OP" NU.... aCA:
($.ZI "'."IQ76

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

(

6.
The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjury":
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41(a) (1) and 54(a).
The
following proposed amendments use the word "non-juryn: Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term flnonjurylt currently
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2).
-~--.

----

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

1M. .

Charles A.

l
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ANDREWS

&. KURTH

ATTORNE.YS

(

.... 00 THANKSGIVING TOWER

CALLAS. TEXAS 7$201
OTHER O,..FICES:
HOUSTON
WASHINGTON.O·C.
LOS ANGELES

TEI.EF'HON E:' (21"') 979· ..... 00
TE:LECOF'IER: (21") 969'933"
TELEX: 70·9669

January 29,1990

The Honorable David Peeples
San Antonio Court of Appeals
500 County Courthouse
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Re: Proposal for Texas Rule for Offer of J udgmen t
Dear Judge Peeples:
I enclose a copy of a letter from Hugh E. Hackney of Fulbright & Jaworski
regarding the above referenced matter.
,

(

Sincerely yours,

•

r!L-~""""'-~&if~ ~
Charles R. Haworth

270llfk
Enclosure
cc:

Members of the Committee
on the Administration of Justice (w/enels.)

-

SENT BY:Xerox Telecopier 7021

-..:..'.:-:;,,~_

1-26-90

_.

'='1 ... 969933... ;1=1

""_,-;'1

5:14PM

2148558200'"

2

2149699334:# 2

FULBRIGHT & '-'AWORSKI

(

1100

Ross AVENUE
aeoo

SUITE

O....I.L..As.T;:x•• 711aOI
TC"C"~ONC:I'I·I.II·.OOO,
TEI.ECO,"' 'II': <11-/_55-_..00

MOV.TON
WASHINGTON. 0.
AU.TIN
.AN "'NTONIO
QAI.IoAS

e.

"ONOOH
IU"leM
'UI.."10NT JAWO"SKI .
REAVIS MCGlIIATM
NEW '1'0""

1.0S

"'HClC:I.~.

January 26, 1990

VIA FAX

Charles R. Haworth, Esq.
Andrews " Kurth
4400 ThanKsgiving Tower
Dallas, Tesas 75201
RE:

.

Proposal for Tesss Rule for Offer of Judgment

Dear Charles:

(

Thank you very much for .sending me the draft
memorandum regaraing the proposal tor a Tezas offer of judgment
rule. I have review Doth the memorandum and the proposed rule,
and otter the following comments.
While the rule is very wall drattad, I would suggest
several changes or additions to further achieve the ends
sought. For ezample, I fe.l that the defendant should be given
the option of a dismissal with prejudice or entry of a
judgment; this procedure would enable the defendant, if he or
she so chooses, to avoid the potential preolusive effects of a
j udgmant.
The proposed rule also provides (in subsection (bl)
that the offer shall remain open for thirty days unless
withdrawn DY writing served on the offeree before it is
accepted.
It may b. wise to include in this section a
provision (similar to Te%as Rule 11 raglrding agreements
between counsel) that the offer may also be withdrawn "in open
court- (1 ••• , on the record durinq a haarinCiJ or in a
deposition). This approach would enable the party who has made
an outstanding offer to revoke it during an avidentiary hearing
or deposition in which particularly helpful testimony 1s

00631
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SENT BY:Xerox Telecopier 7021

1-26-90

5:15PM

2148558200~

2149 699334 ;;: 3'"

Charles R. Haworth, Esq.
January 26, 1990
Page 2

(

elicited which may
proposed rule does
writing, 80 it may
acceptance in writin;

induce him to withdraw the offer.
The
not require that an acceptance be in
also be wise to include a provision for
or "on the r8~ord·.

Section (f) of the proposed rule outlines the
post-judgment procedure for seeking sanctions for rejection of
an offer. It may be advisable to include in this section a
provision governing the time limits for the filing of such a
motion; however, the general rules regarding the plenary power
of the court after final adjudication may provide this time
limit.

(

It is interesting to note that the proposed rule
consistently refers to sanctions being imposed ·on the offeree,
or his attorney, or both.This conforms to the current
practice regarding discovery sanctions, which also may be
The primary
imposed on the party or his attorney or both.
drawback to this phraseology is that the court will be called
upon to determine who is responsible for the rej ection of the
offer.
Obviously,
this· may requi Ie the disclosure of
attorney/client communciations, particularly i.f the sanctions
imposed are severe.
While the rules of 'privilege clearly
provide an -exception for situations involving a breach of duty
between attorney and client, the prospects of an appeal of the
judgment and subsequene new erial require that any abrogation
of the privilege be undertaken only after careful consiaeration
by the trial court.
Perhaps the issues of responSibility for
sanctions could be deferred until such time as appeals of the
judgment are exhausted or are time-barred.
Section (f) a110 provides that, when the judgment
finally entered is less favorable to the offeree than the
rejected offer, the offeree (or his attorney, or both) "shall
pay the ofeeror
time. the cost'. incurred- aftet the offer
was made.
In xeepin; with the proposed rulets intent to
provide the trial court discretion in setting the amount of
sanctions, the legislature (or rules committee) may wish to
include a range Of multiples (i ••• , between two and four times
the costa incurred) in the rule, and leave the multiple chosen
in the discretion of the court.

l

Finally,
the provision permitting
an award
of
sanctions for filing a frivilous motion to reduce the sanctions
imposed
for
rejection
of
the
offer
is
psrticularly
interesting. It appears to be an attempt to incorporate into
the Texas rule. some of the ubi te" of Rule 11 of the rederal
Rules. .It may seem a bit odd, in the contezt of the other
Texas rule., to impose sanctions for the frivilous filing of a
motion under this rule only. However, 1 like it because. if
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Charles R. Haworth, Esq.
January 26, 1990
(

Page 3

accepted, application of such a rule may ultimately lead to a
general rule prohibiting the filing of frivilous motions.
I hope you find these comments helpful.
Again I,
appreciate your giving rna the opportunity to provide soma input
on this matter. As you know, I have pushed for th., adoption of
such a rule for some time, and would be very interested to hear
from you regarding how this proposal is received.

v~rYr\trU1Y

~e-~~~:.............
Huqh E. Hackney

HEH:ds

(

GOS 3:

lzalV'

FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI
1301 MCKINNEY

(

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010

TELEPHONE· 713/SSI-5151
TELEX· 76-2829
TELE:COPI E:R: 713/651-52"6

HOUSTON
WASH I NG TON. O. C.
AUSTIN
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TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing held on November ~O, 1989 'addressing the proposed
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (i i) the wr·i tten
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:
14. Rule 103. The suggested change, requested by the
Constables, is that the existing rule be amended to require in
writin9' a motion showing "9'0od cause" before "any person
authorlzed by law or by wrltten order of the court who is not
less than 18 years of age" be authorized to serve citation and
other notices.

The subcommittee does not recommend this change,
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PARKER COUNTY
Wathuford, TeD. 76086

Novem~er

29. 1989

Honorable Nathan L. Recht
Texas Supreme Court
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Justice Hecht:
We would like to take this opportunity to commene on three
ments to the !exa3 Rules of Civil ProcedUre.

(

~ropo3ed

amend

.

We would'like to restata our opposition to Hula l03 here. Firstly, and fore
most trom a county financial prospective, utilization of ~r1vate process
servers cost the county taxpayers money. Sheriffs and constables are
mandated by the Constitution; they have a wide variety of duties other 'than
the service 'of civil process. all of which are Bn expense to the taxpayers.
In the case of civil process served in private laWSUits by sheriffs and
constables, the county is authorized to charge a fee. These fees help offset
the cost to the county of maintaining the offices. Private process servers
take only the revenue-generating worK and leave all the nonrevenue-generat1n~
work for the count1es, which obvioU3ly hurts the taxpayer.
Secondly, troM the Justice of the Peace standpoint, there i8 the Question of
the validity of default judgments based on service or citation by a private
individual ever whom the court has ne control. Currently. the jud~e of a justice
court has contrcl over private service ot process and can verify the inte~r1ty
of the person who 1s gOing to serve the citation prior to authorizin~ the
person to do so. We be11eve this is the much better system.

00635

...
RECOMMENDED NEW RULE
RELATIVE TO ASSESSMENT OF COSTS
OF SERVICE OF PROCESS AND OTHER NOTICES

(
Rule 140a.

Costs of Service of Process and Other Notices

The amount of fee charged by a person authorized by court
order for service of citation or other notice pursuant to Rule
103 in excess of the maximum fee authorized to be charged by
any sheriff or constable shall not be taxed in the bill of costs.

(

l
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RECOMMENDED RULE CHANGES -- COSTS OF SERVICE
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(

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At. our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various cpmments made at the public
hearing hel~ on Novernbftr 30, 1989 addressing the proposed
chariges in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the wr~tten
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:

---------_._

-'-'


15. New Rule 140a. The suggested change is that the
fees of persons authorized by court order to serve process or
other notices that exceed the maximum fee charged by any
sheriff or constable should not be taxed as court costs. The
subcommittee believes that our rules should not place any
arbitrary limitations on fees. In any event, Rule 141
indicates that the court "may, for good cause, adjudge the
costs otherwise than as provided by law or these rules."
Accordingly, if a court believes that service fees are
excessive, the court can deny the motion to tax the fees or a
part thereof as costs.

-
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JUDGE B. F. (BILL) COKER
3823 Calculus Drive
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 247-8974

December 30, 1989

4
lJJ
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@~~c!~~fo
Mr. Luther H. Soules
Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
1 7 5 E. Houston street
San Antonia, Texas 78205-2230
Re:

Suggested rule

Dear.Mr. Soules:

c

recom~ended
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Changes~b.
{~1!W ~~ ..
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Enclosed are
changes and
tions to the
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Additions to existing rdles and new·
rules are designated by underlined text of' the rule.
Portions
of existing rules which are deleted are enclosed in brackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggeetions to your
committee for consideration.

~

Assessment of Costs Associated with Service of Process and Other
Notices:
My recommendation relative to the assessment of costs
associated with service of citations and other notices flows
from a recognition that there are no limitations on the fees
that may be charged by private process servers.
Those service fees should be costs recoverable as in other
actions, but the party using private process services should
not be able to unilaterally dictate the amount of risk to which
the other party will be subjected.
I am not aware of any abuses
which now exist, but the inclusion of a new rule limiting the
amount of private process fees which can be taxed as costs would
prevent any possible future abuse.
I propose a new rule which I refer to as Rule 140a.
A copy of my proposed Rule 140a is attached to this letter.

tl 0 631
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY
2300 NeNS TOWER
01' C:OUH.G.

TtLCCOPV NUJIoUlt::Jt:

tSlZl .ue".o78

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

(

----

•

6 • . The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjury":
!
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 4+ (a) (1) and 54 Ca).
The·
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 Cd), 52 comment, and 54
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The .•
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of civil Procedure
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2).

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

11M ..

Charles A.
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(
TRCP 166b.
5.

On motion specifying

Protect i ve Orders.

the grounds

and

made by any person against or from whom discovery is sought under
these rules,
justice

the court may make any order in the interest of

necessary

unnecessary

to

expense,

protect
harassment

personal,

constitutional,

responses

made

under

the

this

or

movant

or

annoyance,

property

rule

from

may

undue
or

rights.
have

invasion

of

Motions

or

exhibits

attached

affidavits,

documents.

Specifically, the court's authority as to such orders

pleadings,

any

other

including

discovery

or

burden,

extends to, although it is not necessarily limited by, any of the

(

following:
a.

(No change.)

b.

(No change.)

c.

(No change.)

[d.

A trial court shall have continuing jurisdiction beyond

its plenary power over the merits of a case to rule on motions by
any party or non-party to a case seeking to rescind an order
sealing discovery.]

l
c:/dw4/scac/166b5d.doc
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January 25, 1990

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Supreme Court of Texas
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:
I.

Proposed Rule Changes

Change Rule 166b(6) (b)
A.

Change the Rule 166b (6) (b~ from 30 days to, at a minimum,
60 days.

Judge, the reasons for the above rules are many, but I will
give you only a few_
THE THIRTY DAY RULE
Further, I talked to a great lawyer a few days ago.
This
'lawyer is one of the best in this state in my opinion
His
statement: "my whole life revolves around the 30 day rule. I stay
up at night worrying about the 30 day rule".
Judge, if this is true, why not make it 60 days and not 30.
The fact is, and all lawyers with any experience now know it, is
that the exclusionary provisions of Rule 166b and the. cases
interpreting it (i.e. excluding experts or witnesses for failure
to supplement or supplementation within the "30 day rule") have
drastically changed our practice. The Courts are saying: you can
NOT wait any more to disclose experts or witnesses. This did not
use to be the real Texas practice. I can remember the "old days"
when a trial judge would grant a continuance and permit a party to
"supplement" as late as the day of trial and even in major cases.
We have moved far away from this, and properly so.
But I
submit that the time is now to make a realistic decision to get to
a realistic number:
not 30 days, but a minimum of 60 days prior
to trial.
30 days prior to trial is not enough time.
If a party does
bring in a new expert, the depositions can not be set up, the other
party wants new experts etc. The case is put off.
Depositions
are noticed.
Lawyers are unhappy.
Rambo tactics become more
common within the last "30 days".
All of this "pressure" is not
necessary. Just back the dates back to. at a minimum. 60 dav~.

DAN
.

R.

PRICE

ATTORNEY AT LAw

3001 LAKE AUSTIN BLVD .. SUITE 205
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78703-4204
(512) 476·7086

(

November 28, 1989

Dear Justice Hecht:

other matters: Rule 166c. I believe new Rule 166c should be
clarified. The last part of the rule discusses agreement in non
deposition discovery. .The question is whether or not Rule 166C,
if read in con junction with Rule 11, requires that s~ch an
agreement be in writing, signed by the parties, and filed with the .
court? I believe this should be clarif~ed by bhe new rules.

(
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January 25, 1990

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Supreme court of Texas
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:
IV.

(

Proposed Rule Changes

New Rule
A.

Finally,
166c".

I

would create a new Rule,

B.

This rule would say in essence:

let· us say "Rule

1.

A Lawyer files a Motion "Pursuant to Rule 166c" for
Discovery.
.

2.

That is about all that the "Rule 166c Motion" would
say.

3.

When a lawYer received a "Rule 166c Motion" I the
content of his/her response would be governed by
Rule 166c.

"'--'-'~-----

4.

Rule 166c would provide that, within 30 days after
receipt of a Rule 166c Motion, the respondent would
provide the following information:

Suggested content of Statement Required by Rule 166c
Within 30 days after receipt of a Rule 166c Request, all
parties shall each serve on each other, and all other involved
counsel a document styled as "Rule 166c Pre-trial statement of
Witnesses, Experts and Documents".
Such statement shall designate and contain the following
information:
a.
The name, address and telephone number of all
persons who have knowledge of relevant facts. The statement shall
designate from this list of people identified those persons that
a party "will probably call" if the lawyer, in the exercise of good
faith, knows that he/she will, in all probability, call that person 06,43
as a witness at the time of trial.
G q

b.
The name, address and telephone number of all
experts which the party filing the statement may call at the time
of the trial.

(

c.
The name, address and telephone number of every
expert used for consultation who is not expected to be called as
a witness at trial, if the consulting expert's opinions or
impressions have been reviewed by a testifying expert. 1
>

d.
As to each such expert identified pursuant to either
paragraph b or c above the following information shall be stated
in detail:
(1) the subject matter on which the witness is
expected to testify;
(2)

the mental impressions and opinions held by

the expert;
(3) a statement of whether the expert has prepared
any report or summary of his opinions or mental impressions;
(4) identification of any document prepared by the
expert or used by the expert on which the expert may rely for any
opinions at the time of hearing or trial.

(

e.
Identify all documents or tangible items which the
party filing the statement believes at this time that it intends
to introduce at the time of trial or documents which the party
filing the statement believes supports his/her/its claim or
defense.
All documents shall be designated which the lawyer
believes that he/she will probably use at' trial, that is, any
document that the lawyer, in the exercise of good faith, believes
that he/she will, in all probability, introduce the document at
the time of trial.
By the term "identify", it is intended that a party shall
identify a document by giving the date of the document, a general
description of the contents of the document and the source of the
document where applicable.
By the term "identify", it is intended that a party shall
identify a tangible item by giving a reasonably specific
description of the item so that the Court or opposing counsel can
be put on notice of the character of the tangible item.
f.
As to any tangible item which is not a document,
the party identifying the tangible item shall 'have the duty of
notifying all counsel and unrepresented parties that a tangible
item has been identified but not produced and shall set a
reasonable time and place for the examination and inspection of
the tangible item.

This language follows the proposed language change
under Rule 166b(e).

GO 6 4~'i

(
g.
EACH Rule 166c PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT SHALL BE SIGNED
BY COUNSEL.
THIS PROCEDURE SHALL BE CONSIDERED IN LIEU OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION INQUIRING AS TO (A)
WITNESSES WITH KNOWLEDGE OF RELEVANT FACTS; (B) EXPERTS WHO MAY BE
CALLED; (C) EXPERTS FOR CONSULTATION WHO WILL NOT BE CALLED BUT WHO
MAY BE RELIED ON BY AN EXPERT WHO MAY BE CALLED; AND (D)
IDENTIFICATION AND PRODUCTION AS TO RELEVANT DOCUMENTS.
COUNSEL
NEED NOT OBTAIN THE SIGNATURES OF THE CLIENTS ON THE fRE-TRIAL
STATEMENTS.
On or before 60 days prior to any trial setting in the cause,
this Rule 166c Pre-Trial Statement shall be supplemented.
All parties shall file in the papers of the cause and serve
on counsel this supplementation of the pre-trial statement. This
supplementation shall cover each and every item required in the
pre-trial statement, including persons with knowledge of relevant
facts, experts, identification and production of documents. This
first supplementation of this pre-trial statement should be made
as soon as practical, but in no event later than 60 days prior to
trial.
In this supplementation, there is no need or requirement
. to list again experts, documents or witnesses who were previously
named by the party.
(

No witness or expert shall be permitted to testify or document
be introduced unless said witness. expert, or document is properly
identified in timely filed pre-trial statements filed on or before
60 days prior to trial as described in this Order except on leave
of Court and unless the Court finds that good cause exists for
permitting or requiring supplementation not in compliance with the
timetable contained in this Rule. 2
This Rule 166c Motion and Pre-Statement shall not relieve any
party from any duty of disclosure or supplementation which is not
speci~;i.cally addressed, controlled or imposed otherwise by the
Court or by these Rules •

.

_-

-=------------~----2

The
purpose
here
is
to
conform
to
the
supplementation requirements of 166b. I have not tracked
the language exactly, but that is the general intent.
Refinements would have to include making it conform to
Rule 166b and to make "Rule 166c" and Rule 166b work
together.

00645
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Judge, the reasons for the above rules are many, but I will
give you only a few.

My New Rule 166c
I am also admitted into the bar of the State of Colorado.
That state passed a Rule which is similar, though even broader,
that the Rule 166c which I am suggesting.
I do not have the time in this letter to argue at length why
such a rule would be helpful.
However, I am convinced that it
would. be of immense help for the Supreme Court to tell every lawyer
in this state that within 30 days after getting a "Rule 166c"
Motion, a "statement" from the lawyer giving the information which
I have set out about would be reauired and that the content of that
response was something that the lawyers were definite about and
knew exactly what was coming.
If you are at all interested in following up on this
suggestion, I would be willing to do whatever you think is
appropriate to 'flush out my reasons for this suggesti,on, the
Colorado experience, a survey ~f the literature on it etc.

(

.

In conclusion, these suggestions are probably not
at all. But I am completely convinced that our Texas
it now stands has much going for it.
But we need to
realistic, and I strongly believe that our current

totally new
practice as
get utterly
practice of

amending pleading 7 days prior to a trial date and designation of
expert 30 days prior to trial is absurd given the realities of
practice in 1990.
The unpleasant truth is:
when a lawyer has to designate
experts and HIRE THEM, and when a lawyer has to finally and truly
amend pleadings, then and sometimes only then do many of us think
about settlement, getting very realistic with our clients about
the cost and probable outcome of this vast litigation process that
we have been involved with.

J0646

RULE 167. DISCOVERY .(ND PRODUC
TION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
FOR INSPECTION, COPYING OR
PHO'l'OGRAPHING

(

1. Procedure. Any party may serve on any
other party a REQUEST:
a. to produce and permit the party making the
REQUEST, or someone acting on his behalf, to
inspect, sample, test, photograph and/or copy, any
designated documents or tangible things which con
stitute or contain matters within the scope of Rule
166b which are in the possession, custody or control
of the party upon whom the request is served; or
b. to permit entry upon designated land or other
property in the possession or control of the party
upon whom the request is served for the purpose of
inspection and measuring, surveying, photograph
ing, testing, or sampling the property or any desig- .
nated object or operation thereon within the scope
of Rule 166b.
c. The REQUEST shall set forth the items to be
inspected either by individual item or by category, I
and descn'be each item and' category with reason
able particularity. The REQUEST shall specify a
reasonable time, place and manner for making the
inspection and performing the related acts.
d. The party upon whom the REQUEST is
served shall serve a written RESPONSE which shall
state, with respect to each. item or category of
items, that inspection or other requested action will
be permitted as requested, and he shall thereafter
comply with the REQUEST, except only to· the
extent that he makes objections in writing to partic
ular items, or categories of items, stating specific
reasons why such discovery should not be allowed., ~'"

•

(

RESPONSES, including any objections,
shall be preceded by the REQUEST to
which the RESPONSE or 'objection "
pertains.
.

e. All parties to the action shall be served with
copies of each REQUEST and RESPONSE.
f. A party who produces documents for inspec
tion shall produce them as they are kept in the
usual course of business. or shall organize and label
them to correspond with the categories in the re
quest.
g. Testing or examination shall not extend to
destruction or material alteration of an article with.
out notice, hearing, and prior approval by the court.

51
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Luke Soules
Offices of Luther Soules, III
E. Houston Street, 10th Floor
Antonio, Texas 78205
Re:

~o~

if/

~P~~ct"
'i~ )~ .t~

(J t/q~

Proposed Amendment of Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Luke:
This letter is written to you in your capacity as a member of
the Supreme Court Advisory Committee for the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure.

(

Recently, I have had an occasion to notice and appreciate a
significant difference in procedural response between Rule 168,
T.R.C.P. (Interrogatories to parties) on the one hand, and
Rule 167, T.R.C.P. (Discovery and Production of Documents and
Things for Inspection, Copying or Photographing) and Rule 169,
T.R.C.P. (Requests for Admission), on the other.
Rule 168 (Interrogatories), in an unnumbered paragraph
included under Rule 168.5, provides "inswers to interrogatories
shall be preceded by the question or interrogatory to which the
answer pertains." Much to my surprise, I have discovered that
there is no similar provision in Rule 167 (Discovery and
Production) or Rule 169 (Admissions).
The subject provision contained in Rule 168 regarding
interrogatories is good and makes the record clear. In mos~
circumstances, unless there has been amended or supplemental answers
or responses filed, the attorneys have to handle only one document
relating to interrogatories and responses. That document contains
both the questions and the answers and/or objections. Because
there is no similar provision in the rules providing for responses
to requests for production (Rule 167) or for requests for admissions
(Rule 169), unless the attorney, as a matter of courtesy, has copied
the particular requests for production or requests for admission in
order that they precede the response or objection thereto (which I
have made it my practice to do), then the attorneys are having to
constantly flip back and forth between the requests for production
or requests for admission and the responses.

0064 fl

(

Mr. Luke Soules
Law Offices of Luther Soules, III
Page Two

It seems to me that for the sake of consistency and for clarity
of the record, a provision similar to that quoted and found in Rule
168 should be incorporated in Rules 167 and 169.
I have included for
your reference copies of Rules 167, 168 and 169, along with the
language which I propose should be added to Rules 167 and 169 to make
them consistent with Rule 168 and which I believe will ultimately
simplify the process.
It may require a bit more of the secretaries
or paralegals in copying the requests for production or requests for
admission that precede the response or objection, but clarity for the
record would be greatly enhanced.
It is further my contention that
such a procedure would not unduly overload the filing capacity of the
District Clerks, who seem to not file much of anything anymore anyway.

(

If there is some reason why t~e language and change in format I
have suggested for Rules 167 and 169 was not included purposefully,
then I would like to know that reason.
If'it was merely oversight,
then I believe the language and the slight change in format which I
have suggeste~ should be added to those 'rules would ultimately save
time and simplify the process. Ultimately, it would save reoney, a~
well.
Please let me hear from you in this regard.
Very truly yours,
TINSMAN & HOUSER, INC.

JFYjr/mlh
Enclosures

l
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht
P. O. 80x 12248

Austin, Texas

78711

Dear Justice Hecht:
Please consider the following as my personal comments
on the proposed amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure and are not to be construed as the comments of this
firm or any of its attorneys:

(

Rules 167, -168 and 169. The ·propos~d chan<!e to Rule
169 gives a Defendant fifty (50) days after service
of the ci tation and petition to respond to requests
for admission.
However, Rules 167 and 168 allow a
defendant fifty (50) days to respond to requests for
production and interrogatories only if such discovery
requests accompany the citation.
I have recently
been party to a situation where after the citation is
served, the plaintiff has issued discovery requests
upon the defendant prior to the time the party
appears but after the citation is issued.
In such a
situation, the defendant may only have thirty (30)
days to respond to the discovery request since the
request did not accompany the citation.
I would suggest that Rules 167, 168 and 169 be re
drafted so that they are consistent in allowing a
defendant fifty (50) days after service of the cita
tion to respond to any discovery requests.
In other
words, the defendant should not need to respond to
any discovery requests for fifty (50) days after
citation has been served upon him.
I

hope these suggestions are of some benefit.
Yours very truly,

l1L;0~
{keith
KSO/lc

s.

Dubanevich
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ATTORN£'( AT l..AW
POST OFFICE BOX $$3

BEAUMONT. TEXAS 77704
T£I.EP"'ON£

OFFICE I.OCATION

Dec~~ber

("'09) 899·2$15

11, 1989

28$5 EASTEX FREEWAY
SUITE "I"

Texas Supreme Court
Rules Committee
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Tx 78711
In Re:

Recent Discovery Rules Changes

Gentlemen:
I respectfully recommend changes
follows:

in discovery rules as

1. Limit written interrogatories to 10 single questions, except
upon leave of court.
(Rule 168(5)

(

2. Followup or clarification interrogatories:
2 each for any
interroga tory imperfectly answered, to which the answer is not
understood, or needs clarifying.
3. File discovery
This results in
importan t enough
record, (including

papers.
presenty rules dispense with filing.
disorder and irresponsibility.
Anything
to consume a lawyer r s time should be kept on
opinions of the Court of Appeals).

4. Limit depositions to one each per attorney per witness, except
upon leave of court.

5. Provide for the party taking the depositions to make a deposit
to cover time and expense of witness and the attorney
representing the witness if the deposition requires more than one
day.
This should be a requirement in all multiple party or
extended depositons where a client and his lawyer are held in a
vice grip for several days for a long, long, deposition.
Particularly where the witness is a party-witness, and his
lawyer's expenses are mounting uncontrollably anyway.
6. Go back to the requirement that the deposition be taken in the
county where the witness resides, except by agreement or special
leave of court.
Should apply to party wi tnesses as well as
others. This is not an unreasonable requirement.

l

7.
Require the party giving notice to take the deposition to
also give notice of the subject matter or zone of inquiry, and
require the same thing of the opposite attorney if he intends to
pursue an independent line of questioning.
Allow nfree for all"
depositions only on leave of court, if at all, and with

...·
(

limitations.
Each deposition notice, whether for oral
depos it ions or interrogatories, should contain the name of the
individual court reporter, and the phone number of the court
'reporter.
8. Require 10 days notice when the witness is required to
produce documentary material.
"Reasonable notice" is probably
adequate in other situations.
Yours very truly,

~£~~r

(
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
CHIEF JCSTICE
mOMAS R. PHIWPS
JUSTICES
FRANKLIN S. SPEARS
C.L RAY
RAUL A. GONZALEZ

1',0. BOX 12248

CLERK

CAPITOL STATION

JOHN T. ADAMS

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78711
(512)

EXECUTIVE ASS·T.
WIWAM L. WILLIS

46H~12

OSCAR H. MAUZY
EUGENE A. COOK

JACK HIGHTOWER
NATHAN L HECHT
lLOYD DOGGETI

September 14, 1989

Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Soules and Wallace
Tenth Floor
Republic of Texas Plaza
175 East Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
. Dear. Luke:

(

I enclose a copy of a letter from Charles Griggs of Sweetwater
to Justice Cook regarding Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 168 and
169. The letter raises the question of how to treat the filing of
an instrument which contains both interrogatories and requests for
admission, and the responsive instrument.
Please schedule this subject for discussion by the Committee.
Sincerely,

Hecht
NLH:sm

l10653

(

THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
CHIEF jVSTICE
mOMA:> R. PHILLIPS

P.O. BOX 12248

JOHN T. ADA:-'IS

AUSTIN. TE..XAS 78711
(512)

jtiSTICES
FRANKl..I~

CLERK

CAPITOL STATION

EXECUTIVE ASS·T.
WillIAM L. WilliS

~6H312

S. SPEARS

L RAY
RAL1. A GONZ-\l.EZ

C.

.,.

AD~fINISTRATIVE

ASS,.
MARY ANN DEFI8AU~'

OSCAR H. .\-lAVZY
Et.:GENE A COOK

JACK HIGHTO'J:'ER

NATHAN L HECHT
UOYD DOGGETI

September 14, 1989

Mr. Charles R. Griggs
Nunn, Griggs, Jones & Sheridan
P. O. Box 488
Sweetwater, Texas 79556-0488
Dear Mr. Griggs:

.

(

. Justice Cook has referred to me your letter to him regarding
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 168 and 169. As the Court I s liaison
to the Rules Advisory Committee, I have sent a copy of your letter
to the chairman, Luther H. Soules of San Antonio, for consideration
by the Committee.
You have raised a legitimate issue.
your interest in the rules.

The Court appreciates

Sincerely,

Nathan L. Hecht
Justice
NLH:sm

00654"'"

NUNN. GRIGGS, JONES

(

&

SHERlDAL'l"

LAWYERS
CHAS, L.. NUNN 11913·'9861
CHAS. R. O'UOOS
C. E. JONES

PETER F. SHERIOAJ"

DOSCHER BUII.CING
POST OFFlCE
SWEETWATER.

Box

TeXAS

488

79558-0"'38

T'£U:COPIER
AitEA ,COD& 915

235-9928

9' 5·236-6847

Augus t 28,

1989

The Honorable Eugene A. Cook, Justice
The Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Cook:
There is a matter arising out of the discovery process that is
causing some confusion at the trial court level.
I would bring
this to your attention with the thought that the Court may want
to clarify discovery rules in order to eliminate this problem.

(

So~etime ago,
the Court put an end to the filing of depositions
with the District or County Clerks, probably in the interest of
saving storage space.
About that time, Rules 168 and 169 were
rewritten.
Rule 168 contemplates the serving of interrogatories
and responses to interrogato~ies directly upon the parties or
their attorneys.
The Rule does'.not forbid the filing of
interrogatories or responses with the Clerk but it does not
contemplate the filing of copies in that office.
Rule 169
specifi~ally provides
that requests for admissions and responses
to requests for admissions will "be filed promptly in the Clerk's
office ••• 11

It is not unusual for an attorney to prepare a discovery document
which incorporates both interrogatories and requests for
admissions of fact; in fact. this vehicle can be quite useful and
c~n result in increased clarity and efficiency of the discovery
process.
However, Clerks in my part of the country are beginning to refuse
to file a discovery document that has the characteristics of
interrogatories and of requests for admissions.
I hope the Court will consider an amendment
eliminate the requirement of a filing with the

to Rule 169 to
Clerk in order

l
00655

(
that the discovery process may have a bit more flexibility
it has under the current state of affairs.

than

Sincerely,

NUNN, GRIGGS,
By:

CRG:cw

(

,

l
00656
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(

it is sufficient answer to such interrogatory to spec·
ify the records from which the answer may be
derived or ascertained and, if applicable, to afford to
the party serving the interrogatory reasonable op
portunity to examine, audit or inspect such records
and to make copies. compilations, abstracts or sum
maries. The specification of records provided shall
include sufficient detail to pennit the interrogating
party to locate and to identify as readily as can the
party served, the records from which the answers
may be ascertained.
3. Procedure. Interrogatories may be served
after a deposition has been taken, and a deposition
may be sought after interrogatories have been an
swered. but the court, on motion of the deponent or
the party interrogated, may make such protective
order as justice rl'quires.
4. Time to Answer. The party upon whom the
interrogatories have been served shall serve an
swers on the party submitting the interrogatories
within the time specified by the party serving the
interrogatories,
which specified time shall not be
RULE 168. INTERROGATORIES
less than thirty days ~fter the service of the inter
TO PARTIES
rogatories, except that, if the request accompanies
citation. a defendant may serve answers within 50
Any party may serve upon any other party writ
days after ~ervice of the citation and petition upon
ten interrogatories to be answered by the party
that defendant. The court, on motion and notice for
served, or, if the party served is a public or private
good cause shown, may enlarge or shorten the time
. corporation or a partnership or association, or gov
for serving ansW1!rs or objections.
ernmental agency, by an officer or agent who shan
5. Number ot Interrogatories. The number of
furnish such information as is available to the par
ty. Interrogatories may, without leave of court, be
questions including subsections in a set of interrog
served upon the plaintiff after commencement of
atories shaU be limited so as not to require more
than thirty answers. No more than two sets of
the action and upon any other party with or after
interrogatories may be served by a party to any
the service of the citation and petition upon that
party.
other party, except by agreement or as may be
pennitted by the court after hearing upon a show
1. Service. When a party is represented by an
ing
of good cause. The court may, after hearing,
attorney, service of interrogatories and answers to
reduce or enlarge the number of interrogatories or
interrogatories shall be made on the attorney unless
sets of interrogatories if justice so requires. The
service upon the party himself is ordered by the
provisions of Rule 166b are applicable for the pro
court.
tection of the party from whom answers to interrog
2. Scope. Interrogatories may relate to any
atories are sought under this rule.
matters which can be inquired into under Rule 166b,
1'I\e interrogatories shall be answered separately
but the answers, subject to any objections as to
admissibility, may be used only against the party , and fully in writing under oath. Answers to inter
rogatories shall be p~ed by the question oi!.
answering the interrogatories. Where the answer
interrogatory to which the answer pertains.
to an interrogatory may be derived or ascertained
copies of the interrogatories, and answer;s and ob
from:
jections thereto, shall be served on aU"parties or
a. public records; or
their attorneys, and copies thereof shall be provided
to any additional parties upon request. The an
b. from the business records of the party upon
swers shall be signed and verified by the person
whom the interrogatory has been served or from an
making them and the provisions of Rule 14 shall not
examination. audit or inspection of such business
apply.
records, or from a compilation, abstract or summary
based thereon, and the burden of deriving or ascer
6. Objections. On or prior to the date on which
taining the answer is substantially the same for the
answers are to be served, a party may serve written
party serving the interrogatory as for the party
objections to specific interrogatories or portions
served;
thereof. Objections served after the date on which
53
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Mr.
Law
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San

Luke Soules
Offices of Luther Soules, III
E. Houston Street, 10th Floor
Antonio, Texas 78205
Re:

IU

hi-

~ ~~ ~~

C$oAt-~~

~~t~;

i~Y~~~8

~

proposed Amendment of Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Luke:
This letter is written to you in your capacity as a member of
the Supreme Court Advisory Committee for the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure •

.

(

Recently, I have had an occasion 'to notice and appreciate a
significant difference in procedural response between Rule 168,
T.R.C.P. (Interrogatories to parties) on the one hand, and
Rule 167, T.R.C.P. (Discovery and Production of Documents and
Things for Inspection, Copying or Photographing) and Rule 169,
T.R.C.P. (Requests for Admission), on the other.
Rule 168 (Interrogatories), in an unnumbered paragraph
included under Rule 168.5, provides "Answers to interrogatories
shall be preceded by the question or interrogatory to which the
answer pertains." Much to my surprise, I have discovered that
there is no similar prOVision in Rule 167 (Discovery and
production) or Rule 169 (Admissions).

l

The subject provision contained in Rule 168'~egarding
interrogatories is good and makes the record clear. In mos~
circumstances, unless there has been amended or supplemental answers
or responses filed, the attorneys have to handle only one document
relating to interrogatories and responses. That document contains
both the questions and the answers and/or objections. Because
there is no similar provision in the rules providing for responses
to requests for production (Rule 167) or for requests for admissions
(Rule 169), unless the attorney, as a matter of courtesy, has copied
the particular requests for production or requests for admission in
order that they precede the response or objection thereto (which I
have made it my practice to do), then the attorneys are having to
constantly flip back and forth between the requests for production
or requests for admission and the responses.

006[-'3

·,

(

Mr. Luke Soules
Law Offices of Luther Soules, III
Page Two

It seems to me that for the sake of consistency and for clarity
of the record, a provision similar to that quoted and found in Rule
168 should be incorporated in Rules 167 and 169. I have included for
your reference copies of Rules 167, 168 and 169, along with the
language which I propose should be added to Rules 167 and 169 to make
them consistent with Rule 168 and which I believe will ultimately
simplify the process. It may require a bit more of the secretaries
or paralegals in copying the requests for production or requests for
admission that precede the response or objection, but clarity for the
record would be greatly eru)anced.
It is further my contention that
such a procedure would not unduly overload the filing capacity of the
District Clerks, who seem to not file much of anything anymore anyway.

(

If there is some reason why the language and change in format I
have suggested for Rules 167'and 169 was not included purposefully,
then I would like to know that reason.
If it was merely oversight,
then I believe the language and the slight change in format which I
have suggested should be added .to those rules would ultimately save
time and simplify the process. Ultimately, it would save money, a$
well".
.
•
Please let me hear from you in this regard.
Very truly yours,
TINSMAN & HOUSER, INC.

Jr.
JFYjr/mlh
Enclosures
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
CHIEF JUSTICE
TIiOMAS R. PHn.LIPS
JUSTICES
FRANKLIN S. SPEARS
C. L. RAY
RAUL A. GONZALEZ
OSCAR H. MAUZY
EUGEJ\fE A. COOK
JACK HIGHTOWER
NATHAN L HECHT
LLOYD DOGGElT

P.O. BOX 12248

CLERK
JOHN T. ADAMS

CAPITOL STATION

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711
EXECUTIVE ASST.
WILLIAM L WILLIS

(S12) 463-1312

ADMINISTRATIVE ASS'T M"
MARY ANN DEFIBAUG

September 14, 1989

Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Soules and Wallace
Tenth Floor
Republic of Texas Plaza
175 East Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230

(

Dear Luke:
I enclose a copy of a letter from Charles Griggs of Sweetwater
to Justice Cook regarding Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 168 and
~.
The letter raises the question of how to treat the filing of
an instrument which contains both interrogatories and requests for
admission, and the responsive instrument.
Please schedule this subject for discussion by the Committee.
Sincerely,

Hecht
NLH:sm
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
CHIEF jCSTICE
mOMAS R. PHlll.IPS

P.O. BOX 12248

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78711
(512)

JUSTICES

CLERK
JOHN T. ADAMS

CAPITOL STATION

EXECUTIVE ASST
\X'ILLlAM L. WILLIS

~63·1312

FRANKLIN S. SPEARS
C. L RAY
RAL1. A. GONZ.-\LEZ
OSC\R H. !\!ACZY
ECGENE A. COOK
JACK HIGHTOWER
NATIiAN L. HECHT
LLOYD DOGGEn'

AD~I!NISTRATIVE

~IARY

ASS'T.
A:-';N DEFIBAUGH

September 14, 1989

Mr. Charles R. Griggs
Nunn, Griggs, Jones & Sheridan
P. O. Box 488
Sweetwater, Texas 79556-0488
Dear Mr. Griggs:

(

Justice Cook has referred to me your let~er to h~m regarding
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 168 and 169. -As the Court's liaison
to the Rules Advisory Committee, I have sent a copy of your letter
to the chairman, Luther H. Soules of San Antonio, for consideration
by the Committee.
You have raised a legitimate issue.
your interest in the rules.

The Court appreciates

Sincerely,

Nathan L. Hecht
Justice
NLH:sm

l
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NUNN, GRIGGS, JONES

(

& SHERIDAN

LAWYERS
CHAs. 1... NUNN t 19l3~ t986J
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PETER
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SHERIDAN

DOSCHER BUILDING
POST

OFFice Box 4aa

SWEEiWATER. TexAs 79556·0488

TELECOPf£R

AREA COOl!: 9."

235-9928

915·236·6647

August 28,

1989

The Honorable Eugene A. Cook, Justice
The Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Cook:
There is a matter arising out of the discovery process that is
causing some confusion at the trial court level.
I would bring
this to your attention with the thought that the Court may want
to clarify discovery rules in order to eliminate this problem.
Sometim~ ago, the Court put an end to the filing of depositions
with the District or County Clerks, probably in the interest of
savirig storage space.
About that time, Rules 168 and 169 were
rewritten.
Rule 168 contemplates the serving of interrogatories
and responses to interrogato~ies directly upon the parties or
their attorneys.
The Rule doeg. not forbid the f i l i n g of
interrogatories or responses with the Clerk but it does not
contemplate the filing of copies in that office.
Rule 169
specifically provides that requests for admissions and responses
to requests for admissions will "be filed promptly in the Clerk's
office ••• "

It is not unusual for an attorney to prepare a discovery document
which incorporates both interrogatories and requests for
admissions of fact; in factJ this vehicle can be quite useful and
can result in increased clarity and efficiency of the discovery
process.
However, Clerks in my part of the country are beginning to refuse
to file a discovery document that has the characteristics of
interrogatories and of requests for admissions.
I hope the Court will consider an amendment
eliminate the requirement of a filing with the

l

to Rule 169 to
Clerk in order
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that the discovery process may have a bit more
it has under the current state of affairs.

flexibility

than

Sincerely,

NUNN. GRIGGS.

SHERIDAN

"
By:
CRG:cw

(
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PR01'E5510NAL CORPOAATION

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS

RICHARD U S'''ON 11907-19751
HENRV W S'''ON 11910-19601

POBOX 17047

300 PROFESSIONAL eUILDING

HAROLD D. HAMMETT. P.C.

1817) 335-5133

303 WEST TENTH

Oft CQUNS£I.. TO TME FIRM

METRO 429-3245

FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76102-7071

June 27, 1989

TELEFAX NO
METRO (817) 429-5390

Luther H. Soules, III, Esq., Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
175 E. Houston, 10th Floor
Two RepublicBank Plaza
San Antonio, TX 78205-2230
Re:

1990 Rules- Tex. R. civ. P. Rule 169

Dear Luke:

(

This is to request that the Committee amend Rule 169 to
restore the pre-1984 requirement of a sworn statement when the
party receiving a request for admissions either denies a request
or states that he cannot truthfully admit or deny the matters
requested.
Also, the signature and oath should be by the party
signing the denial or statement, not by its attorney of record.
It seems that the requirement of a sworn statement or
denial was deleted in the 1984 amendments.
Cf. Reves v .
.=I-""n:.,:t::.,::e""r"."n:.:.;a=t'-=i:..:o...n.:..::a""l=--....M.:..::e=-t::;a=l.=s:.........S=.u.:;;:;.r;;!p;.z:::p:.:l::...iY,--...!:C,-,=o~m!!.lp::<.:a~n......
y , 666 S. W. 2d 622, 624 (Tex.
App.- Hous. 1st 1984, no writ).
It appears incongruous to me that the standard of
reliability for responding to requests for admissions should be
less strict than for interrogatories.
Rule 168, paragraph 5,
requires the answers to be in writing, under oath, signed and
verified by the person making them, not by the attorney.
The
same standard should apply to responding to requests for
admissions, unless the request is admitted.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Also,
please know of my gratitude to Holly Halfacre in your office for
her gracious and prompt response to my telephone inquiry about
this.
Very truly yours,

?~./),~

Harold D. Hammett
HDH:cjr

~c:

Holly Halfacre
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CHRISTOPHER CLAR~
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MARY 5. FENLON
GEORCE ANN HARPOLE
LAURA D. HEARD
ELIZABETH P. HOLBERT
RONALD I. JOHNSON

!>.EllA BENNETI ~ENNEDY
PHIL STEVEN ~OSUB
CARY W. MAYTON
J. ~EN NUNLEY
SUSAN SHANK PATIER50N
SAVANNAH L ROBINSON
) UDITH RAMSEY SALDANA
MARC I. SCHNALL'
LUTHER H. SOULES III "
WILLIAM T. SULLIVAN

SOU LES S WALLACE

TElEFAX

ATTORNEYS-AT-lAW

SAN ANTONIO

A PJlOF£SSIONAL COR.PORATION

~512)

TENTH
FLOOR
,

224-7073·-

REPUBLIC OF TEXAS PLAZA

AUSTIN

175 EAST HOUSTON STREET

(512) 327-<1105

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78205-2230

(512) 224-9144

lAMES P. WALLACE •

WRIT&A'S C:)lR~CT DIAL HUMaER:

December 26, 1989

Mr. steve McConnico
Scott, Douglass & Keeton
12th Floor, First City Bank Building
Austin, Texas 78701-2494
Re:

Proposed Changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
167, 168, 169, 188, and 206

Dear Steve:

(

Enclosed herewith please find a copies of letters sent to me
by Harold D. Hammett, Jess W. Young, Charles Griggs and John F.
Younger, Jr. regarding proposed changes to the above captioned
rules.
Please be prepared to report on this matter at our next
SCAC meeting.
I will include the matter on our next agenda.
As always, thank you for your keen attention to the business
of the Advisory Committee.
yours,

LHSIII/hjh
Enclosure
cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Honorable David Peeples
Mr. John F. Younger, Jr.
Mr. Charles Griggs
Mr. Jess W. Young
Mr. Harold D. Hammett

00665
AUSTIN. TEXAS OFFICE: BARTON OAKS PlAZA TWO. SUITE 315
901 MOPAe EXPRESSWAY SOUTH. AUSTIN. TEXAS 78746

(512) 328-5511
CORPUS C~n. TEXAS OFFICE: THE 600 BUILDINC. SUITE 1201
600 LEOPARD STREET. CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78473
(512) 883-7501

TEXAS BOARD OF LECAL SPECIALIZATION
BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL TRIAL LAW
I BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL APPELlATE LAW
• BOARD CERTIFIED COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE LAW
I

RULE 169. REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
1. Request for Admission. At any time after
the defendant has made appearance in the cause, or
time therefor has elapsed. a party may serve upon
any other party a written request for the admission,
for purposes of the pending action only. of the truth '
of any matters within the scope of Rule 166b set
forth in the request that relate to statements or
opinions of fact or of the application of law to fact,
including the genuineness of any documents de
scribed in the request. Copies of the documents
shall be served with the request unless they have
been or are otherwise furnished or made available
for inspection and copying. Whenever a party is
represented by an attorney of record. service of a
request for admissions shall be made on his attor
ney unless service on the party himself is ordered 1
by the court. .

(

Responses, including any objections,
shall be preceded by the request for
admission to which the response or
objection pertains.

(4
A true copy of a request for admis
sion or of a written answer or objection. together
with proof of the service thereof as provided in Rule
21a, shall be filed promptly in the clerk's office by
the party making it.
Each matter of which an admission is requested
shall be separately set forth. The matter is admit
ted without necessity of a court order unless. within
thirty (30) days aft.er service of the request, or
within such time as the court may allow, the party
to whom the request is directed serves upon the
party requesting the admission a written answer or·
objection addressed to the matter, signed by the
party or by his .attorney, but, unless the court
shortens the time, a defendant shall not be required
to serve answers or objections before the expiration
of forty-five (45) days after service of the citation
and petition upon him. If objection is made. the
reason therefor shall be stated. The answer shall
specifically deny the matter or set forth in detail the
reasons that the answering party cannot truthfully
admit or deny the matter. A denial shall fairly
meet the substance of the requested admission, and
when good faith requires that a party qualify his
answer or deny only a part of the matter of which
an admission is requested. he shall specify so much
of it as is true and qualify or deny the remainder.
"An answering party may not give lack of informa
tion or knowledge as a reason for failure to admit
or deny unless he states that he has made reason
able inquiry and that the information known or
easily obtainable by him is insufficient to enable
him to admit or deny. A party who considers that a
matter of which an admission is requested presents
a genuine issue for trial may not, on that ground
alone, object to the request; he may. subject to the
provisions of paragraph 3 of Rule 215. deny the
matter or set forth reasons why he cannot admit or
deny it.
2. Effect of Admission. Any matter admitted
under this rule is conclusively established as to the
party making the admission unless the court on
motion permits withdrawal or amendment of the
admission. SUbject to the provisions of Rule 166

(
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Luke Soules
Offices of Luther Soules, III
E. Houston street, 10th Floor
Antonio, Texas 78205
Re:

'/..t:-'

~ ..1'2.- ~

~

proposed Amendment of Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Luke:
This letter is writt~n to you in your capacity as a member of
the Supreme Court Advisory Committee for the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure.

(

Recently, I have had an occasion to notice and appreciate
significant difference in procedural response between Rule 168,
T.R.C.P. (Interrogatories to parties) on the one hand, and
Rule 167, T.R.C.P. (Discovery and Production of Documents and
Things for Inspection, Copying or Photographing) and Rule 169,
T.R.C.P. (Requests for Admission), on the other.

a

Rule 168 (Interrogatories), in an unnumbered ~aragraph
included under Rule 168.5, provides "Answers to interrogatories
shall be preceded by the question or interrogatory to which the
answer pertains." .Much to my surprise, I have discovered that
there is no similar provision in Rule 167 (Discovery and
production) or Rule 169 (Admissions).
"

l

The subject provision contained in Rule 168'~e9arding
interrogatories is good and makes the record clear •. In mosJ;.
circumstances, unless there has been amended or supplemental answers
or responses filed, the attorneys have to handle only one document
relating to interrogatories and responses. That document contains
both the questions and the answers and/or objections. Because
there is no similar provision in the rules providing fo~ responses
to requests for production (Rule 167) or for requests for admissions
(Rule 169), unless the attorney, as a matter of courtesy, has copied
the particular requests for production or requests for admission in
order that they precede the response or objection thereto (which I
have made it my practice to do), then the attorneys are having to
constantly flip back and forth between the requests for production
or requests for admission and the responses.

00667

(

Mr. Luke Soules·
Law Offices of Luther Soules, III
Page ~wo

It seems to me that for the sake of consistency and for clarity
of the record, a provision similar to that quoted and found in Rule
168 should be incorporated in Rules 167 and 169.
I have included fc.
your reference copies of Rules 167, 168 and 169, along with the
language which I propose should be added to Rules 167 and 169 to make
them consistent with Rule 168 and which I believe will ultimately
•
simplify the process.
It may require a bit more of the secretaries ..
or paralegals in copying the requests for production or requests for
admission that precede the response or objection, but clarity for thJ
record would be greatly eru~anced.
It is further my contention that
such a procedure would not unduly overload the filing capacity of th'a
District Clerks, who seem to not file much of anything anymore anyway

...

If there is some -reason why the language and change in format I_
have suggested for Rules 167 and 169 was not included purposefully,
then I would ~ike to know that reason.
If it was merely oversight, M
then I believe the language and the slight change in format which I
have suggested should be added tp those rules would ultimate~y save
time and simplify the process! Ultimately, it would save money, as
well.

(

Please let me hear from you in this regard.
Very truly yours,
TINSMAN & HOUSER, INC.

Jr.
JFYjr/mlh
Enclosures
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A BILL TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT

1
2

relating to the

3

children in criminal cases.

of

subpoenas

to

obtain

the

testimony

4

BE IT ENACTED BY TriE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS:

5

SECTION 1.

6

(

use

Chapter

24,

Code

of

Criminal

Prpcedure,

is

amended by adding Article 24.011 to read as follows:
Art. 24.011.

7

SUBPOENAS; CHILD WITNESSES.

Cal

If a

8

is

9

a person having custody. care, or control of the child

10

of

witness

younger than 18 years, the court may issue a subpoena directing
to

nroduce

the child in court.
{b)

11

If

a

person, without leaal cause, fails to produce the

12

child in court as directed by a subpoena issued under this article,

13

the court may imoose on the oerson oena1ties for contempt

14

by this chapter.

The court may also issue a writ of attachment for

15

the

the

16

attachment are issued under this chapter.

person

and

child,

nrovided

in the same manner as other writs of

\

17

SECTION 2.

importance

of

this

legislation

and

the

18

crowded

19

emergency

20

constitutional

21

days in each house be suspended, and this rule is hereby suspended,

22

and that this Act take effect and be in force from

23

passage, and it is so enacted.

condition
and

70R427 GWK-D

p

The
of
an
rule

the

calendars

imperative
requiring

in

public
bills

1

both

houses

necessity

create an
that

the

to be read on three several

and

after
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October 12, 1989
Mr. Luke Soules, III
c/o Soules & Wallace
Republic of Texas plaza Bldg.
175 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
Dear Luke:

~ i -~~. IJe
hiat~en Rules

Confirming my conversation with you of the
188 (Foreign Jurisdiction Depositions) and 206 (Domestic
Depositions and Return) please note the highlighted portions.

c

As I explained to you, I had reason to take out-of-state
depositions in my daughter's divorce case, and this led to the
problem of the court reporter in the foreign jurisdiction adhering
to Rule 188 and returning the depositions and bill of costs back
to our District Clerk. On such occasion, they were returned to
the court reporter in the foreign jurisdiction, both deposition
and cost bill.
Rule 206 states that the lawyer that asks the first question gets
the honor of being the custodian, and of course when you send it
out to a foreign jurisdiction you never know who's going to ask
the first question.
It would occur to me that it would be better
stated to cause the return of the foreign deposition to the party
who caused the issuance of the same, without regard to who asks
the first question. The bill of costs should be filed with the
Clerk of the proper Court to be compiled as part of the costs of
court.
The foreign court reporters in reading Rule 188 have seized upon
the unnumbered second paragraph of paragraph number 2 of Rule 188
and returned the depositions to the Clerk. The Clerk then,
pursuant to Rule 206, 2, returns it to them as he takes the
position, and properly, that he is not the custodian.
In short, it seems to me that the two Rules conflict to some
degree, or in any event are confusing to foreign court reporters
and clarification, simple if at all possible, should be made when
the new Rules are promulgated.
Kindest regards,
JESS W. YOUNG, INC.

Cat;:'
ess
" JY/vh

JOS70
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Rule 187

I,

,I

:I

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

•

"interrogatories", and a sentence has been added pennit
eng the time and place of taking the deposition to be
stated in the order or by means of notice.
Change by amendment effective February 1, 1973: The
first sentence of paragraph 4 has been rewritten to make
it clear that the taking of a deposition to perpetuate
testimony is to be authorized only when the court is
satisfied that a failure or delay of justice may be prevent
ed thereby.

"" ___. . ,.,.,..........._ .___
.
RULE 188. DEPOSmONS IN FOREIGN:
~

_

~"t"~,_.~,._~..,

"'-',"'_

,,<:"c.·~ '.;'

~~~;~:,-

':":~-:'<:,

""',

_~I

.:..!.i,-,

..............

"

"

'" . . . . . \-.

·~1URISDICTIONS-."'->,·-;;..;;=.
~ .. __

. ,,,_ .. ':.\A_-~~~"~

1. Whenever the deposition, written or oral, of
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: I,

, 'I·';
I, , .
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:
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, . I

,
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I,

notice of filing the interrogatories has been complet
ed, issue a commission to take the deposition of the
person named in the notice. Such commiss.illn shall
be styled, addressed, dated and attested as provided
for . in the case of an oral deposition and shall
authorize and require the officer or officers to
whom the same is addressed to summon the person
to be deposed bef~re the officer or officers forth
with and to take th
'
under oath
to the dire,ct-andcross interrogatories,
. "a',.
copy J)knich shall be attached .to. such commissio
~-:rettm{Withoiit' delay' the ~eommission, the
mterrogatories and the answers of the person' the ~
to to the clerk of the proper court, giving his officuif
title and post office address.·'«~.':.~~~: .. [':~~=b.;;'d.:-5i
~~HW • ..:...-._~~· _ _ -"-~-"-J'-··-·3. Upon the granting of a letter rogatory under
ragraph 1 above, the clerk of the court in which
th~on is pending shall issue a letter rogatory to
take the
. 'on of the person named in
application at the
In the
application for the letter rogatory. The letter roga
tory issued by the clerk shall be styled, dated and
attested as provided for in the case of a commission.
The letter rogatory shall be addressed: "To the
Appropriate AutJiority in [here name the state, terri
tory or country]". The letter rogatory shall autho
rize and request the appropriate authoritY to sum
• mon the person to be deposed before the authority
forthwith and to take that person's answers under
oath to the oral or written questions which are
addressed to that person; the letter rogatory shall
also authorize and request that the appropriate au
thority cause the deposition of the person to be
reduced to writing, annexing to the writing any
items marked as exhibits and to cause the written
deposition, with all exhibits, to be returned to the
clerk of the proper court under cover duly sealed
and addressed.

any person is to be taken in a sister state or a
10reign country, or in any other jurisdiction, foreign
or domestic, for use in this state, such deposition
may be taken (1) on notice before a person autho
rized to administer oaths in the place in which the
examination is held, either by the law thereof or by
the law of the State of Texas, or (2) before a person
commissioned by the court in which the action is
'pending. and such person shall have the power, by
virtue of such person's commission, to administer
any necessary oath and take testimony, or (3) pursu
ant to a letter rogatory or a letter of request, or (4)
pursuant to the means and terms of any applicable
treaty or convention.
A commission, a letter rogatory, or a letter Qf
request shall be issued on application and notice and
on terms that are just and appropriate, It is not
requisite to the issuance of a commission, a letter
rogatory or a letter of request that the taking of the
deposition in any other manner is impracticable or
inconvenient; and a commission, a letter rogatory
or a letter of request may all be issued in proper
cases.
Z. Upon the granting of a commission to take
the oral deposition of a person under paragraph 1
above, the clerk of the court in which the action is
pending shall immediately issue a commission to
take the deposition of the person named in the
application at the time and place set out in the
application for the commission. The commission
issued by the clerk shall be styled: "The State of
Texas." The commission shall be dated and attested as other process; and the commission shall be
addressed to the several officers authorized to take
depositions as set forth in.Section 20.001..Civil Prae......
tice and Remedies Code. The commission shall au~'
thorize an? ~equ~e the office~ or of~icers to ,!hom..'j.~
the commiSSion IS addressed nnmediately to Issue·.
and cause to be served upon the person to be"
deposed a subpoena directing that person to appear '~..
before said officer or officers at th.e. time and place. •
named in the commission for the purpose of giving'
~at person's deposition. . ...:l::.~.t:~~<JIorO. . . .-'
-Upon the granting of a commission to take the
deposition of a person on written questions under"
paragraph 1 above, the clerk of the court in which
the action is pending shall, after the service of the

4. Upon the granting of a letter of request, or
any other device pursuant to the means and terms
of any other applicable treaty or convention, to take
the deposition, written or oral, of any person under
para~ph .1 abov~, the cle:-k of the court in which
the actIon Is,pending shall ISsue!" ,letter of request
or othe~ deVlce to ~k~ the deposl~on of the person
nam~d In the apph~tion at the time and place set
out In th! application for the Jetter of request ,or
other deVIce. ~e letter of reque,st or other deVlce
shall be s~led In the for;n prescnbed ,br th~ treaty
or convention under which the depOSItion IS to be
taken, suc~ form to be ~r:esented to the c,Ierk by the
party seeking the depOSition. Any error: In the form
of .the letter of !eq~est or oth~r ?eVlCe shall be
waived unless obJection th7reto IS ftled and .served
on or before the dme fIXed In ~e order granting the
letter of request or other deVIce.
.
5. Evidence obtained in response to a letter ro
gatory or a letter of request need not be excluded

60
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Mr. G. ~homa. Coghlan
LANG, LADON, GRIZN,
COGHLAN , rlSHla
1700 NCN. plaza
Ban Ant~nio, taxa. 78205

R,:

Cau•• No. at-cI-09116
Unlv.r.al Underwritara tn.uranca
Co.pany va. Constant C. ~aakow'ki

De., Mr. coghlan:

(

,nclo,.d with r'9atd to the rafer,ncad caul' 1, • ~opy of
Cro ••-Que.tlana va 'at • •ubmitting to tha custodian of aa~ord.
for:

Dr. J •••• Strauch

Dr. Darty ,.ller

In addition, purauant to Rule 20'.2, texa. Aule. of C1v11 Pro
eedur., r.qu•• t is h.r.by ••de that you produce tor 1nlp.ction
and photocoPy1n9 the origin.l 4tpo.itlon tran.cr1ptl, lnclud1n9
.11 ,xhibita attach.d thereto, of the •• ,.cords I I loon I . the
.ame Ir. r.c.iv.d by your office.
'1•••• Call., ..cr.tl:Y, Mra. Iylvi& zacobedo, .nd let b.r
know whan th••• tr.n.~ript. cln b. plck.d up. W. will pbotocopy
tbem and raturn th•• to you imm.diately.
Vary truly yours,
INC.

R'/I ••

&nc:lo.ur.
eel "r. Con.tant La.kow.kl
&d41. Morrl. Court ••parters ~
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October 12, 1989
Mr. Luke Soules, III
c/o Soules & Wallace
Republic of Texas plaza Bldg.
175 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
Dear Luke:

\ . -1':-"'.

/.J.e

~t~en

Confirming my conversation with you of the
Rules
188 (Foreign Jurisdiction Depositions) and 206 (Domestic
Depositions and Return) please note the highlighted portions.

(

As I explained to you, .1 had reason to take out-of-state
depositions in my daughter's divorce case, and this led to the
problem of the court reporter in the foreign jurisdiction adhering
to Rule 188 and returning the depositions and bill of costs back
to our District Clerk. On such occasion, they were returned' to
the court reporter in t~e foreign jurisdiction, both deposition
and cost bill.
Rule 206 states that the lawyer that asks the first question gets
the honor of being the custodian, and of course when you send it
out to a foreign jurisdiction you never know who's going to ask
the first question. It would occur to me that it would be better
stated to cause the return of the foreign deposition to the party
who caused the issuance of the same, without regard to who asks
the first question. The bill of costs should be filed with the
Clerk of the proper Court to be compiled as part of the costs of
court.
The foreign court reporters in reading Rule 188 have seized upon
the unnumbered second paragraph of paragraph number 2 of Rule 188
and returned the depositions to the Clerk. The Clerk then,
pursuant to Rule 206, 2, returns it to them as he takes the
position, and properly, that he is not the custodian.
In short, it seems to me that the two Rules conflict to some
degree, or in any event are confusing to foreign court reporters
and clarification, simple if at all possible, should be .made when
the new Rules are promulgated.
Kindest regards,
JESS W. YOUNG, INC.

l

/~

ai~h

00674
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(

Rule 205

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

together with a C~tatement of the reasons given by
the witness for making such changes. The changes
and the statement of the reasons for the changes
shall be attached to the deposition by the deposition
officer. The deposition transcript and any changes
shall then be subscribed by the witness under oath,
before any officer authorized to administer an oath,
unless the parties by stipulation waive the signing
or the witness is ill or cannot be found or refuses to
sign. If the witness does not sign and return the
original deposition transcript within twenty days of
its submission to him or his counsel of record, the
deposition officer shall sign a true copy of the
transcript and state on the record the fact of the
waiver of examination and signature or of the ill
ness or absence of the witness or the fact of the
refusal to sign together with the reason, if any,
given therefor. The copy of the deposition tran
script may then be used as fully as though signed,
unless on motion to suppress, made as provided in
Rule 207, the Court determines that the reasons
given for the refusal to sign require rejection of the
deposition in whole or in part.

c

(vi) that the witness returned or did not return
the transcript;
(vii) that the original deposition transcript, or a
copy thereof in event the original was not returned
to the officer, together with copies of .all exhibits,
was delivered or mailed in a postpaid properly ad-dressed wrapper, certified with return receipt re
quested, to the attorney or party who asked the
ill'st question appearing in the transcript for safe
keeping and use at trial;
(viii) that a copy of the certificate was served on
all parties pursuant to Tex.R.Civ.P. 21a.
The officer shall file with the court in which the
cause is pending a copy of said certificate, and the
clerk of the court where such certification is filed
shall tax as costs the charges for preparing the
original deposition transcript and making and at
taching copies of all exhibits to the original deposi
tion.
2. Delivery. Unless otherwise requested or
agreed to by the parties on the record in the deposi
tion transcript, the officer; after certification, shall
securely seal the original deposition transcript, or a
(Added Dee. 5, 1983, eff. Apnl 1, 1984; amended July 15,
1987, eff. Jan. 1, 1988.)
copy thereof in the event the original is not re
turned to the officer, and copies of -all exhibits in a
This is a new rule effective April 1, 1984. Fonner Rule
205 is incorporated into Rule 204. This new rule is fonner
wrapper endorsed with the title of the action ;md
Rule '209 with modification. The modification gives the
marked "Deposition of (here insert name of witcourt reporter authority to file an unsigned deposition for
ss),.' 'and -shall-tbereafter- 'deli\-er,-or-'mail-in -a'
both party and non-party witnesses.
• - stpaid, properly addressed wrapper, certified with
Comment to 1988 Change: The amendments to this rule
return receipt requested, such deposition transcript
are to update the rule to confonn to the Wlua) practices
'. d copies of all exhibits to the attorney or party
used in finalizing the deposition.
Who asked the first question appearing in the tran-.
ript, and shall give notice of delivery to all parties:
e custodial attorney shall, upon reasonable reRULE 206. CERTIFICATION BY
. uest, make the original deposition transcript avail':
OFFICER; EXHIBITS; COPIES;
ble for inspection or photocopying by any other ,
NOTICE OF DELIVERY
arty to the suit. .,
.....
:.
··~xhibits.·
'Original
documents
and
things
pro1. Certification. The officer shall attach as
duced for inspection during the examination of the
part of the deposition transcript a certificate duly
witness shall, upon the request of a party, be
sworn by such officer which shall state the follow
ing:
marked for identification and annexed to the deposi
tion transcript and may be in.;pected and copied by
(i) that the witness was duly sworn by the officer;
any party, except that the person producing the
(ii) that the transcript is a true record of the
materials may (a) offer copies to be marked for
testimony given by the witness;
-identification and annexed to the deposition tran
(iii) the amount of charges for the officer's prepascript and to serve thereafter as originals if he
ration of the completed deposition transcript and
affords to all parties fair opportunity at the deposi
any copies of exhibits;
tion to verify the copies by comparison ~;th the
originals, or (b) offer the originals to be marked for
(iv) that the deposition transcript was submitted
identification, in which event the materials may then
on a specified date to the witness or to the attorney
be used in the same manner as if annexed to the
of record for a party who was the witness for
deposition transcript. In the event that original
examination, signature and return to the officer by
exhibits rather than copies are marked for identifi
a specified date;
cation, the deposition officer shall make copies of all
(v) that changes, if any made by the witness, in
original exhibits to be annexed to the original depo
the transcript and otherwise are attached thereto or
sition transcript for delivery, and shall thereafter
incorporated therein;
return the originals of the exhibits to the witness or

lE
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MEMORANDUM

(

(

TO:

Sub-Committee on Rules 166-216

FROM:

steve McConnico

IN RE:

Report to Supreme Court Advisory Committee on February
9 and 10.

DATE:

January 30, 1990

On Friday January 26, the subcommittee discussed the
proposals for Rules 166-216. Bill Dorsaneo and Gilbert Adams at
tended the meeting in Dallas. Steve McConnico participated by
telephone. Prior to the meeting, Anthony Sadberry provided
written comments. Due to the small number of participants in
this discussion, I encourage each of you to send comments you may
have prior to the February 9' and 10 meeting. We plan to make the
:following recommendations concerning Rules 166-216 to the Supreme
Court Advisory Committee. Our suggested additions are under.
lined twice, our suggested deletions are stricken through with a.
hyphen. The Rules cited ar~ the proposals which appeared in the
November, 1989, Texas Bar Journal.
As to TRCP 215, Phillip Gilbert of Dallas recommends specif
ic limitations on those cases where extreme sanctions may be
applied. Others have also suggested that there should be some
limitation on the use of extreme sanctions. We believe this
matter should be submitted to the COAJ for study. _
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September 15, 1989

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips
Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:

Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Mr. Chief Justice:
Several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules.
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court with
my unsolicited advIce.
Perhaps this wil·l elevate me to your
"advisory" committee, for as our mutual friend, Tom Stovall, once
said, "I am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me,. 'Stovall,
if I want your advice, I'll ask for it'."
In any event, what
follows are my comments on various proposals.

c.
------

6.

TRCP 215.
I could find no proposed changes -for this ru1 7 •
I share the court's concern that there has been abuse of th1s
rule with people seeking sanctions on the slightest pretext.
I think the court might consider going back to the rule that
before sanctions can be assessed there must be a violation of
a court order.
Alternatively, there needs to be a
strengthening of the rule in respect to frivolous initiating
motions for sanctions.

Kilgarlin
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RE: COllUllent on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding Discove y

Dear Justice Hecht:

IhI
d. J~
-- 

g:J. ~,

~~

Rules 166b(6) and 215(5) = "Good Cause" EXce12tion.
With
respect to the "good cause" exception to admit untimely disclosed
evidence, Rule lQ6b(6) states that supplementation is required not
less then 30 days before trial "unless the court finds that a good
cause exists for permitting or requiring later supplementation,"
and Rule 215(5) states that late-supplemented evidence is excluded
"unless the trial. court finds that good cause sufficient to require
'admission exists." . First, these two rules should be made to read
exactly the same/ or confusion will arise. I prefer the wording
in Rule 215(5). Second, and more importantly, the wording in the
present rules has caused several recent cases to expressly or
impliedly hold that the "good cause" which must be shown only
encompasses evidence related to whether the late-supplemented
evidence should be or is required to be admitted into evidence.
Most courts, including the Supreme court, have expressly or
impliedly held, and I believe correctly, that the "good cause tt
which must be shown must relate to why the discovery request was
not timely supplemented.
But, the rules are not clear on this
point. I suggest clarifying the issue by the following amendments.
Amend Rule 166b(6) to read as follows:
A party ••• unless the court finds good cause exists for
the late supplementation and that good cause exists for
requiring late supplementation.
Then, amends Rule 215(5) to read as follows:

.

A party • • • unless the court finds good cause exists
for the failure to initially respond ·or for late
supplementation and that good cause exists for requiring
the admission of the undisclosed, improperly disclosed
or untimely disclosed evidence.

l

,!

Thus, the rules will read more like each other, and the "good
cause" exception·would expressly apply to (1) why the evidence was
not properly/timely disclosed rum (2) why such evidence is required
to be admitted. This should settle any conflicting case law.

..

• I
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules

Dear Justice Hecht:

(

I ~m writing in connection with the proposed amendments to the
Texas Court Rules. I have been practicing law in Texas since 1961.
I am Board Certified in Civil Trial Law and in Civil Appellate Law
by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
As chairman of a
litigat~on section in our law firm,
I have become increasingly
aware of a regressive tendency among Texas state courts to decide
cases on the basis of "sanctions" rather than upon their merits.
As a victim of discovery delays and obstacles, I applaud the
use of sanctions for discovery violations.
However, use of the
most extreme sanctions (stricken pleadings, default or dismissal)
completely changes the course of an entire case and prevents the
case from being decided on its merits.
These extreme sanctions
provide tremendous temptations to procure victory by a plaintiff
or a defendant based upon the most inconsequential discovery
mistakes by their opponent.
At times, even when there was no
violation, attorneys are able to convince trial courts that there
~ a violation, by the clever use of pure rhetoric combined with
a measure of deception.
Current review standards leave these
miscarriages of justice largely unchecked.
The dangers to the judicial process in diverting a case from
a trial on the merits are compounded by leaving the choice of
sanctions completely in the hands of one person --the trial judge.
The Federal system has recognized this jeopardy to the judicial
. system by requiring certain standards to be met before permitting
-these ultimate sanctions.
I would propose that Rule 215, Tex. R. Civ. P. be amended to
provide, in a new paragraph 2d, as follows:

l
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht
November 22, 1989
Page 2

d.
Standards for Extreme Sanctions.
Before a
trial court may make an order under paragraphs (3), (4)
or (5) of paragraph 2b of this rule, the trial court must
(1) base such sanctions on evidence of a contumacious
refusal to provide discovery; (2) explain how lesser
sanctions have been considered and why. they are
inadequate: (3) identify a nexus between the misconduct
and any prejudice to the opponent; and (4) determine that
the fault rests, at least partly, with the client rather
than their attorney.

(

Unless corrected, the problem of improperly applied sanctions
will act like a cancer on our state's jurisprudence. The federal
courts have already recognized this problem and are dealing with
it by court decision. It would be a great boon to our profession
to have adequate standards appear in our rules of procedure.
A
system of cost awards and "fines" will police most discovery abuses
wit:hout victimizing innocent plaintiffs and defendants.
The
ability to win cases by sanction has made our state trial courts
battlegrounds for "Discovery· Wars" and has diverted the trial
courts from their primary task -- to try cases on their merits.
Some of the federal cases dealing with standards for extreme
sanctions are as follows:
John y. state of Louisiana, 828 F.2d
1129, 1132 (5th Cir. 1987); Marshall v.' Segona, 821 F.2d 763, 768
(5th Cir. 1980); M.E.N. Co. v. Control Fluidics, Inc., 834 F.2d
869, 873 (lOth Cir. 1987); Shea v. Donohoe Construction Co., 795
F.2d 1071, 1075 (D.C. Cir. 1986); Fjelstad y. American Honda Motor
Co., 762 F.2d 1334, 1338 (9th Cir. 1985); Halaco Engineering v.
Costle, 843 F.2d 376, 381 (9th Cir. 1988); Dove v. Codesco, 569
F.2d 807, 810 (4th Cir. 1978).
The above proposal combines
principles expressly set forth in Halaco and John, supra.
I understand that Justice Kilgarlin has proposed some similar
moderation to the extreme, sanctions itemized in Rule 215. Although
he and I have virtually opposite views in many areas, we apparently
agree that the current Texas sanctions system is seriously
defective.

l
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RECOMMENDED NEW RULE
RELATIVE TO REQUEST AND FEE FOR A JURY TRIAL

~

Rule 216.

Request and Fee for Jury Trial

1•
Request. Any party may demand a trial by jury of
any issue triable of right by a jury by serving upon the other
parties a demand therefor in writing at any time after the
commencement of the action and not later than thirty days after
the service of the last pleading directed to such issue, or
not less than thirty days in advance of the date set for trial
of the cause on the non-jury docket, whichever is earlier.
Such demand may be endorsed upon a pleading of the party.
[-Ne
jury trial shall be had in any civil suit, 1::lnless a \i'ritten
request for a j 1::lry trial is filed \.-H:h the clerk of the C01::lrt
a reasonable time before the date set for trial of the ca1::lse
on the non jury docket,
but not less than thirty days in
advance.]

(

2.
Jury Fee. A fee of ten dollars if in the district
court and five dollars if in the county court must be deposited
with the clerk of the court within the time for making a written
request for a jury. trial. 'The clerk shall promptly enter a
n"otation of the payment of sucrr fee upon the court I s docket
sheet.

b
By the Court. Issues not demanded for trial by jury
as provided by paragraph 1 herein, shall be tried by the court;
but, notwithstanding the failure of a party to demand a jury
in an action in which such a demand might have been made of
right, the curt in its discretion, upon motion and payment of
the proper fee, may order a trial by a jury of any or all issues.

l
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI
130r McKINNEY

(

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77010

TELEPHON£: 713'651-5151
TELEX' 76-28Z9
TELECOPIER: 713'651-5246

HOUSTON.
WASH'NGTON. O. C.
AUSTIN
SAN ANTONIO
OALLAS
LONOON
ZURICH
FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI &
REAIIIS MCGRATH
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

January 11, 1990

(

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public'
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed
changes in the· Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:
16. Rule 216. The proposed change here seeks to make
the request for a jury trial consistent with the practice in
federal court in which a party must make a demand for trial
within a prescribed period of time after the filing of the
first pleading. The subcommittee is of the view that the rule
was only recently amended, effective January 1, 1988, and that
there is no compelling reason for change at the present time.

l
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JUDGE B. F. (BILL) COKER
3823 Calculus Drive
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 247-8974

December 30, 1989
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Mr. Luther H. Soules

Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
175 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
Re:

Suggested rule

Dear Mr. Soules:
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Enclosed are recommended changes and additions to the
Rules of Civil Proced:ure.
Additions to existing rules and new
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule. .Portions
of existing rules which are deleted are enclosed in brackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggestions to your
committee for consideration •.
Request and

Fe~s

for a Jury Trial:

I recommend that Texas adopt a modified version of Rules
38(b) and 39(b), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Texas courts are being subj ected to greater and greater
scrutiny relative to their efficiency.
Many people accept the
idea that our judicial system was not intended to be efficient.
I am on of those people.
However, it is reasonable to
incorporate efficiencies where those efficiencies do not detract
from the judiciary I s obligation to provide a proper forum for
the resolution of disputes.
Frequently, the court's ability to schedule and manage
its docket is hampered, if not frustrated, by late requests
for cases to be decided by a jury.
Many times these late
requests are part of a trial strategy intended to frustrate
the opposing party.
Many times attorneys come to expect judges
to overlook the attorneys' failure to make a. timely request
for a jury.
Better discipline in the timeliness of requesting a
has the potential to help attorneys, clients, and courts.

jury

My recommendation is to require jury requests to' be made
within thirty days after the service of the live trial pleadings,
or not later than thirty days before trail date, whichever is
earlier.
-.-.-. 
Such a requirement will permit court personnel to provide
better management over the business aspects of the court without
significantly reducing- any party's right to a jury trial.
----
....
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A copy of my proposed change to Rules 216 is attached to
this letter.

(

Rule 241

[Repealed].

Rule 242.

Evidence needed for Default Judgment

(a) Discretion of the Court.
Where the plaintiff has given
n:ot'ice of the amount r or the amounts, to be requested against
the defendant, or all of several defendants, the court in its
discretion, may require evidence as to plaintiff i s claim, or
claims, or any part thereof.
(b) Where Evidence is Required by the Court.
As
to
any
portion of plaintiff i s claim for which the court has elected
to require evidence pursuant to sub-paragraph (a), the court
shall hear evidence as to damages and shall render judgment
therefore. ' '
(c) Where Evidence not Required by the Court.
As
to
every
portion of plaintiff's claim for which the court has not elected
to require evidence pursuant to sub-paragraph (a), the court
shall enter judgment in the amount, or the amounts, requested
pursuant to Rule 47a.

Rule 243.

[Repealed].

l
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Mr. Luther H. Soules
Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
175 E. Hous ton street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
Re:

Suggested rule

Dear Mr. Soules:
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and additions to the T~
to existing rules and new

Enclosed are
changes
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Additions
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule.
Portions
,of existing rules which are deleted ar~ enclosed in b.rackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggestions to your
committee for·consideration.
.
•

(

My recommendations relate to changes in the rules relative
to:
1.

claims for damages;

2.

reading and signing m,inutes;

3.
assessment of costs associated with service of process
and other notices; and
4.

requests and fees for a jury trial.

Each area of recommended change is addressed separately.
Claims for Damages:

My recommended changes which are associated with claims
for damages relate to pleading. jurisdictional amounts and
granting judgments on default.
~.
Rule 47, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, as it now exists,
significantly increases the cost of litigation and wastes
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valuable judicial resources.
This rule makes it impossible
to plead a claim for unliquidated damages without being required
to-re-'plead the same claim. The rule requires a statement tnat~===
only advises the opposing party that the claim exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of the court.
Further, the rule invites
the opposing party to except to the lack of a specific amount
claimed, and follows that with a mandate that the trial court
sustain the special exception and require the pleader to re-plead
with more specifics.
On the other hand, if the pleader
anticipates the special exception and pleads a specific, a trial
would be required to sustain a special exception that claimed
the pleader failed to follow Rule 47.
Basically, this creates
a "Catch 22" because a litigant seeking damages cannot plead
in such a way as to avoid the necessity of re-pleading.
As a housekeeping matter, I also' recommend sub-part (b)
of Rule 47 be amended to require the assertion that the claim
is within the jurisdictional limits rather than above the minimum
limit. The rule, as now written, prevents affirmatively stating
a claim within the limits of a limited-jurisdiction court.

(

In addition to the above recommendations relative to Rule
47, .I recommend repealing Rules 241 and 243, enacting two new
rules (which will be referred to as Rules 47a and 242).
.
.
Rule 47a requires each damages .claimant to
advise the
person from whom damages is sought the amount of damages which
will be requested from the court in the event no answer is filed
in response to the suit. Such a rule provides information from
which a defendant can assess maximum risk and make a business
decision relative to the desirability of.contesting the claim.
Rule 242 replaces the current Rules 241 and 243.
Rules 241 and 243
relative to liquidated
serves very little, if
it permits the law to
However, in my view,
reality.

speak to a dichotomy the law has created
and unliquidated claims. This dichotomy
any, purpose.
In limited circumstances,
indulge in a presumption upon default.
that presumption is not consistent with
_

In suits involving unliquidated claims, we presume that
a defaulting party admits liability due to fault, but that same
defaul ting party does not admit the amount of damages caused
by the admitted fault.
I believe my experiences would be similar to those of other
judges across the state. Letters I have received from defendants
frequently admit they had no money to pay damages, but they
deny they did anything wrong. Human nature is such that people

J0686

cannot admit, failure, but they can and do admit a debt.
People
will admit a debt, even an unliquidated debt.
Our presumption
--is wrong~'

(

It is also my belief that defaulting defendants do not
rely, on the Court to conduct hearings for the presentment of
evidence of unliquidated debts.
With those basic beliefs, 'I recommend that the rules be
amended to provide trial courts with an option of hearing
evidence or granting judgment without hearing evidence in those
cases where the claimant has advised the opposing party of the
amount to be sought on default.
These proposed new Rules 241 and 243 will permit trial
courts which have computer support to automatically process
default
judgments
if
the
Court
is
satisfied
with
the
reasonableness of the amounts claimed.
The Court will also
have the option of requiring evidence if a claim appears to
be out of the ordinary.'
By changing these rules to permit automated judgments,
valuable Court resources and time can be devoted to contested
issues.

(

l

A copy of my proposed changes to Rules 47, 47a', 241,
and 243 is attached to this letter.

242,
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Rule 241

[Repealed].

Rule 242.

Evidence needed for Default Judgment

(a) Discretion of the Court.
Where the plaintiff has given
notice of the amount, or the amounts, to be requested against
the defendant, or all of several defendants, the court in its
discretion, may require evidence as to plaintiff I s claim, or
claims, or any part thereof.
(b) Where Evidence is Required by the Court.
As
to
any
portion of plaintiff i s claim for which the court has elected
to require eVidence pursuant to sub-paragraph (a), the court
shall hear evidence as to damages and shall render judgment
therefore •. 
(c) Where Evidence not Required by the Court.
~A~s__~t~o~~e~v~e~r~y
portion of plaintiff's claim for which the court has not elected
to require evidence pursuant to sub-par'agraph (a), the court
shall enter judgment in the amount, or the amounts, requested
pursuant to Rule 47a.

Rule 243.

[Repealed].

(

l

..
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Dear Mr. Soules:

1

~

Enclosed are recommended changes and additions to the Te~
Rules. of Civil Procedure.
Additions to existing rules and new
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule.
Portions
of . existing' rules whicq are deleted are enclosed ,in brackets
and lined' through.
,Please. submit these suggestions to your
committee for consideration.

(

"

My recommendations relate to changes in the rules relative
to:
1.

claims for damages;

2.

reading and signing minutes;

_',t.,"".

3.
assessment of costs associated with service of process
and other notices; and
4.

requests and fees for a jury trial.

Each area of recommended change is addressed separately.
Claims for Damages:
My recommended changes which
for damages relate to pleading.
granting judgments on default.

are associated with claims
jurisdictional amounts and

Rule 47, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, as it now exists,
significantly increases the cost of litigation and wastes

l
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valuable judicial resources.
This rule makes it impossible
to plead a claim for unliquidated damages without being required
to re-plead the same claim. The rule requires a statement---that
only advises the opposing party that the claim exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of the court.
Further, the rule invites
the opposing party to except to the lack of a specific amount
claimed, and follows that with a mandate that the trial court
sustain the special exception and require the pleader to re-plead
with more specifics.
On the other hand, if the pleader
anticipates the special exception and pleads a specific, a trial
would be required to sustain a special exception that claimed
the pleader failed to follow Rule 47.
Basically, this creates
a "Catch 22" because a litigant seeking damages cannot plead
in such a way as to avoid the necessity of re-pleading.

.~-

As a housekeeping matter I I also recommend sub-part (b)
of Rule 47 be amended to require the assertion that the claim
is within the jurisdictional limits rather than above the minimum
limit. The rule, as now written, prevents affirmatively stating
a claim within the limits of a limited-jurisdiction court.
In addition to the above rec;ommendations relative to Rule
47, I recommend repealing Rules 241 and 243, enacting two new
rules (which will be referred to as Rules 47a and 242).

(

Rule 47a requires each damages claimant to . advise the
person from whom damages is sought the amount of damages which
will be requested from the court in the event no answer is filed
in response to the suit. Such a rule provides information from
which a defendant can assess maximum risk and make a business
decision relative to the desirability of contesting the claim.
Rule 242 replaces the current Rules 241 and 243.
Rules 241 and 243
7elative to liquidated
serves very little, if
~it permits the law to
~owever,
in my view,
-'"reality.

speak to a dichotomy the law has created
and unliquidated claims. This dichotomy
any, purpose.
In limited circumstances,
indulge in a presumption upon default.
that presumption is not consistent with

--"'"

_
In suits involving unliquidated claims, we presume that
a defaulting party admits liability due to fault, but that same
.defaul ting party does not admit the amount of damages caused
.,g,y.-the-admi tted fault.
I believe my experiences would be similar to those of other
judges across the state. Letters I have received from defendants
frequently admit they had no money to pay damages, but they
deny they did anything wrong. Human nature is such that people

l
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cannot admit failure, but they can and do admit a debt.
People
will admit a debt, even an unliquidated debt.
Our presumption
is wrong.

(

It is also my belief that defaulting defendants do not
rely on the Court to conduct hearings for the presentment of
evidence of unliquidated debts.
With those basic beliefs , I recommend that the rules be
amended to provide trial courts with an option of hearing
evidence or granting judgment without hearing evidence in those
cases where the claimant has advised the opposing party of the
amount to be sought on default.
These proposed new Rules 241 and 243 will permit trial
courts which have computer support to automatically process
default
judgments
if
the
Court
is
satisfied
with
the
reasonableness of the amounts claimed.
The Court will also
have the option of requiring evidence if a claim appears to
be out of the ordinary.
By changing these rules to permit automated judgments,
valuable Court resources and time can be devoted to contested
issues.

(

A copy of my prQPosed 'changes to Rules 47 , 47a, 241, 242,'
and 243 is attached to this letter.

-------------_._

'.
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Rule 241

[Repealed].

Rule 242.

Evidence needed for

Def~ult

Judgment

(a) Discretion of the Court.
Where the plaintiff has given
notice of the amount, or_the amounts, to be requested against
the defendant, or all of several defendants, the court in its
discretion, may require evidence as to plaintiff i s claim, or
claims, or any part thereof.
(b) Where Evidence is Required by the Court.
As
to
any
portion of plaintiff's claim for which the court has elected
to require evidence pursuant to sub-paragraph (a), the court
shall hear evidence as to damages and shall render judgment
therefore. - .
(c) Where Evidence not Required by the Court.
~A~s~__t~o~~~e~v~e~r~y~
portion of plaintiff's claim for which the court has not elected
to require evidence pursuant to sub-par"agraph (a), the court
shall enter j udgmen t in the amount I or the amounts; reques ted
pursuant to Rule 47a.

(

Rule 243.

[Repealed]. '

,
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Chairman, Rules Advisory Committee
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Enclosed are recommended changes and additions to the Te~
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Addi tiQns to existing rules and new
rules are designated by underlined text of the rule.
Portions
of existing rules which are deleted are enclosed in brackets
and lined through.
Please submit these suggestions to your
committee for consideration.
.
.'
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My recommendations relate to changes in the rules relative
to:
1.

claims for damages;

2.

reading and signing minutes;

3.
assessment of costs associated with service of process
and other notices; and
4.

requests and fees for a jury trial.

Each area of recommended change is addressed separately •.
Claims for Damages:
My recommended changes which
for damages relate to pleading
granting judgments on default.

are associated with claims
jurisdictional amounts and

Rule 47, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, as it now exists,
significantly increases the cost of litigation and wastes
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valuable judicial resources.
This rule makes it impossible
to plead a claim for unliquidated damages without being required
to re-plead the same claim. The rule requires a statement that
only advises the opposing party that the claim exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of the court.
Further, the rule invites
the opposing party to except to the lack of a specific amount
claimed, and follows that with a.mandate that the trial court
sustain the special exception and require the pleader to re-plead
with more specifics.
On the other hand, if the pleader
anticipates the special exception and pleads a specific, a trial
would be required to sustain a special exception that claimed
the pleader failed to follow Rule 47.
Basically, this creates
a "Catch 22" because a litigant seeking damages cannot plead
in such a way as to avoid the necessity of re-pleading.
As a housekeeping matter, I also recommend sub-part (b)
of Rule 47 be amended to require the assertion that the claim
is within the jurisdictional limits rather than above the minimum
limit. The rule, as now written, prevents affirmatively stating
a claim within the limits of a limited-jurisdiction court.
In addition to the above recommendations relative to Rule
recommend repealing Rules 241 and 243, enacting two new
ru~es (whicp will be referred to as Rules,47a and 242).
47,

(

1

Rule 47a requires ea:ch damages 'claimant .to
advise the
person from whom damages is sought the amount of damages which
will be requested from the court in the event no answer is filed
in response to the suit. Such a rule provides information from
which a defendant can assess maximum risk and make a business
decision relative to the desirability of contesting the claim.
Rule 242 replaces the current Rules 241 and 243.
Rules 241 and 243
relative to liquidated
serves very little, if
it permits the law to
However, in my view,
reality.

speak to a dichotomy the law has created
and unliquidated claims. This dichotomy
any, purpose.
In limited circumstances,
indulge in a presumption upon def aul t.
that presumption is not consistent with

In suits involving unliquidated claims, we presume that
a defaulting party admits liability due to fault, but that same
defaul ting party does not admit the amount of damages caused
by the admitted fault.
I believe my experiences would be similar to those of other
judges across the state. Letters I have received from defendants
frequently admit they had no money to pay damages, but they
deny they did anything wrong. Human nature is such that people
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cannot admit failure, but they can and do admit a debt.
People
will admit a debt, even an unliquidated debt.
Our pres'l!mption_ __
is w:l::ong-.
It is also my belief that defaulting defendants do not
rely on the Court to conduct hearings for the presentment of
evidence of unliquidated debts.
Wi th those basic beliefs, I recommend that the rules be
amended to provide trial courts with an option of hearing
evidence or granting judgment without hearing evidence in those
cases where the claimant has advised the opposing party of the
amount to be sought on default.
These proposed new Rules 241 and 243 will permit trial
courts which have computer support to automatically process
defaul t
judgments
if
the
Court
is
satisfied
with
the
reasonableness of the amounts claimed.
The Court will also
have the option of requiring evidence if a claim appears to
be out of the ordinary •.
By changing these rules to permit automated judgments,
valuable Court resources and time can be devoted to contested
issues.

(

A copy of my proposed changes to Rules 47, 47a, 241, 242,
and 243 is attached to this letter.
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Supreme Court of Texas
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:

Proposed Rule Changes

III. New Rule Regarding Motions in Limine

(

(

A.

Create a new rule which provides that a11 Motions in
Limine of all parties in a jury trial case shall be filed
in the papers of the cause at least 7 days before trial.

B.

The new rule would further provide that in the event the
Motion was not timely filed, the Court would have the
discretion to consider a late filed Motion in Limine if
the Court found that the opponent was not prejudiced
because of the late filing or that justice required
consideration of the contents of the Motion. In short,
give the trial court discretion, but state that the trial
court should not hear the late filed Motion in general,
but it would have discretion to consider is the merits
of the erial required consideration.

C.

Further, the trial court would be told that it could
consider what sanctions, if any, in its discretion would
be appropriate if a. party wanted to urge an untimely
Motion and the Court found that justice required a
consideration and even granting of the Motion.
In
short, some message to the trial court that it has the
power to prevent lawyers from "late filing" even though
a particular trial required a that a late motion to be
considered.

Judge, the reasons for the above rules are many, but I will
give you only a few.
~
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(
MOTIONS IN LIMINE
Nothing in our rules, to my knowledge, even mentions Motions
in Limine. But they are a vital part of a trial jury practice, a
technique for the trial court to get involved early in what the
case is really about. Also, it is way to alert the lawyers about
evidentiary issues of vital importance.
All experienced trial lawyers have. had the experience of
handling in the Motion stage the decisive issues in the case:
whether "other accident" would be admitted: whether the plaintiffs
drinking would come in etc.
The list could go on and on.
I am
sure that you have had many cases that turned on the ruling at the
Motion stage.
Why not provide a simple rule that the lawye~ must file these
critical motions 7 days before trial. Why wait? Why put off? Why
leave uncertain? Why leave it to local rules and local "practice"?

(
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The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

(

6.
The following proposed amendments u·se the word "nonjury":
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 4~{a){1) and 54{a).
The
following proposed amendments use the word Itnon-jury": Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of civil Procedure
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjuryll currently i
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324{a) and Texas Rule of !
JUdicial Administration 6(b) (2).

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

11M. " ," '" -"

Charles A.
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Dear Judge Hecht:

(.
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___

I

6.
The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjuryll:
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41(a) (1) and 54(a).
The
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The·
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of civil Procedure
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2).

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

I/Jd, ,

Charles A.

l
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Luther H. Soules III
Soules & Wallace
10th Floor, Republic of Texas Plaza
175 Fast Pouston Strept
San Antonio, Texas, 7RI.05

~r.

STAFF ATTORNEY
JAMES T. CARTER

~3~4-~

Re: Amendments to

TP~P

&T

Dear Hr. Soules:

.(

DEPUTY CLERK
DENISE PACHECO

~t

·r

For some time I have been concerned about consideration
evidence" poiIlts of error when that issuf! had not been raised
objection or. Utotjon in the trial court. P-s I read Tex. R. CJ
a "no evidence" point need not be raised in a mot:f.on for new rial.
l\Te have know since the holdings in J. vleingarten, Inc. v. Raze .•
S.W.2d 538 (Tex. 1968) that a no evidence point could get a reversal,
if not a rendition, where the proper complaint had not been made for a
rendition.

In the enclosed opinion in First American Title Company v. Prata
I have attempted to raise the i.ssue in a footnote. It seems to me the
courts holding 1.n Aero Energy clearly conflicts with the present
language in Rule 374. I also realize that at the time that opinion was
written i t was consistent with the language then in the rule. Fut it
seems the Courts of Appeals and perhaps the Supreme Court also are still
following the Aero Enery holding after the rule change removed the
language about "a complaint which had flot otherwise been ruled upon."
Of course if a "no evidence" point is not required to be raised by
Rule 324, and was not raised by the four procedures Justice Calvert
wrote about in Texas taw Review, then are we not back to "resurrecting
the rejected fundamental error rule" Justice Pope mentioned in Litton
Industrial Products, Inc. v. Ga~~age, 668 S.W./.O 319 at 324 (Tex. 1984)7
I have no idea who on your committee reviews screwball issues an
appellate judges raise for the first time in dictum in a footnote. A
copy goes forward to a coupJe of people who may review these nutty
questions.

l

cc: Justice Nathan Hecht
Prof. lim. Dorsaneo III
~!ax

N. Osborn

(

COU RT OF APPEAL S
EIGHTH DISTRICT OF TEXAS
EL PASO, TEXAS
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY
OF EL PASO AND CORONADO
STATE BANK,
Appellants,
v.
SYLVIA V. PRATA,
Appellee.

o

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. 08- 88-0023 5-CV
Appeal from 243rd District Cour t of
E1 Paso County, Texas. (T CO 86 -4066)

PIN ION

This sui t was filed by the owner of a house who lost a
possible sale when the prospective buyer learned of pending'
(

condem"nation proceedings which had been filed prior to the owner's
purchase of the property from the Bank.

The owner sued the Bank for

damages under the Deceptive Trade .Practices Act and the company which
issued the title policy under .the Texas Insurance Code.

Based upon a

favorable jury verdict, judgment was entered for the owner of the
house.

We reverse and remand the judgment against the Title Company

and reverse and render judgment for the Bank.
On February 7, 1984, Coronado State Bank purchased a house
which had been owned by Sylvia Prata's mother and stepfather at a
sheriff's sale.

The day before the foreclosure sale, E1 Paso

Community College had filed a condemnation statement to obtain the
same property.

No lis pendens notice was filed and notice of the

proceedings was not served upon the owner.

Without any notice of the

condemnation proceedings, the Bank sold the house to Sylvia Prata for
$56,000.00 on May 18, 1984, and conveyed ti t1 e to her by a speci a1
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(

warranty deed.

The closing was handled by First American Title

Company of El Paso which issued a title commitment and a title
insurance policy.

The title commitment made no reference to

condemnation proceedings, but the title insurance policy had an
exclusion as to condemnation proceedings.

The College did not serve

anyone as owner of the property until Sylvia Prata was served on
May 21, 1987, more than three years after the condemnation statement
had been fil ed.
Sylvia Prata testified that the attorney for the Bank
represented to her that she would receive "free and clear title" or
"clear ti tIe" to

t~e

house.

She said, at the closing, representatives

of the Title Company represented that she was getting free and clear
title to the property.
In November 1984, Prat.a entered into a contract to sell the

(

house to Ti to Gonz al ez, a real tor who was acti ng a s trustee for
William Abraham, for $250,000.00.

That contract had a proviso that it

was "subject to inspection and approval of property within 20
working days."

The property was never inspected for any type of

approval and no sale was consummated because of the pending
condemnation proceedings.
In answer to questions submitted, the jury found:

(1)

that

the Title Company engaged in a false, misleading or deceptive act or
practice or made misrepresentations in connection with the purchase
of the property or in the issuance of the title policy on the
property, (2) that such conduct was a pr oduci ng ca use of damage s to
Prata,

(3)

that the Title Company and Prata entered into an agreement

based upon the title commitment instrument, (4) that the Title Company

<,

~

breached that agreement, (4A) that such breach was a proximate cause

-2
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')f damages to Prata,

(5) that Prata sustained damages of $39,000.00

for loss of a sal e, $5,850.00 for loss of rental val ue, $2,000.00 for
loss of credit reputation in the past, $9,500.00 attorney's fees in
the condemna tion proceeding, $2,000.00 for travel expense sand that
$39,000.00 was the difference in the value of the property as received
and the value it would have had if it had been as represented,
$2,000.00 for inconvenience, $1,000.00 for physical pain in the past
and $2,500.00 for mental anguish in the past.
With regard to the Bank, the jury found:

(6) that the Bank

enga ged ina fal se, misl eading or dece pti v e act or pract i ce in the
sale of the house, (7) that such conduct was a producing cause of any
damages of Prata, (8) damages identical to those found as to the Title
Company except they increased the attorney's fees for condemnation
(

proceeding to $9,713.75, and (9)" failed to find that the Ban~
knowingly committed the false, misleading acts or practices.

The jury

found Prata's reasonable attorney's fees for trial to be $19,213.75,
with additional attorney's fees of $16,750.00 depending on appellate
proceedings.

They fail ed to find Prata' s sui t aga i nst the Bank and

against the Title Company was groundless and brought in bad faith or
for harassment.
Under the statute then in effect, the court trebled the
damages against the Title Company and with prejudgment interest
awarded a recovery of $192,685.63, and awarded a recovery of
$79,735.63 against the Bank.

In addition, the judgment awarded

attorney's fees as found by the jury, plus interest and costs.
Initially, a contention is made that the trial court lacked
subject matter jurisdiction and that it erred in overruling a plea in
a ba tement.

The argument presented is that th ere wa s no just ici abl e
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issue ripe for adjudication because all issues were contingent upon
the condemnation case which had not been decided at the time this case
was tried.

The assertion is made that only an advisory judgment could

be entered prior to disposition of the exercise of any right of
condemnation.

Appellants rely upon City of Garland v. Louton, 691

S. W. 2d 603 (Tex. 1985) a nd California Products,. Inc. v. Puretex Lemon
Juice, Inc., 160 Tex. 586,3311 S.W.2d 780 (1960).

To be an advisory

decision, the judicial determination must be based upon some
hypothetical or contingent situation.

Freeport Operators, Inc. v.

Home Insurance Company, 666 S.W.2d 566 (Tex.App.--Houston [14th Dist.l
1984, no. writ).

The facts in this case were established at the time

of trial and the pI eadi ngs were ba sed upon prior co nduct i nv 01 v ing
these parties and a third party condemnor.

(

Whether the condemnation

ca se proceeded to its final di sposi ti on woul d not affect the cl aims
asserted in this case since the condemnor had not been joined as a
party defenda nt.

The Bank's Poi nts of Error Nos. One and Two

and the Title Company's Point of Error No. Fifteen are all overruled.
Turning to the merits of the case, the controlling issue is
not whether the Title Company or the Bank committed the acts found by
the jury, but whether such conduct was a producing cause of the
damages found by the jury.

For the sake of discussion only, we assume

that both Appellants committed the various acts found by the jury.
With that assumption, did the Title Company's acts or
misrepresentations in connection with the purchase of the property by
Sylvia Prata or the issuance of the ti tIe insurance pol icy produce
damages to her, all of which arose out of her failure to sell such
property to Will iam Abraham?
The Ti tl e Com pa ny asserts, in its third poi nt of error, that
-4-
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there was no ev idence or insufficient ev idence to support the jury
finding of causation.

The argument is made that the filing of the

condemnation suit was the only producing cause of any damages
sustained by Sylvia Prata.

The Title Company argues that even

assuming that there was a misrepresentation about the title at the
time of the loa n cl osi ng, the ti tl e which Prata rece i v ed had
absolutely nothing to do with her failure to complete the sale to
William Abraham.

We agree and note that the contention in this point

of error perhaps should have been directed to the jury's answer to
question number two as well as number five particularly since the
reference to the motion for new trial relates to the answer to issue
two as well as five.

In any event, it is the contentions under the

points and not the points themselves which are controlling.

(

O'Neil

v. MaokTruoks, 1no., 542 S.W.2d 112 (Tex. 1976).
The testimony with regard to the question of causation is
set out verbatim from those persons who were involved in the sale.
First, Sylvia Prata, the owner and prospective vendor, testified as
follow s:
Q

(BY MR. STEWART) Did you actually, yourself,
attend at some point in December, any kind of
meeting concerning this property?

A

Yes; I did.

...
Q

And what was your understanding of that
meeting?
•

THE WITNESS:

Q

• •

They showed us
paper and said
been condemned
Gonzalez and I

(BY MR. STEWART)

the condemnation
that the house had
and I had to tell Mr.
lost the sale.

Did you -- were you aware of

-5-
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any other reason the sale was lost?
A Because of the condemnation.

o

Were you aware of any other rea son?

A No.
Next, Mr. William Abraham, the prospective purchaser,
te stl fied as follow s:
Q

Okay. Did those problems have anything to do
with the house or solely to do with this
proceeding that came to your attention?

A Well, to be honest with you I didn't. I don't
think we ever got to the -- to the inspection
and approval stage. I think that. shortly after
submittal it had come to our attention or come
not to my attention but to Mr. Gonzalez'
attention in that there was some problem as far
as condemnation that was down the road •.

(

...

o Were you interested in buy ing a property or was
this

condemnatio~

proceeding it?

A No, sir.
Finally,

Tit~

Gonzalez, the realtor who represented Mr.

Abraham and had signed the purchase agreement in his capacity as
trustee testified as follows:

o And what happened with the contract?
A Well, the contract -- one thing that I asked
Sylvia was to make sure it wasn't, you know,
being condemned and she made sure and found out
the opposite. It was being condemned. So that
killed the contract.
There is no evidence the sale was not completed because
Sylvia Prata had a defective ti tle to the property, or her ti tle

(

insurance policy was not as represented to her or that she could not
deliver clear title to the property.
-6

The only reason the sale fell
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through was because a condemnation suit had been filed, a matter
totally unrelated to any representations or misrepresentations made by
the Title Company at the time of the closing of the sale by the Bank
to Sylvia Prata.
In order to recover damages for any deceptive acts under
Tex.lns.Code Ann. art. 21.21 (Vernon 1981), it was necessary to prove
that the conduct inquired about in question number one was a producing
cause of any damages sustained by Sylvia Prata.

Weitzel v.

Barnes, 691 S.W.2d 598 (Tex. 1985); Chambless v. Barry Robinson Farm
Supply, Inc. 667 S.W.2d 598 (Tex.App.--Dallas 1984, writ ref'd
n.r.e.).
cause,.

A producing cause is "an efficient, exciting or contributing
"Rourke v. Garza, 530 S. W.2d 794 (Tex. 1975); Dubow v.

Dragon, 746 S.W.2d 857 (Tex.App.-- D.allas 1988, no writ).

(

Neither

reliance nor forseeability are necessary elements of recovery.
Weitzel v. Barnes; Hycel, Inc. v.
(Tex.App.--Waco 1985, writ dism'd).

Wittstruck, 690 S.W.2d 914
But, the proof must establish

that the damages alleged were factually caused by the defendant's
conduct.

Dubow v. Dragon; Rotello v. Ring Around Products, Inc., 614

S.W.2d 455 (Tex.Civ.App.--Houston [14th Dist.l 1981, writ ref'd
n.r.e.).

Where the evidence does not establish that the alleged

false, misleading or deceptive act or practice was a producing cause
of the plaintiff's actual damages, there is no cause of action.
MacDonald v. Texaco, Inc., 713 S.W.2d 203 (Tex.App.--Corpus Christi
1986, no wri t).
In passing on a no evidence point, the reviewing court
considers only that evidence and reasonable inferences therefrom
viewed in its most favorable light and reject all evidence and
reasonable inferences to the contrary.

-7
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Indemnity Company, 619 S.W.2d 1100 (Tex. 1981).

We have found no

evidence which suggests that the lost sale resulted from anything
other than the condemnation suit.

That conclusion is supported by the

acknowledgment in Appellee's brief which, when analyzing the testimony
of Mr. William Abraham, says "[h]e testified the reason he did not
proceed further with the contract was that a pending condemnation came
up."

The loss of the proposed sale was not factually caused by any

conduct of the Title Company and there is no evidence to support the
jury finding of producing cause of any damages.
In pa ssi ng on the i nsuffici ent ev idence poi nt, we consi der
all of the evidence, including that which is contrary to the verdict.
In re King! 8 Estate, 150 Tex. 662, 21111 S. W.2d 660 (1951).

In this

case, there is no testimony from either of the parties to the pr opo sed

(

sale.that'the sale was not completed because Sylvia Prata did not have
a good, merchanta bl e ti tIe to the house in question.

All of the

evidence is that the sale could not be completed because the Community
College had pending a condemnation suit.

That controlling evidence

which we consider on this point has been set out verbatim.
the insufficient evidence argument also.

We sustain

Point of Error No. Three is

sustai ned.
Since this point is directed only to the overrul ing of a
motion for new trial, may we reverse and render when we sustain a no
evidence contention?

Under the holding in J. Weingarten, Inc. v.

Razey, 1126 S. W.2d 538 (Tex. 1968), we could not.

In Bluebonnet

Express, Inc. v. Employers Insurance of Wausau, 651 S.W.2d 345
(Tex.App.--Houston [14th Dist.l 1983, no writ), the Court, on motion
for rehearing, 655 S.W.2d 327 (1983), with one judge dissenting,
concluded that the holding in Razey was no longer applicable.

-8-
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case was tried to the court without a jury.

More recently, in City of

Garland v. Vasquez, 734 S.W.2d 92 (Tex.App.--Dallas 1987, writ ref'd
n.r.e.), the Court concluded that where a no evidence point is first
raised by assignment in a motion for new trial, the assignment is
sufficient to obtain a remand for a new trial, but is not sufficient
to obtain a rendition of judgment.

That case was tried to a jury.

See also Commercial Insurance Company of Newark, New Jersey v.
Puente, 535 S.W.2d 948 (Tex.Civ.App.--Corpus Christi 1976, writ ref'd
n.r.e.).

We conclude, as did Justice Calvert, when he wrote on this

issue nearly thirty years ago and said:

(

The controll ing consi deration with an
appellate court in passing on a point of error
directed at the state of the evidence. is not
-whether the point uses the preferable, or even
the proper, terminology, but is wh'!ther the .point
is based upon and related "to a particular
procedural step in the trial and appellate process
and is a proper predicate for the relief sought.
Robert W. Calvert, "No Evidence" and "Insufficient Evidence" Points of
Error, 38 Texas L. Rev. 361 at 361-62 (1960).

See also Robert W.

Calvert, How an Errorless Judgment Can Become Erroneous, 20 St. Mary IS
L.J. 229 (1989).

Having raised the sufficiency issue in only a motion

for new trial and having raised a point of error complaining of the
trial court's action on the motion for new trial, we can only grant a
new trial when we sustain that particular point of error. 1

(.

1. A somewhat related problem arises from any current
application of the holding in Aero Energy, Inc. v. Circle C Drilling
Company. 699 S. W. 2d 821 (Tex. 1985), that a no ev idence poi nt must be
raised through one of five procedural steps, the last one of the five
being a motion for new trial. We assume that case was tried under the
1978 language in Rule 324 which required a motion for new trial in
order to present a complaint which had not otherwise been ruled upon.
See Litton Industrial Products, Inc. v. Gammage. 668 S.W.2d 319 {Tex.
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In a motion for judgment non obstante veredicto, the Bank
asserted that it was entitled to judgment because there was no
evidence that it had engaged in any false, misleading or deceptive act
and it had not violated the Deceptive Trade Practices Act.

The

controlling issue revolves around the testimony of Sylvia Prata that
the Bank's attorney represented to her that following the foreclosure
sale, the Bank would transfer to her clear ti tle to the property in
question.

She testified he told her "the reason he was doing it this

way was to guarantee us we would have clear·title to whatever we were
purchasing."

She also said "after Coronado Bank already owned the

property that was gOing to get free and clear title."
The Bank in fact transferred the property by a special
(

warranty deed.

There has been no breach of warranty and it was

undisputed at the time of oral argument that Sylvia Prata owned fee
title to the property in question.

Accepting Sylvia Prata's testimony'

as true, we find no misrepresentation as to what she said she was
told.

The terms "good title" and "clear title" are synonymous, and

mean that the land should be free from litigation, palatable defects
and grave doubts and should consist of both legal and equitable title.

1984). The court restated its holding in Steves Sash & Door
Company, Inc. v. Ceco Corporation, 751 S. W. 2d 473 (Tex. 1 988), in a
case apparently tried several months after the April 1, 1984 amendment
to Rule 324 which deleted the language about presenting a complaint
which had not otherwise been ruled upon. We find nothing in Rule 324
which requires a complaint about "no ev idence" in a motion for new
trial as a prerequisite to a complaint on appeal •.. We are unable to
determine if Security Savings Association v. Clifton, 755 S.W.2d 925
(Tex.App.--Dallas 1988, no writ) and Tribble & Stephens Co. v.
Consolidated Services, Inc., 744 S.W.2d 945 (Tex.App.--San Antonio
1987, writ denied), were tried before or after April 1,1984. If
Tex.R.App.P. 52(a) is the basis for such requirement, and no court
has said so, does that rule conflict with Tex.R.Ctv.P. 324(a)1
-10
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(
Veselka v. Forres, 283 S.W. 303 (Tex.Civ.App.--Austin 1926, no
writ).

Likewise, merchantable, marketable title means a title free

and clear from reasonable doubt as to matters of law and fact and is
one not clouded by any outstanding contract, covenant, interest, lien
or mortgage sufficient to form a basis of litigation.

Lieb v. Roman

Development Company, 716 S.W.2d 653 (Tex.App.--Corpus Christi 1986,
writ ref'd n.r.e.).

In this connection, it should be noted that

condemnation does not involve the question of title to land.
Thompson v. Janes, 245 S.W.2d 718 (Tex.Civ.App.--Austin),
aff'd, 251 S.W.2d 953 (Tex. 1952); 32 Tex.Jur. 3d, Eminent Domain,
sec. 177).
In Lansburgh ,v. Market St. Ry. Co., 220 P.2d 423
(

(Cal.App.Div. 1950),21 A.L.R. 2d 785, the Court considered
an issue involving a proposed condemnation and an 'agreement to sell
land in San Francisco.

In that case, there was a recision after the

purchaser learned of the proposed condemnation, but prior to the
proceedings actually being commenced.

Suit was filed to recover a

deposit paid on the contract to purchase.

Recovery was denied.

The

Court noted that at the time for performance, no right existed because
of the contemplated future condemnation.

It noted the condemning

authori ty had no more than the same inchoate ri ght of eminent domain
which they had in all other properties within their boundaries, "a
right which clearly is not an encumbrance or defect of ti tIe.

n

The

Court went on to note that in California, the first step with regard
to condemnation "is the issuance of summons, •••• n
appl ies in Texa s.

A similar rule

In Ray burn on Condemna tion, sec. 13.08 (1989), the

author states:
-11
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It is now settled law in Texas,' that until
the statutory prov isions as to serv ice and return
of notice have been complied with, that there is
no jurisdiction that can be exercised over the
land,or real estate in question, ••••
This is the clear holding in City of Houston v. Kunze, 153 Tex. 42,
262 S.W.2d 947 (1953); Parker v. Ft. Worth & D. C. Ry.
CO. t 84 Tex. 333, 19 S.W. 518 (1892); Rotello v. Brazos County
Water Control & Improvement District, 574 S.W.2d 208 (Tex.Civ.App.-
Houston [1st Dist.] 1978, no writ).

In the latter case, Chief Justice

Coleman noted that condemnation proceedings must be conducted in
strict compliance with the statute authorizing the procedure.

The

•

Court concluded that where the condemnation proceedings which are
pending in the county court are void for want of power or

(

.

jurisdiction, such proceedings may be enjoined.
Tex.Jur.3d, Eminent Domain, sec. 216.

See also 32

We can only conclude that where

the proceedings are void and the court has no jurisdiction, the
petition for condemnation could just as well have been posted on the
public square or the back of a cow barn for all the effect it would
have.

The Bank, having delivered to SylVia Prata good, clear title to

the land in question, was not guilty of any false. misleading or
deceptive practice and did not violate the Deceptive Trade Practices
Act.

If the filing of a condemnation proceeding without proper notice

to SylVia Prata resulted in a loss of sale. the resulting damages
arose from the conduct of the Communi ty College and not the Bank.
Points of Error Nos. Four and Five are sustained.
That part of the judgment of the trial court awarding
damages against First American Title Company of El Paso 1s reversed
and the cause remanded for a new trial and that part of the judgment
-12-
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awarding damages against Coronado State Bank is reversed and rendered

(

that plaintiff have and recover nothing from· the Bank, and the suit as
against the two defendants is severed.

December 21, 1989

Is/Max N. Osborn
MAX N. OSBORN, Chief Justice

Before Panel No. 3
Osborn, C. J., Fuller and Woodard, JJ.
(Publ ish)

(
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DEPUTY CLERK
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Justice ~~athan L. Hecht
P. O. 'fIOY 12248
Austin, Texas. 78711
Dear Justice Pecht:
I take this opportunity to ,..Tri te concerning the proposed changes in .
t:he Texas Appellate Practice Rules as set forth in the November issue of
the Texas Rar Journal.
.
\orith the prel'lent PuJ e 3?4 a' motion for new trial is reouired in
only limited instanC'PS and most often is HJ.ed to 'assert insufficency of
the evidence. EVen in a co~p]jcated case with nu~erous issues. that can
be done in 10 days. ':n about 90r, of the cases where a mot:i.on for new
trial is filed it is overruled hv operation of law and there js no
head.ng and no order enterecl by the trial .iudge. Yet, we allow 7S days
for this to happen. That 1s a waste of time 1.n the appellate procecure
and one which can be.reducec without adversely a~fecting substantial
appellate rights. If the Court: is ::interestE"o in reduci.ng delay I would
urge that all motions for new trial be filed and Amended within 20 days
after the signing of the ~udgIDent and acted upon or overruled 30 davs
later. That would reduce the time table by 2S days from the current
standards. Requ1ri~g the filing of a bond within another 10 davs would
mean the show would be on the road 60 days after judgment and not 90
days under the present ru~es. This saving of 30 days on the 8,905
appeal s filed last fiscal year would have reduced the appell.ate time
tab~.e for dispo!'l:it;on of those cases by a time equal to 741 years.
That
is not a small item.
Having spent 1~ years as an appellate lawyer I would not want to
see changes that would adversely affect the appellate rights of anv
litigant. Rut. after 16 years as an appellate judge, r believe we are
wasting lots of time on motions for new trial that will never be heard
and the proposal will still allow for motions that should be heard and
duly considered by a trial judge.
For the sake of ar~ument I must agree that conformity is good, but
for the sake of appellate review r cannot agree that more delay is good.

(

l

Yax N. Osborn
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY
2300 NeNI!I TOW!!:'"

-

TCl.CCOIPV NU".C"~
(!lIZl .78*187.

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

(

6.
The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjury":
I
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41(a) (1) and 54 (a).
The·
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 Cd), 52 comment, and 54
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The ·1
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently
appears in Texas Rule of civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2).

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

I/Jd. .

Charles A.
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PAUL HEATH TILL
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102
HOUSTON, HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 77081
TELEPHONE: 713/661-2276

(

November 28, 1989
The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Texas supreme Court
Rules Advisory Committee
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES

Dear Justice Hecht:
In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, as published in the November issue of the State Bar
Journal, I respectfully request that th~ Rules Advisory Oommitte~
consider the following comments.

(

Further, I r~quest that the Rules Advisory Committee consider
changing Rule 533
by changing the following language
which
states in part:
UEvery writ or process from the justice courts
shall be issued by the justice, shall be in writing and signed by
him officially."
to read:
"Every writ or process from the
justice courts shall be in writing and signed by the justice
officially or issued and signed by the clerk under seal of the
court."
.
In addition, I request that the Rules Advisory Committee consider
recommending to the Supreme Court the enlargement of
the
membership of
the Rules
Advisory Committee to include a
representative
from the Justice of the Peace Section of the
State Bar.
Such representation on the Rules Advisory Committee
would help to coordinate the unique rules governing the justice
court with the rules of the district and county courts.
Thank you for the opportunity to make these comments.

~. .

t1

/''-.~~

~~7~

Paul Heath Ti 11
Justice of the Peace
Precinct 5, Position 1
6000 Chimney Rock, Suite 102
Houston, Harris County, Texas 77081
Telephone: 713/661-2276
Past Chairman
Justice of the Peace Section
State Bar of Texas
R~r

M",
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By_____________________

F
,.

B. No, ______

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED

AN ACT

1
2

relating to a seal for justice courts,

3

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS:

4

SECTION I,

5

27,

Government

Sec. 27.058.

JUSTICE

OF

THE PEACE SEAL.

7

of the peace shall be provided with a seal that

8

five

9

"Justice tourt

10

Code,

is

amended by adding Section 27.058 to read as follows:

6

(

Subchapter. C, Chapter

pOints

engraved

in

the

The

center.

P~ecinct

(al
has

Each justice
a

star

with

seal must also have

County,

Texas"

engraved

on it.
(b)

11

The impress of the seal shall be attached to all process

than

SUbpoenas issued out of the

jus~ice

12

other

13

used to authenticate the official acts of the justice clerk and the

14

justice of the peace.
2~

15

SECTION

16

SECTION 3.

court and shall be

This Act takes effect April 1, 1990.
The

condition

constitutional

20

days in each house be suspended, and this rule-is hereby suspended.

requiring

bills

l

houses

the

19

public

both

and

emergency

imperative

in

legislation

18

rule

calendars

this

crowded

an

the

of

17

and

of

importance

necessity

create an
that

the

to be read on three several
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GRAVES,

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

c

6.
The"following proposed amendments use the word "nonjuryll:
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 4;L(a) (1) and 54(a).
The
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of civil Procedure
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjuryll currently
appears in Texas Rule of civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2).

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

liM.



Charles A.' Spain,

l
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PAUL HEATH TILL
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102
HOUSTON, HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 77081
TELEPHONE: 713/661-2276

November 28, 1989
The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
Rules Advisory Committee
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES

Dear Justice Hecht:

(

In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, as published in the November issue of the State Bar
Journal, I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee
consider the following comments.
PROPOSED GHAN.GE TO TRCP RULE 4 - QQMPUTATION OF TIME
The proposal
to exclude Saturday, Sunday and holidays from any
time period of five days or less would have a direct and, at
times, a negative impact upon the time frame of the procedures in
justice court and in the Forcible Entry and Detainer section of
the Rules of Civil Procedure.

-

As an example, the proposed change in Rule 4 would have a
definite impact upon the court procedure in complying with R ule
567 New Trials, which states in part:
"The justice, within ten
<ia'Ys after the rendition of a judgment in any suit tried before
him, may grant a new trial therein on motion in writing showing
that justice has not been done in the trial of the cause." While
the proposed change to Rule 4 would not change the time in ~
567, it would change the time in Rule 569 to file motion for new
trial.
It could put the court in the unfortunate predicament of
having the time to file the motion for new tria-I, plus the notice
to the opposing party, equal to, the time the court has to rule
upon the motion.
,

I respectfully
request that
the Rules Advisory Committee
recommend that
the proposed changes in Rule 4 not be applied to
Part V. Rules of'Practice in Justice Court.
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PAUL HEATH TILL
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102
HOUSTON. HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 77081
TELEPHONE: 713/661-2276

November 28, 1989
The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
Rules Advisory Committee
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
RE:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES

Dear Justice Hecht:
In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, as published in the November issue of the' State Bar
Journal, I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee
consider the following comments.

(

PROPOS~~~E

TO TRCP RULE 4 - COMPUTATION OF TIME

The proposal to exclude Saturday, Sunday and holidays from any
time period of five days or less would have a direct and, at
times, a negative impact upon the time frame of the procedures in
justice court and in the Forcible Entry and Detainer section of
the Rules of Civil Procedure.
As an example, the proposed change in Rule 4 would have a
definite impact upon the court procedure in complying with Rule
567 New Trials, which states in part:
~The justice, within ten
days after the rendition of a judgment in any suit tried before
him, may grant a new trial therein on motion in writing showing
that justice has not been done in the trial of the cause." While
the proposed change to ' Rule 4 would not change the time in Rule
567, it would change the time in Rule 569 to file motion for new
trial.
It could put the court in the unfortunate predicament of
having the time to file the motion for new trial, plus the notice
to the opposing party, equal to the time the court has to rule
upon the motion.
I respectfully
request
that
the Rules Advisory Committee
recommend that the proposed changes in Rule 4 not be applied to
Part V. Rules of Practice in Justice Court.

0072 1
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The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules
November 28, 1989
Page 2

(

In the Forcible-Entry and Detainer section of the rules, in Rule
744 the defendant has five days to request a jury trial from the
date of service.
This would be changed under the proposed
revision of Rule 4.
Under Rule 739, court is instructed to have
the defendant appear not more than 10 days nor less than six days
from date of service. This would not be effected by the proposed
change in Rule 4, but would place the court in the dilemma of the
defendant being able to request a jury trial on the day of trial
and negate purpose and effect of the revision of Rule 744,
effective January 1, 1988.
I respectfully
request that
the Rules Advisory Committee
recommend that the proposed changes in Rule 4 not be applied to
Part VII.
Rules Relating to Special Proceedings, Section 2.
Forcible Entry and Detainer.
The following is a listing of other rules with the five-day time
frame that would also be effected. Specifically they are:, Rules
569, 571, and 57i in the section of the Rules of Practice in
JUStice Court, and Rules 739, 740, 748, 749a, and 749b in the
section of the rules (or Forcible Entry and Detainer. Due to the
press of time, no attempt has been made to analyze the effect
that Rule 4 will have on these rules in relation to the other
rules within their respective sections.
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MOORE, PAYNE & CLEM

r /!.c..P

l/1/P.

ATrORNEYS AT LAW

(

FIRST NATIONAL lANK IIUILDING

SUITE 300
PARIS. TEXAS 75460
(21+) 784-+393
BOARD C!JlTIFlED
'JlESIDENTlAL IU:AL ESTATE LAW

W" MOOR.! (1868-19">
HAllDY MOOR.!
IIILL PAYNE
A. W, CUM'

April 10, 1989

Chairman of the Committee
on Administration of Justice
State Bar of Texas
P.O. Box 12487
capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Sir:
It seems to me our sequestration procedure should be clarified.
The amount of the bond for sequestration is set by the court and
also, in the same order, the amount of defendant's replevy bond, ..... which
shall be in an amount equivalent to the value of the property sequestered
or to the amount of plaintiff's claim and one year's accrual of interest if
allowed by law on the cla'
yer is the lesser qmount, and the esti
mated costs of court.
696),. If the plaintiff replevies his replevy
bof.ld· is to be "....
/ney not less than the amount fixed by the
court's order."
ule 708) 'Y The t>laintiff I s sequestration bond may also
serve as a rep evy bon
rly conditioned, " •.. in the amount fixed
by the court I s or
e 698).
II

(

If'ltiOo.Af"I~t"ion is not infrequently fairly nominal.
What
should be the amount of its penalty if combined wi th a replevy bond? For
example, you sue in trespass to try title to a ranch worth $1,000,000.00.
The rule says the defendant's replevy bond must be in the amount of the
value of the property. The plaintiff does not need a $1,000,000.00 bond
for his protection and it would not be unusual if the defendant could not
afford the bond premium, probably about $10,000.00, if he could arrange to
be bonded.
Will the plaintiff's replevy bond also be $1,OOO,ooo.OO? If
so, he is faced with the same problems as the defendant. And if the amount
of plaintiff's replevy bond is in the court's discretion , i t would appear
the defendant is being denied equal protection of the law. (SO what does
the rule refer when it says " .•. not less than the amount fixed by the
cou.::-t's order")?

Perhaps I am missing something, and if so, I would like to know what
it is. If not, I think the Rules should be changed to specify the replevy
bonds are to be in the amount the court estimates will fairly protect the
adverse party's interests and likewise if a combination sequestration and
replevy ,bond is tendered by the plaintiff.

l
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MOORE, PAYNE & CLEM
ATIORNEYS AT LAW

(

FIRST NATIONAL lANK aUILDING

SUITE 300
PARIS. TEXAS 75460
(214) 78+-+393
BOARD CEIlTll'lED
'lU:SIDEHTIAL REAL ESTATE LAW

W.F MOORE (1868-19:16)
HAJtOY MOORE
BILL PAYNE
A, W. CLEM"

April 10, 1989

Chairman of the Committee
on Administration of Justice
State Bar of Texas
P.O. Box 12487
capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Sir:
It seems to me our sequestration procedure should be clarified.
The amount of the bond for sequestration is set by the court and
also I in the same order I the amount of defendant's replevy bond I " • • • which
shall be in an amount equivalent to the value of the property sequestered
or to the amount of plaintiff's claim and one year's accrual of interest if
allowed by law on the cIa'
ver is the lesser amount, and the esti
mated costs of court."
,696t~ If the plaintiff replevies his replevy
bond is to be ,"... .
ney not less than the amount fixed by t;he
court" s order."
ule 708).' The plaintiff' So sequestration bond may also
serve as a rep evy bon
dy conditioned, "." .in the amount fixed
b:'}' the court's or
e 698).,
»

(

The bond fo
ion is not infrequently fairly nominal. What
should be the amount o~ its penalty if combined with a replevy bond? For
example, you sue in trespass to try title to a ranch worth $1,000,000.00.
The rule says the defendant's replevy bond must be in the amount of the
val ue of the property. The plaintiff does not need a $1,000,000.00 bond
for his protection and it would not be unusual if the defendant could not
afford the bond premium, probably about $10,000.00, if he could arrange to
be bonded.
Will the plaintiff's replevy bond also be $1,000,000.001 If
so, he is faced with the same problems as the defendant. And if the amount
of plaintiff's replevy bond is in the court's discretion , i t would appear
the defendant is being denied equal' protection of the law. (SO what does
the rule refer when it says " •••not less than the amount fixed by the
cou.ct's order")?
Perhaps I am missing something, and if so, I would like to know what
it is.
If not, I think the Rules should be changed to specify the replevy
bonds are to be in the amount the court estimates will fairly protect the
adverse pacty' s interests and likewise if a combination sequestration and
replevy bond is tendered by the plaintiff.
Yours

ve~trUlY'

,)
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.~ MOORE
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MOORE, PAYNE & CLEM
ArrORNEYS AT LAW
FlAST NAnONIIJ.. BANK BUILDING

SUITE 300
PARIS. TEXAS 75460
(214) 78-H393
80ARD CEIlnFlED
'JU:SIDl1NnAL REAL !!STATE LAW

W.F. MOORE (1868-19S6)
HARDY MOORE
JILL PAYNE
A. W. CUM'

April 10, 1989

Chairman of the Committee
on Administration of Justice
State Bar of Texas
P.O. Box 12487
Capi:'ol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Sir:
It seems to me our sequestration procedure should be clarified.
The amount of the bond for sequestration is set by the court and
also, in the same order, the amount of defendant's replevy bond,
which
shall be in an amount equivalent to the value of the property sequestered
or to the amount of plaintiff's claim and one year's accrual of interest if
allowed by law on the cIa'
ver is the lesser amount, and the esti
mated costs of court.
696L. If the plaintiff replevies .his replevy
bond is to be "....
ney not less than the amount fixed by the
court's order."
ule 708)
The plaintiff's sequestration bond may also
serve as a rep evy bon
dy conditioned, ..... in the amount fixed
by the court's or
e 698).)
It • • •

It

(

The bond fo
ion is not infrequently fairly nominal. What
should be the amount of its penalty i f combined with a replevy bond? For
example, you sue in trespass to try title to a ranch worth $1,000,000.00.
The rule says the defendant I s replevy bond must be in the amount of the
value of the property. The plaintiff does not need a $1,000,000.00 bond
for his protection and it would not be unusual if the defendant could not
afford the bond premium, probably about $10,000.00, if he could arrange to
be bonded.
Will the plaintiff's replevy bond also be $1,000,000.007 If
so, he is faced with the same problems as the defendant. And if the amount
of plaintiff t s replevy bond is in the court t s. discretion , it would appear
the defendant is being denied equal protection of the law. (So what does
the rule refer when it says " ••• not less than the amount fixed by the
couet's order")?
.
Perhaps I am missing something, and if 50, I would like to know what
it is. If not, I think the Rules should be changed to specify the replevy
bonds are to be in the amount the court estimates will fairly protect the
adverse party's interests and likewise if a combination sequestration and
replevy.bond is tendered by the plaintiff.
\

Yours ve~trUlY'

.)

,\

:~ MOORE

HM:orc
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PAUL HEATH TILL
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102
HOUSTON, HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 77081
TELEPHONE: 713/661-2276

(

November 28, 1989
The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
Rules Advisory Committee
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711

..

RE:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES

Dear Justice Hecht:

(

In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure as published in the November issue of tha State Bar
Journal,
respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee
consider the following comm~nts.

i

In the Forcible Entry and Detainer section of the rules, in Rule
744 the defendant has five days to request a jury trial from the
date of service.
This would be changed under the proposed
revision of Rule 4. Under Rule 739, court is instructed to have
the defendant appear not more than 10 days nor less than six days
from date of service. This would not be effected by the proposed
change in Rule 4, but would place the court in the dilemma of the
defendant being able to request a jury trial on the day of trial
and negate purpose and effect of the revision of Rule 744,
effective January l, 1988.
I respectfully
request that
the Rules Advisory Committee
recommend that the proposed changes in Rule 4 not be applied to
Part VII.
Rules Relating to Special Proceedings, Section 2.
Forcible Entry and Detainer.
"The following is a listing of other rules with the five-day time
frame that would also be effected. Specifically they are: Rules
569, 571, and 572 in the section of the Rules of Practice in
Justice Court, and Rules 739. 74Q, 748, 749a. and 749b in the
section of the rules for Forcible Entry and Detainer. Due to the
press of time, no attempt has been made to analyze the effect
that Rule 4 will have on these rules in relation to the other
rules within theIr respective sections.
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PAUL HEATH TILL
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102
HOUSTON, HARRIS COUNTY. TEXAS 77081
TELEPHONE:
713/661-2276

November 28, 1989
The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
Rules Advisory Committee
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711

(

RE:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES

Dear Justice Hecht:
In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, as published in the November issue of the State Bar
Journal, I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee
consider the following comments.
In the Forcible Entry and Detainer section of the rules, in Rule
744 the defendant has five days to request a jury trial from the
date of service.
This would be changed under the proposed
reVISion of Rule 4. Under Rule 739, court is instructed to have
the defendant appear not more than 10 days nor less than six days
from date of service. This would not be effected by the proposed
change in Rule 4, but would place the court in the dilemma of the
defendant being able to request a jury trial on the day of trial
and negate purpose and effect of the revision of Rule 744,
'effective January 1, 1988.
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subcommittee reviewed written comments as well as
before the Texas Supreme Court in its hearing on
30,
1989 concerning proposed rule amendments as
We
in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989.
full
the following changes be considered by the
at its next regularly scheduled meeting.

Rules 748, 749, 749a, 749b, 749c
Comments support that suggested amendments to Rule 4 TRCP
[to exclude Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays from time
computation of five days or less]; would serve to enlarge
the times relative to forcible entry and detainer actions
and appeals therefrom.
Suggestions from justices of the
peace and practicing attorneys support that these types of
actions should be excluded from the application of the
~nlargement of time as proposed in Ru~e 4.
We endorse the
recommendation set forth by the subcommittee charged with
revie~ing and recommending revisions' of TRCP 1-14, that is
that Rule 4' be further amended as proposed to' include this
sentence following the word transfer, Saturdays, Sundays
and legal holidays shall be counted for purposes of the
five day periods provided under Rule 748, 749, 749a, 749b,
and 749c.

-
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November 28, 1989

Justice
Supreme
Supreme
Austin,
RE:

Nathan L. Hecht
Court of Texas
Court Building
Texas 78711

Objections of the
changes in TRCP 4.

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS
AIRBILL #5000353945

Houston

Apartment

Association

to

Dear Justice Hecht,

(.

Our firm is counsel to the Houston Apartment Association, a
trader association representing over 350,000 apar tment uni ts in
the Housto~ area. We have discussed th.e proposed changes to TRCP
Rule with Larry Niemann, counsel for both the Texas Building
Owners and Managers
Association,
and
the Texas Apartment
Association.
We must concur with Larry I s corrunents and we share
the same objections expressed to you by Mr. Niemann.
Simply stated, Texas landlords are in the business of
collecting rent for the shelters that they provide; they are not
in the business of evicting tenants. As you know the vast major
ity of evictions are filed for nonpayment of rent.
By the time
that eviction has been filed the average tenant, who knew the
date the rent was due in the first place, has received a late
notice, various forms of informal request for payment, a notice
to vacate, and a copy of the Plaintiff's eviction petition.
If
the lease required some opportunity to cure there would have been
an additional written notice furnished that resident.
It goes
without saying that at any point along that process, the resident
has the opportunity of curing the default and tendering payment
to the landlord, who in most cases would gladly accept the pay
ment.
The proposed change in the rules would simply elongate the
delay in returning the apartment to production.
The joinder of a claim for the delinquent rent with the
eviction petition has not been effective. Most tenants are judg
ment proof and therefore the landlords do not have a practical
remedy to gain back the lost rent.
For this reason it lS
extremely important that the eviction process continue to be an
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht
November 28, 1989
Page 2

expedited one designed to return an unproductive asset back to an
income producing apartment unit.
Candidly, we have heard no objection from any of the
Constables or Justices of the Peace regarding the current rules.
In fact, we have heard no real request for a modif ication of
those rules.
Accordingly, we would urge the court to make an
except ion to the proposed Rule TRCP 4 for the five day time
periods involved in TRCP 748 through 749c regarding the waiting
period for writs of possession and eviction appeals.
Respectfully submitted,
~~VER,; . BA~

&

SHEARER

.--1..
it / .J~-..IS.,:. G':-' Bax
A torney for the.
/Houston Apartment Association
I

(

JGB:df
cc:

---~.-

.

•

Mr. Paul Heiberger

l
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subcommittee reviewed written comments as well as
before the Texas Supreme Court in its hearing on
30,
1989 concerning proposed rule amendments as
in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989.
We
the following changes be considered by the full
at its next regularly scheduled meeting.

Rule TRCP 792
payments' received concerning 1987 amendments to Rule 792,
expressed concern that the rule is then amended does not no
longer precisely coordinate with Rule 793.
That is, Rule
793 prescribes the form of abstract of title and has loaned
it the description of written instruments or documents.
Rule 792 is amended, permits the court after notice and
hearing, prior to the beginning of trial, to order that no
evidence of the claim or title of a party who failed to
file an abstract of title be given at the trial.
The
amended . Rule 792 does not facially limited to written
instruments.
Accordingly, the following change might be
made to Rule 792, to wit.

(
RULE 792. TIME TO FILE ABSTRACT
Such abstract of title shall be filed with the papers of the
cause that within thirty days after the service of the notice,
'--=---
or within such further time that the court on good cause showri
may grant; and in default thereof, the court may.J after notice
and hearing prior to the beginning of trial, order that no
written instruments which are evidence of the claim or title of
such opposite party be given on trial.
Subcommittee notation: this is a textual change only.
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JAMES J. TYL.,ER

December 12, 1989

SUSAN .,J. TAYLOR
WARREN H. FISHER

STEP"EN C. FlElO
ROSA S. SIL.SEFIT
CYNTHIA 5. W!NZENRI£O

S. SFIAOL.EY TOOES

The Supreme Court of Texas
Supreme court Building
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Gentlemen:
This letter is written pursuant to the verbal invitation of
the Chief Justice in his recent speech to the Trial section of the
Houston Bar Association, concerning the proposed revision of the
Texas Rules of civil Procedure.

(

In Section 7 of the Rules relating ·to special proceedings
(Trespass to Try Title), Rule 792 was amended July 15,1989, to add
a prOVision permitting the Court after notice and hearing, prior
to the beginning of trial, to order that no evidence of the claim
or title of a party who failed to file an Abstract of Title could
be given on trial.
Rule 793 prescribes the form an Abstract of Title should take,
and is limited to description of written instruments or documents.
Rule 794, which provides for an Amended Abstract, still provides
that:
"But in all cases the documentary evidence of
title shall at the trial be confined to the
matters contained in the Abstract of Title"
(emphasis ours).
Prior to the July 15, 1987 amendment of Rule 792, the Courts
had, with fair consistency, held that only written instruments
supporting the claim of title were precluded from evidence by a
failure to file an Abstract of Title. Evidence of possession (both
prior uninterrupted possession and adverse possession) was
admissible, even in absence of filing a requested Abstract of
Title.
The language of the addition to Rule 792 casts doubt upon a
continuation of this construction, but instead indicates that no
evidence of any character can be introduced, showing a claim or
title, in the absence of filing a requested Abstract of Title. We
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The supreme Court of Texas
December 12, 1989
Page 2

(

do not believe that this was the intention of that amendment and
would request that another amendment to Rule 792 clarify the
intention to preclude only written instruments which are evidence
of the claim or title.
Also, in Rule 798, relating to common source of title, the
third sentence, reading "before any such certified copies shall be
read in evidence, they shall be filed with the papers of the suit
three days before the trial and the adverse party served with
notice of such filing as in other cases", seems outdated.
When adopted, the evidence statutes required such filing and
notice of certified copies, as a prerequisite to their introduction
in evidence •. Those statutes have now been repealed, however, and
replaced by the Texas Rules of civil Evidence, including Rule
803(14) and Rule 902(4), neither of which require such notice and
filing.
We would request that this requirement be removed from

Ru~e

798.
Sincerely,

(

,

EJP/bjw

l
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January 11, 1990

(

TO:

SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FROM:

Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990,
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public
hearing held on November 30, 1989 ~ddressing ~he proposed
.
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes.
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the
meeting were as follows:

- - - - - - - - _ _--
...

17. Section 51.803(a) of the Government Code. This
rule says that the "Supreme Court shall adopt rules and
regulations to regulate the use of electronic copying devices
for filing in the courts." The subcommittee is of the
unanimous view that filing with courts by electronic means
should not be adopted at the present time. The rationale is
that we should wait to determine the experience of electronic
filings between lawyers to determine the extent, if any, of the
problems. Also, courts are not yet presently equipped to
handle such filings.
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CHIEF JUSTICE
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JUSTICES
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CLERK
BETH A. GRAY
DEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WILBORN

TENTH Fl.OOR
NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE

512·800·0416

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments regarding proposed rul e
amendments, we have the following comments concerning chan~es we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters whl.ch we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(

In addition to the above rules, we would like
to suggest that the higher Courts adopt a
rule regarding filings made by fax machine.
For your reference, we have enclosed our
internal rule regarding this Court's policy
on fax filings.
Also, what about bankruptcy cases?
A rule
requiring the Court of Appeals to abate the
appeal if ~ party to the appeal files a
petition for bankruptcy might be helpful.
Our present procedure is to abate the entire
appeal for administrative purposes and allow
reinstatement of the whole appeal when the
stay has been lifted.
We find that abating
the enti re case has worked much better than
a pi ecemeal aba tement as to one or two
parties only.
In addi ti on, we would like to see the Court
of Criminal Appeals adopt rules regarding
appeals by the State.
I. e., timetables,
etc.
Also any procedural rules presently contained
in the Code of Criminal Procedure should be
wri tten as rules in the Rules of Appellate
Procedure. I.e. 44.45(d}9.
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Buddy Luce

October 2, 1989
Mr. Luther H. Soules
Chairman, Supreme Court Advisory
Committee
10th Floor, NCNB Texas Plaza
175 East Houston
San Antonio, Texas 78205

(

Dear Mr. Soules:
Over the last few months, I have had several discussions with
Justice Linda Thomas concerning the need for Rules of Civil
Procedure which address sanctionable behavior at the Court of
Appeals and Supreme Court level.
Specifically, I believe there is
a need for Rules with would permit motions for sanctions to be
filed either at the Court of Appeals and Supreme Court level or at
. the trial court level while appeals are pending to address behavior
. 'such as parties and/or attorneys communicating directly with the
Courts without notice to the opposing side. It is my understanding
that, at this point, there are no rules which'permit motions for
sanctions to be filed in the appellate courts, nor does this trial
court have the power to hear such a motion while an appeal is
pending. Speaking from personal experience, this situation is not
only frustrating, but certainly is difficult to explain to a client
who believes their case is being harmed by behavior of an opposing
party I which simply would not be tolerated at the trial court
level.
I have spoken with several attorneys who practice family law
in the Dallas County area and everyone I have spoken to believes
that this is a problem that needs to be addressed.
I would
appreciate any consideration you and your Committee may be able to
give to this matter and am certainly willing to volunteer my time
to work on Rule amendments directed rowards this issue.

l
'.
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Mr. Luther H. Soules
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Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Very

KAKjsa
cc:

(

Honorable Linda Thomas
Mr. Kenneth Fuller
Mr. Harry Tindall

FRANK G. EVANS
Chief Justice
First Court of Appeals
1307 San Jacinto
Houston, Texas 77002

(

September 8, 1989
Hon. Thomas R. Phillips
Chief Justice
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Chief Justice Phillips:
I have discussed with Justice Murry Cohen several subjects that might be
considered by the panels at the meeting of the appellate section at the Judicial
Conference.

I

.(

•

(

I feel sure that you and the members of your court are as concerned as
the justices on the intermediate appellate courts about the impact of mandamus and
other extraordinary proceedings. I respectfully suggest, therefore, that this subject be
considered as an item for discussion by the panels at our section meeting. Mr. Roger
. Townsend, the current President of the Appellate Section of the State Bar, has
indicated that his section would be glad ·to.assist you and the judiciary in trying to find
• some solutions for this growing problem.

// ( :
Another problem of less magnitude, but one which continues to plague
us, is the publication (or non-publication) of opinions. I know that many justices feel
we should be able to develop a better system for Texas, so that unpublished opinions
might be of greater benefit to the bar and the judiciary.

£r '

Third, but certainly' not last in importance, is the matter of compensating
our permanent legal staff. Thanks to you and your leadership, the legislature
provided substantial increases in the salaries of the judges and the briefing attorneys.
Our permanent staff did not, however, receive similar benefits. Particularly, our
research attorneys are sorely underpaid, and our entire permanent legal staff are
entitled to some increase in their salaries. I would hope that this could be a high item
of priority in the 1991 Legislative Session.
I would appreciate your panel's consideration of these matters, if time

permits.

FGE:cc
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi ti:on to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in ~he rules:

(

-r1!AP
Rule 3 (b) •

Since appeals are now allowed by the State,
the parties should be referred to as the
appellant and the appellee, not appellant and
the State.
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TENTH FLOOR
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OEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WilBORN
512·888·0416

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

c

-rut'

Rule 4 (c) •

The number of copies should be uniform for
the Supreme Court and the Court of Criminal
Appeals,
that is!, an
original ,and
11 copies or no orl.'g1nal and 12 cop1es.
(This should be done in parts 2 and 3 of this
rule. )
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to. the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(
T~---

Rul e 5 (b) (5) •

This rule should specifica,lly st~te that a
finding by the trial judge 1S r~u1red (~S to
the date on which notice was f1rst requ1red)
after proof in the trial court on .sworn
motion has been made. This would be~ef1t the
clerks in checking in the transcr1pt.
An
order signed by a trial judge stating the
da te upon which the appellate timetable
begins would be most helpful.
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(
.~ ~--rtr.lff

Rule 11.

Often we receive questions about whose duty
it is
to prepare the exhibits for
transmission to the appellant court -- the
court reporter or the trial court clerk.
This would be cleared up by a specific rule.

(
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Jan ua ry 2, 1 990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments_ regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(

i1?AP

Rule 12.

References in this rule should be to
district not Supreme Judicial District.

the
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CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel shquld be addressed in.the rules:

TtAiJ
Rule 13 (i) •

l

The clerk should be able to decline to file
the record, etc. AND (not or) the Court
should be able to dismiss.
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:

(

-r~P

Rule 16.

This rule allows for a
cause requi ring
immediate action to be taken to the nearest
court of appeals. However, once a cause is
taken to the nearest court, does that court
have any power to issue a writ to a judge
outside its district?
Is the nearest court of appeals acting as
itself or as the original court of appeals?
The only appendix attached to the rules
pursuant to R5l(c) and 53(h) governs criminal
cases only. More and more, we are receiving
requests about the proper way to prepare a
transcript and statement of facts in a civil
case.
When the Supr eme Court repeal ed the
predecessor rules to 5l(c) and 53(h), it was
unclear whether the orders issued pursuant to
those rules were also repealed. Upon inquiry
to the Supreme Court about the situation, we
were told new orders would issue. As of yet,
we have not been informed as to the decision
by the Supreme Court.
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules: .

(

-nG4P
Rule 40 (a) (3) (B).

This rule should clarify the time for p~ying
costs when improper notice has been g~ven.
I.e., otherwise, he shall not be entitled to
prosecute the appeal without paying the costs
or giving security therefor within the time
limit allowed by rule 41.

Rule 40(a)(3) (E).

The last sentence should read: -If no written
signed order is is made on the contest • • •
•



Rule 40 (a) (3) (F).

This rule should read: -. • • he shall be
r equi red to make such payment or give such
security (one or both) to the extent of his
ability within the time limit provided by
rule 41Ca) .

Rule 40(b)(1).

Was this rule meant to change 44.02 proviso?
Rule 40 (b) (1) not consistent with art.
26.l3(a)(3).
Should 40(b)(1) apply only to
felonies?
If 40(b) (1) applies only to
felonies, is 26.13 in conflict with non
proviso 44.02?
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

( -ne;tP
Rul e 41 (a) (2).

l

This rul e should read:
"If a timely contest
to an affidavit in lieu of bond is
timely sustained.
. " Also, the rule
should provide what the consequences are, if
the trial court finds and reci tes that the
affidavit is not filed in good faith.
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The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

I

• .
,
, h t
'd "
d t'
th
4.
The court may w~s
0 cons~ er a pp ~ng
e amendments to \
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41, 202, ana 210 as adopted by
the court of criminal appeals on June 5, 1989. See Order Adopting
Amendments to Texas Rul~s of Appellate Procedure, 52 Tex. B.J. 893
(1989).
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Re~J.].Y'

-

Charles A.' Spain,
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..................__...............CourtOrder. . .

Order Adopting Amendments
To Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Effective July 1, 1989

I

BE IT ORDERED by the Court of Criminal Appeals that the
following appended amendments to Texas Rules of Appel1ate Pr0
cedure are hereby adopted and promulgated to govern criminal
cases and criminal law matters [Article V, §5 and Article 4.04,
C.C.P.), under authority of and in conformity with Acts 1985,
69th Leg., Ch. 685, p. 5136, §§1-4, and Articles 44.33 and 44.45,
Code of Criminal Procedure. Intended and designed to be in
terim measures to treat specific situations, these amended rules
shall govern posttrial, appellate and review procedures only in
criminal cases and criminal law matters. This order does not
amend any existing rule, promulgate any new rule nor repeal
any rule in the Texas Rules of Ovil Procedure. No rule amended
by this order shall be appUcable to any civil case [-actions of
w
a civil nature (Rule 2. T.R.Civ. P.)] unless and until it has been
promulgated by the Supreme Court of Texas. •
BE IT FURnmR ORDERED that the Texas Rules ot Appellate
Procedure" be and they are hereby made appliqble to appeals
by the State taken pursuant to Acts 1987. 70th Leg., Ch. 382,
p. 1884. codified as Article 44.01, Code of Criminal Procedure.
BE IT FURnmR ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court shaD
file with the Secretary of State of the State of Texas. for and
in behalf and as the act of this Court, a dupUcate original copy
of this order and Rule S4(b), and the Oerk shall cause them to
be published in the Texas Register and the Texas Bar Journal,
as provided by the above Act.
BE IT FURnmR ORDERED that these amended rules become
effective July 1,1989. and remain in effect unless and until dis
approved, modified or changed by the I..egislature or unless and
until supplemented or amended by this Court pursuant to the
above Act.
BE IT FURTHER ORDERED that this order and these rules
shall be recorded in the minutes of this Court. and that the
original of this order signed by the members of this Court and
of these rules shall be preserved by the Oerk of this Court as
a permanent record of this Court.

SIGNED and ENTERED in duplicate originals this 5th day of

June,

1

1989.

151
Michael J. McCormick
Presiding Judge

151
W.C. Davis, Judge

151
Sam Houston Clinton, Judge

151
Marvin O. Teague. Judge
151
ChuCk Miller, Judge

151
Charles F. (Chuck) Campbell,
Judge

/51
Bill White, Judge
/5/
M. P. Duncan, Ill, Jud8e

lSI

.

David Berchelmann, Jr., Jud8e

Rule 41. Ordinary Appeal - When Perfected.
(a) [Appeals in Civil Cases.) (No Change)
(b) Appeals in Criminal Cases.
(1) Time to Perfect Appeal. Appeal is perfected when notice
of appeal is filed within thirty (fifteen by the state) days after
the day sentence is imposed or suspended in open court or the
day an appea1able order is signed by the trial judge; except, if
a motion for new trial is timely filed, notice of appeal shall be"
8led within ninety days after the sentence is imposed or suspended
in open court.
(2) (Ex-tension of Time. I (No Change)
(e) (Prematurely Filed Documents. I (No Change)
Rule 202. Discretionary Review With Petition.
(a) (No Change)
(b) (No Change)
(c) (No Change)
(d) (No Change)
(1) (Index. J through (6) IPrayer for Relief.) (No Change)
(7) Appendix. A copy of any opinions delivered upon ren
dering the judgment by the court of appeals whose decision is
sought to be reviewed shall be included.
(8) 17) (Renumbered, otherwise no change)
(9) (8) (Renumbered, otherwise no change)
Rule 210. Direct Appeals in Death Penalty Cases.
(a) {Record.1 (No Change)
(b) Briefs. Appropriate provisions of Rule 74 govern prepara
tion and filing of briefs in a case in which the death penalty has
been assessed, except that a brief may exceed fifty pages and an
original and ten copies of it shall be filed.
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CHIEF JUSTICE

(

(t1nurt

PAUL W, NYE

of J\pp2alS

'mqirleerdq ~upr!m! 3JuOidal. ~i9trid

JUSTICES

NORMAN L. UTTER
NOAH KENNEOY
ROBERT J. SEERDEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J. BONNER DORSEY

CLERK

BETH A. GRAY
OEPUTY CLERK

CATHY WILBORN
TENTH FLOOR
NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE

512 ·888·Q.l16

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear.Justice Hecht:

.

In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:
.

(~
Rule 42 (a) (3) •

This rule should specifically state whether
the time limi t requi red in ordinary appeals
to file a motion for extension of time to
file a perfecting instrument or the record is
required to be followed in this rule.

l
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CHIEF JUSTICE
PAUL W. NYE

QInurl of J\pp£ttls

JUSTICES
NORMAN L. UmR
NOAH KENNEDY
ROBERT J. SEERDEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J. BONNER DORSEY

CLERK
BETH A. GRAY

'm~irl22nt1r ~tm2 muM.cial ~i9trid

OEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WILBOR

TENTH FLOOR

512·888·0416

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(
-ntAP
Rule 43 (g) •

Does this rule really mean that an appellate
court may modify its decision after issuing a
mandate, other than to correct clerical
errors?
"
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CHIEF JUSTICE
PAUL W. NYE

(

JUSTICES
NORMAN l. UTIER
NOAH KENNEDY
ROBERT J. SEEROEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J. BONNER OORSEY

'm4irh2nt4

o£ J\pp£ttIS

~u:prmt2 ~uhitia1 ~i9trid

CLERK
BETH A. GRAY
DEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WILBORN

TENTH FLOOR
NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE

512·aaa·().416

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

Janua ry 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
I
addi tion to the
d n ts we have the
~:~ ~~Uld be made to
feel should be addressed

above comments regarding ,proposed rule
following comments concern1ng chan~es we
the existing rules and matters wh1ch we
in the rules:

(
~,4p
Rule 44.

l

This rule does not provide a time limit as to
when a notice of appeal is due to be filed.
In addition, the rule states that the
deadline for filing the record runs from the
date the notice of appeal is filed. The rule
could be amended to conf orm with the time
limits set forth in civil accelerated
appeals. That is, the notice of appeal could
be due 20 days frOm the date of the signed
order, the record due 30 days from the date
of the signed order, the appellant's brief
due 20 days after the record, and the
appellee's brief due 20 days after the filing
of the appellant f s brief.
Of course, the
rule should continue to provide the court
with broad flexibility as does rule 42 in
civil cases.
Her e, as in rule 42, it should
be clarified if the extensions of time are
governed as in ordinary appeals.
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CHIEF JUSTICE

(([nurt

PAUL W. NYE
JUSTICES

NORMAN l. UTTER
NOAH KENNEDY
ROBERT J. SEER DEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J. BONNER DORSEY

of J\pp2a:ls
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CLERK

BETH A. GRAY
DEPUTY CLERK

CATHY WILBORN
TENTH FLOOR
NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE

S12·aaa·Q.416

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed. rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should -be addressed ip the rules;

(
~A-P
Rule 46 (e) •

l

This rule should also include making
arrangements for payments to the trial
clerks.
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MICHAtL. "'. OUHN

f(Y\'C KUTCH

"'IETIE" I.. IlIIIEWII:"

November 30, 1989

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Supreme Court of Texas
Rules Advisory Committee
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Re: Tex. R. App. P. 48
To The Committee:
In response to the.Court's tnvitation in the November, 19&9 issue of
the Texas Bar Journal, the. following suggestion regarding the Rul*es
o f AP P e 11 ate Pro c e d u r e 1. s pre sen ted' • . Ru 1 e 4 S' 0 f the T e X"a s Ru 1 e s 0 r
Appell~te Procedure allows an ~ppellant to "deposit cash or a neg~
tiable obligation of the government of the United States of America
or any agency thereof" in'lieu of filing a .cost bond. This portion
of the Rule is commendable and should be retained.
However, the rule
goes on to state that "with leave of Court" an Appellant may "deposit
a negotiable obligation of ,any bank or savings and loan association
chartered by the government of the United States of America or any
state thereof.
..
My question is: Why is it necessary to obtain leave of court in this
instance? The trial courts of this state have better things to do
than to worry about whether party's check is going to bounce or
whether their bank is solvent at the moment.
Further, it is most
inconvenient for an Appellant to file this motion and obtain an order
granting same when something which is as good as cash, such as a
cashiers check, is presented.
I submit that there are better ways to protect the trial court's
interest in being reimbursed for its costs.
For example, if the nego
tiao1e obligation tendered for some reason fails, the Appellant could
be given 10 days in which to tender a new obligation or face dismissal
of his appeal with prejudice.
Such a provision could be applied for
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(

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Page Two
November 30, 1989
any obligation, and such would greatly shorten Rule 48.
For that
matter, Rule 48 could be conveniently made a part of Rule 46(a)
regarding the cost bond thereby furthering the Court's mission of
simplifying the Rules.
Sincerely,
SMEAD, ANDERSON, WILCOX AND DUNN

BY : _~~~;?.;..:'2~~ ___ _

Peter L. Brewer .
Former Briefing Attorney,
Texas Supreme Court
1987-88 term

dl
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EDUCATION, Chairmen
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Jurl,prudence

CAPITOL OFFICE:
Pon Offlc. Bo" 12068
Auntn, T."e, 78711
512/463·0104
DISTRICT OFFICE:
One Pleza Squere
POrt Arthur, Te"e' 77642
409/985·2591

September 18, 1989

Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Soules and Wallace
10th Floor
Republic of Texas Plaza
175 East Houston Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230
Dear Luke:'

(

I appreciated you giving me the o~portunity to comment on your
proposed rules to' implement the provisions of SB 134. I1hile I
believe that your draft accurately captures the intent of the
law with regard to the subject of the change made in the burden
required of a defendant to obtain a reduced bond requirement, I
offer the following additional comments.

The draft you sent me fails to incorporate the change made in
Sec. 52.004 of the bill, which reinstates statutorily the old,
pre-amendment Rule 49(b), "Excessiveness", As you may be" aware,
this provision was dropped by the Supreme Court Advisory Committee,
when the rules were rewritten in the spring and summer of 1987,
and took effect January 1, 1988. The new rules allowed for a
review for "Sufficiency" (Rule 49(a)), but dropped excessiveness.
The Joint Committee heard testimony from Professor Elaine Carlson,
who chaited the subcommittee of the Advisory Committee which
proposed the rules, that discretion still existed for excessiveness
review. The Joint Committee in this instance, however, believed
that because a positive action had been taken (the deletion of an
existing rule), that the rule would need to be readopted or
statutorily imposed to be effective. Thus the passage of
Sec. 52.004 of SB 134.

(
CHAMBERS. GALVESTON, HARRIS, JEFFERSON, LIBERTY, MONTGOMERY, ORANGE
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Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Page 2
.September 18, 1989

(
I would suggest that appropriate language for a rule to implement
this change read as follows:
Rule 49(d). In a manner similar to appellate review
under this rule of the sufficiency of the amount set
by a trial court, an appellate court may review for
excessiveness the amount of security set by a trial
court under Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Section 52.002,
or under these rules if security is not set under
Section 52.002. If the appellate court finds that the
amount of security is excessive, the appellate court
may reduce the amount.

(

I hope you will consider an additional area where there seemed to
be some confusion as to the ability of a trial court to accept
some type (form) of security other than a bond or cash deposit to
suspend enforcement of a civil money judgment pending appeal.
The Joing Special Committee was informed by Pro ssor Carlson
that the language of Rule 47(b), as written by the Advisory
Committee and adopted by the Court, allowed such discretion. The
Joint Committee, relying on and referencing Professor Carlson's
analysis, recommended clarifying the trial court's additional
flexibility in setting the type of security but hoped this could
be clarified by the Court in any changes to the rules. I do
suggest, therefore, that the Advisory Committee make 47(b) more
clear (as it is for other types of judgments) to more clearly
reflect that amount and ~ype of bond or deposit are discretionary
with the court, with~t e guidelines set otherwise by rule or
statute.
.
I am appreciative of the work being done by you and the committee
on these rules and your responsiveness to the concerns of and
actions by the legislature. Should you undertake to write a
rule dealing with the lien portions of the bill, I'}l be glad to
share with you my comments on that section also.
Thanks for your interest.

CAP/pI
cc:

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Senator Kent Caperton
Senator Bob Glasgow
Senator Cyndi Krier
Senator Carl Parker
Representative Patricia Hill
Representative Senfronia Thompson
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CEORCE ANN HARPOLE
LAURA D. HEARD
ELIZABETH P. HOLBERT
RONALO I. IOHNSON

REBA 8ENNETT HNNEDY
PHIL STEVEN r.OSU8
GARY W. MAYTON
J. KEN NUNLEY
SUSAN SHANr. PATTERSON
SAVANNAH L ROBINSON
IUDITH RAMSEY SALDANA
MARC I. SCHNALL'
LUTHER H. SOULES III ..
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ATTORNEYS- AT-LAW

SAN ANTONIO

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

(512) 224-7073

TENTH FLOOR
REPU8l1C OF TEXAS PLAZA

AUSTIN

175 EAST HOUSTON STREET

(5J2) 327-4105

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS 78205-2230
(SI2) 224-9144
WFtITIEA'S DIRECT 01A1. NUMBER:

December 26, 1989

Professor William V. Dorsaneo III
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275
Re:

proposed Changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Bill:

(

.

Enclosed herewith please find a copies of letters sent to me
by Katherine A. Kinser, Justice Murray D. Cohen, Chief Justice
Frank G. Evans, and Senator Carl A. parker regarding proposed
changes to the above captioned rules.
please be prepared to
report on this matter at our next SCAC meeting.
I will include
the matter on our next agenda.

As always, thank you for your keen attention to the business
of the Advisory Committee.

SOULES III
LHSlll/hjh
Enclosure
cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Honorable David Peeples
Honorable Murray D. Cohen
Honorable Frank G. Evans
Senator Carl A. Parker
Ms. Katherine A. Kinser
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PAUL W. NYE
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JUSTICES
NORMAN l. UTTER
NOAH KENNEDY
ROBERT J. SEERDEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J. BONNER DORSEY
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CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rule·s and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(

---rf(Af
Rule 51 (c).

In criminal cases, the clerk is requIred-'to
retain a duplicate of the transcript for use
by the parties with permission of the court.
The rule should specify which court.
I.e.
trial court or appellate court.

""'" .

September 27,1989
Page - 2

(
My second recommendation is that rules of appellate procedure 53(k) and
54 (c) be changed to provide that it is the court reporter's duty, not the appellant's
duty, to file the statement of facts in the Court of Appeals and to obtain extensions of
time for late filing. The present rules place this duty upon the appellant, which causes
considerable inconvenience to lawyers in dealing with the many court reporters and
substitute court reporters who are often involved in different parts of the case. Our
rules should recognize that the court reporter is an officer of the court, and usually a
full-time employee, who is well paid to perform this sole function. It is unreasonable
to impose on a lawyer, who in most criminal cases will be working for a court
. appointed fee, the duty of going to the court reporter's home or office, picking up the
record, and transporting it downtown to the Court of Appeals.

c

Likewise, I can imagine no good reason for requiring the lawyer to obtain
an extension of time for filing the statement of facts. The lawyer has no control over
the statement of facts and makes no money from producing it. This burdensome
responsibility should be placed upon the court reporter because the court reporter has
sole control of the statement of facts and is the only one who makes money from
producing it.
I recommend that appellate rule 53(k) read as follows:
(k) Duty of Appellant Court Reporter to File It is the
app61Jan1-!.s court reporter's duty to cause the statement of
facts to be filed with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals.
Similarly, rule S4(c) should be changed to read as follows:

(c) Extension of Time An extension of time may be granted
18.0/ for late filing in a court of appeals of a transcript or
J> ~- -statement..of facts, if a motion reasonably explaining the
need therefor is filed, by appellant in the case of the late
transcript and by the court reporter in the case of a late
Ii
~
~'J
L
statement of facts, with the court of appeals not later than
LP
fJ;J1
15 days after the last date for filing the record. Such motion
1· shall also reasonably explain any delay in the request
~t;f"
required Rule 53(a).

p;,(
(r'
.J

fP~
l
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September 27, 1989
Page ~ 3

(
Please let me know if there is any other information I can furnish
concerning these suggestions. I would be happy to discuss these suggestions with you
or your committee or any other interested committees at any time.

~,OOI

FRANK G. EVANS
CHief JUSTICE

(

JAMES F. WARREN
SAM BASS
LEE DUGGAN, JR.
MURRY B. COHEN
D. CAMILLE DUNN
MARGARET G. MIRABAL
JON N. HUGHES
MICHOL O'CONNOR

(!laurl af App.tuls
lJi'irst §uprrmr JJubidttl Eistrid
1307 §nn JJru:intn. lOtlllJi'loor
1!joustnn. mrxns 77002

{)~
6) I~q
1li

l

KATHRYN COX
CLERK

LYNNE LIBERATO
CHief STAFF ATTORNEY

PHONE 713-655-2700

JUSnCES

September 27.1989

Luther Soules, Attorney at Law
175 E. Houston
10th Floor
San Antonio, Texas
Re: Amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Dear Luke:

(

I have two proposals for changing our rules of appellate procedure.
These changes have been discussed at a meeting of the Houston Bar Association
Committee on the Appellate Judiciary and among various appellate judges, and I
believe both proposals have considerable support.
First, I suggest that Rule 8O(c) be amended to authorize the Court of
Appeals to abate an appeal and remand the case to the District Court to conduct a
hearing on any issue the Court of Appeals deems necessary in order to decide the
appeal appropriately. This authority exists and is often used in the federal system and
in many other states. It is arguable that such a procedure is already permissible under
the existing rule that allows the court to make "any other appropriate order, as the
law and the nature of the case may require." Nevertheless, there has been significant
discussion in several recent cases of the need for such a rule. See Read v. State, 768
S.W.2d 919 (Tex. App.-Beaumont 1989), where Justice Brookshire advocated such a
rule, and Mitchell v. State, 762 S.W.2d 916 (Tex. App.--San Antonio 1988, pet. ref'd),
where the court used such a procedure, over the dissent of Justice Butts. Similar
approaches have been used in Murphy v. State, 663 S.W.2d 604 (Tex. App.--Houston
[1st Dist.] 1983, no writ), and Guillory, 638 S.W.2d 73 (Tex. App.--Houston [1st Dist.]
1982, no writ), both decided before the rules were enacted.
I propose that rule 8O(c) provide:
In addition, the court of appeals may make any other
appropriate order as the law and the nature of the case may
require, including abating the appeal and remanding the
cause to the trial court for a hearing on any issue.
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248 .
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the ~xisting rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(

---;fJtP
Rule 54 (c) •

~~is rule should also include a requirement

reasonably expl ain any delay
request required by rule 51{b).

in

th e

(.
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JANUARY 8,19'0. TEXAS LAWYER. WEEKLY CASE sUMMAlllES

The Court discusses a line of cases decided by
the U.S. Supreme Court that deal with the validity
of factual warrantless administrative inspection
cases. The Court finds that the Supreme Court has
held that except in certain carefully defined classes
of cases, a search of private property without
proper consent is unreasonable unless it has been
authorized by a valid search warrant, Camera v.
Municipal Court of City and County of San Francisco, 387 U.S. 523 (1967).
. The Court notes that the Supreme Court held
the same rule applies where commercial
erthatoperty
is involved. See v. City of Seattle, 387

.~~~~~6~dS that the liquor industry has long

t

'd ust'
nes
been one 0f the most heavi'Iy regultd
a e In
and that Congress has granted federal agents
power to make warrantless searches and seizures
of parties under the liquor laws. The Court notes
that in Colonnade Catering Corp. v. United States,
the Supreme Court held that "[w]here Congress
has authorized inspection but made no rules governing the procedure that inspectors must follow,
the Fourth Amendment and its various restrictive
rules apply."
The Court holds that in the context of a regulatory'inspection system of business premises
that is carefully limited in time, place anp scope,
,the leaality of the search depends. not on consent,
but on the authority of a valid statute. The Court
concludes that "where, as here, regulatory in:spections further [an) urgent federal interest, and
'the possibilities of abuse and the threat to privacy
.' are not of impressive dimensions, the inspection
may proceed without a warrant where specifically
authorized by statute."
The Court finds that by accepting a liquor license
or permit, an individual agrees not to engage in or
permit conduct on the premises that is lewd or
immoral, or that constitutes an offense of public
decency, including, but not limited to, possession
of a narcotic or any equipment used or designed
for the administering of a narcotic or permitting a
person on the premises to use a narcotic.
The Court holds that the overwhelming and undisputed evidence reveals that the agents went to
the defendant's club to determine whether in
toxicated
were actually
to
remain onpersons
the premises
and to being
make allowed
a general
regulatory liquor license inspection. The Court
finds that there is no credible evidence that would

~:eo~~~et~:~~~~~i~ht~ttt~: ~~16!~ roa!~~~~
for controlled substances.
The Court notes that the agent's discovery of the
drugs was inadvertent and that the drugs were in
plain view, thus an arrest, search or seizure based
on testimony concerning an informant who alleg
edly reported narcotics violations in the defend
ant s club is not applicable when agents or peace
officers are acting pursuant to §101.04 and are on
licensed premises solely to make an inspection to
determine compliance with the statute.
The Court finds that although the agents might
have had a hunch that narcotics could be found
somewhere on the premises, when they entered

gen~I,~t thor-~

the club, it was only to make a
ough, inspection for violations of the Alcoholic
Beverage Code.
"In this instance, the inspection that was conducted was done by individuals who are commis
sioned to make just the kind of inspection that w

/~

co-tJv

inspection, that resulted in the finding of the
caine, which inspection was made pursuant to
T.A.B.C. §1 01.04 in this cause, did not violate [th
defendant's] rights under the Fourth and Four
teenth Amendments to the United States Constitu
tion, nor did it violate his rights under Art. I, §90f,-I'
the Texas Constitution."
l~
OPINION: Teague, J.; Duncan, J. concurring;."')
White,
J. not participating.
CONCURRENCE:
Berchelmann, J.; McCor ~

mick, P.J. and Campbell, J. joining. The concurrence finds that the U.S. Supreme Court en unci
ated three criteria for measuring the constitutional .......
validity of statutes which provide .tor warr!1ntless ~
searches of closely regulated bUSinesses In New
York v. Burger, 107 S.Ct. 2636 (1987): (1) there
must be a substantial government interest that informs the regulatory scheme pursuant to whic~ the
inspection is made; (2) the warrantless inspections
must be necessary to further the regulatory
_
scheme; and (3) the inspection program, in terms ~
of certainty and regularity of its application, must -:,.
provide a constitutionally adequate substitute for
~~.
warrant.
The concurrence would hold that §1 01.04 clearly
meets the first two criteria set forth in Burger and
would hold that the operative sections of the AI
coholic Beverage Code meet the third criteria by
providing an adequate substitute for a warrant.
DISSENT: Clinton, J.; Miller, J. jOining. The dissent states that the majority failed to demonstrate
that §101.04 meets the criteria enunciated in
Burger.
.
ATTORNEYS: Ken J. McLean, Houston, for the (
..
defendant; Criminal District Attorney George J. FiI-'-...:
ley III and Assistant DA Lorretta Owen, Victoria ,\) - ,
County, for the State.
~
TRIAL COURT: Clarence N. Stevenson; 24~~
District, Victoria County.
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MOTION FOR REHEARINGI TRANSCRIPT
REQUESTSI M01'ION FOR LEAVE TO SUP~
PLEMENT RECORD
.'
e Where there is an untimely request for a state
ment of facts, a motion for extension of time with
a reasonable explanation for delay is necessary.
e Where a timely motion for new trial has been
filed, a party must perfect his appeal within 90
days after the final judgment or order is signed.
eA timely request for a statement of facts can be
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made up to the final day appeal could have been
perfected, even though the appeal has actually
been perfected at some date prior to the dead
line.
eAn untimely request for a statement of facts can
be made without a motion and reasonable ex
planation if the statement of facts will be filed be
fore the 6O-day deadline under T.R.App.P 54(a),
but if the statement of facts cannot be filed by
that time, then a motion for an extension must be
filed within 15 days after the last date for filing the
record in accordance with Rule 54(c).
Rodriguez v. American General Fire & Casualty
Co., No. 0s-sg..oo153-CV (EI Paso), 11/27/89,4 pp.
FACTS: The final order of judgment dismissing
this case was signed on Feb. 24, 1989. A motion for
rehearing was heard and denied March 17. An ap
pellate bond for costs was subsequently filed with
the district clerk on March 23. The insured re
quested a transcript of the hearing March 31, but
did not request a statement of facts of the March 17
hearing until May 17.
. The insured filed his brief on May 24, and there
after, on June 19, the insurance company filed its
brief. On July 11, the insured filed his motion for
leave to supplement the record. Attached to that
motion was an affidavit from the court's reporter,
not ~iving any explanation for the late preparation
or filing, but asserting rather that there was no evi
dentiary hearing on March 17 and implying that
there had been no evidentiary hearing at any other
time.
The insurance company filed a response, re
questing that the insured's motion be denied and
that the statement of facts not be filed. The in
sured's motion for leave to supplement the record
was granted and the insurance company moved for
rehearing.
HOLDING: Prior order granting the insured
leave to supplement the record is set aside and
motion for leave to supplement denied.
"Where a timely motion for new trial has been
filed, [a party] must perfect his appeal within ninety
days after the final judgment or order is signed."
The Court holds that in this case, the insured had
until May 25 to file his bond and thereby perfect his
appeal. The Court notes that the insured filed his
bond March 23, therefore it was timely filed.
The Court holds that if the insured's motion for
leave to supplement the record, supported by his
oral argument, is to be taken at face value as an
effort to amend or supplement the record on ap
peal under T.R.App.P. 55(b), then it must fail be
cause that rule applies only where a statement of
facts had previously been timely filed with the court
of appeals.
"Where no statement of facts had been filed, as
in the instant case, the rules for amendment and
supplementation of the record are inapplicable."
The Court finds that if the insured's motion could
be construed as a motion to extend the time for fil
ing a statement of facts under T.R.App.P. 54(c), it
still must fail. "For one thing, no explanation, rea
sonable or otherwise, was offered in the motion or
accompanying affidavit for the late filing request.

For another, the motion was filed beyond the fifo •
teen day time period after the last date for filing the •
fIB
record, as allowed by 54(c)."
The Court holds that the last day for filing would
have been 125 days from Feb. 24, or June 24. The ..
Court finds that the last day for filing the motion for
extension of time would have been July 10, be- ,..
cause the 15th day was a Sunday. The Court notes
that the insured filed his motion July 11.
...
"Under the holding in Monk v. Dallas Brake and
Clutch Service Company, Inc., 683 S.W.2d 107
(Tex. App. - Dallas 1984, no writ), a motion for ex- .
tension of time with a reasonable explanation for
delay is necessary where there is an untimely re
quest for a statement of facts under Rule 53(a),
which will not be filed within the time prescribed by
...
Rule 54(a)."
The Court notes the 14th Court of Appeals has
taken a narrower view of Rule 53(a) and that in . '
Caldwell & Hurst v. Myers, 705 S.W.2d 703 (Tex.
App. - Houston [14th Dist] 1985, no writ), it held ....
that the request to the court reporter must be made
on or before the date prescribed for perfecting the
appeal and the time to make such a request cannot III!'
be extended beyond that deadline under [Rule] ..
54(c) even though the statement of facts could be
prepared and filed within the time required by
Rules 54(a) and (c).
.
The Court states that language of Rule 53(a)
seems to support the Myers ruling, although a
proposed change in the rule would support the •
Monk interpretation by making it unnecessary to . .
make a timely request for a statement of facts
where the statement of facts or supplement will be 
filed within the time prescribed by Rule 54(a).
The Court holds that a timely request for a ",.
statement of facts can be made up to the final day
appeal could have perfected, even though the ap- ..
peal has actually been perfected at some date prior
to the deadline.
The Court concludes that an untimely request for
a statement of facts can be made without a motion ..
and reasonable explanation if the statement of
facts will be filed before the Rule 54(a) deadline, "",
but if the statement of facts cannot be filed by that
time, then a motion for an extension must be filed ...
in accordance with Rule 54(c).
OPINION: Koehler, J.; panel conSisting of Fuller, ..
Woodard and Koehler, JJ.
ATTORNEYS: James F. Scherr and Lark H. . .
Fogel, EI Paso, for the insured; Karl O. Wyler III
with Kemp, Smith, Duncan, & Hammond, EI Paso, ..
Brenda J. Norton with Diamond, Rash, LeSlie,
Smith & Samaniego, EI Paso, and Paul Bracken, EI 
Paso, for the insurance company.
TRIAL COURT: William E. Moody; 34th District, .
EI Paso County.
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INTERROGATORIESI AFFIDAVITSI MonONS.
TO EXTEND TIMEI REQUESTS FOR AD
MISSIONSI SUMMARY JUDGMENTI
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JUSTICES
NORMAN l. UmR
NOAH KENNEDY
ROBERT J. SEERDEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J, BONNER DORSEY

'atltimentlt ;;upreme JIuGitid !listri d

CLERK
BETH A. GRAY
DEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WilBORN

TENTH FLOOR

512·888· 0"16

NUECE S COUNT Y COURT HOUSE
CORPU S CHRIST I. TEXAS 78401

Janu ary 2, 1990

Bon. Nath an L. Hech t
Just ice, Supre me Cour t of Texa s
P. O. Box 12248
Aust in, TX 78711
Dear Just ice Hech t:
sed rule
In addi tion to the above comm ents regar ding propo
ges we
chan
g
ernin
conc
amen dmen ts, we have the follo wing comm ents
h we
whic
ers
matt
and
feel shou ld be made to the exist ing rules
:
feel shou ld be addre ssed in the rules

1tP
.( ·--ne.
Rule 57 (b) •

This rul e shou ld allow th e cler k to add
the
addi tiona l coun sel on requ est; howe ver
one
nate'
desig
to
ed
clerk shou ld be allow
atto~ne~ for each party for the purpo se of
reCe 1v1n g noti ce and for the filin g of
pap~rsl if the attor neys fail to time ly
des1 gnate lead coun sel.
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JUSTICES
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CLERK
BETH A. GRAY
OEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WILBORN

TENTH FLOOR
NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE

512·888·0416

CORPUS CHRISTL TEXAS 78401

-

Jan ua ry 2, 1 9 90

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments regarding proposed rule
we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be.addressed in the rules:
amendments~

(

--rt.A-P

Rule 59 (b) •

Provides that the clerk of the appellate
court forward a duplicate copy of the motion
to dismiss the appeal to the clerk of the
trial court. This is not necessary since the
filing of the motion does not represent any
action by the court.
The ruling by the
appellate court is what is determinative.
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CHIEF JUSTICE

PAUL w. NYE
JUSTICES

NORMAN L UmR
NOAH KENNEDY
ROBERT J. SEERDEN
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES
J. OONNER DORSEY
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CLERK

BETH A. GRAY
DEPUTY CLERK

CATHY WILBORN
TENTH FLOOR

512·888·0A16

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel sirould be. made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel qhould be add~essed in the rules:

(--T~f>
Rule 61.

This rule should provide for the diS-posi t10n
of all papers in all cases, with reference to
the
appropriate
statutes
governing
disposition of exhibits, etc.
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J. BONNER DORSEY

CLERK

BETH A. GRAY
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DEPUTY CLERK

CATHY WilBORN
TENTH FLOOR

512·888·0416

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addition to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules: •

(

'-rP.hP

P.ul e 72 ( i) •

When an extension of time is requ-es-fe-d -for
the filing of the transcript, the facts
relied upon to reasonably explain the need
for an extension must be supported by the
affidavit of the trial clerk.
This
requirement should be added to this rule.
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CLERK
BETH A, GRAY
OEPUTY CLERK
CATHY WILBORN

TENTH FLOOR
NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE

512 ·saa·o.c 16

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be aqdressed in tne rules:

(

l

-re.M
Rule 74.

Should refer to judicial district not Supreme
Judicial District.

Rule 74 (h) •

This rule should apply to the length of
briefs in both civil and criminal cases.
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JUSTICES
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DEPUTY CLERK
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TENTH FLOOR
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NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78401

January 2, 1990

Bon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
ts regarding proposed rule
In addi ti on to the above. com~~;ments concerning changes we
amendments, we have the fhollOW~~fing rules and matters which we
feel sh oul d be made to t e exl.
feel .should be ~ddressed -in the rules:
•

(

-ne.1+P

Rul e 75 (f) •

-._------

A party to the appeal desi ring oral argum-ent-'---'
shall make request therefor at the time he
files his brief in the case by noting on the
front right-hand corner of his brief that he
is reguesting oral argument.
This addi tion
states the specific place to request the oral
argument, as opposed to letters, cards,
notes, etc. that are kept in files away from
the briefs. Also the court should be able to
advance both civil and criminal cases for
submission without oral argument where oral
argument would not materially aid the court.
Also the time limit for notice to the parties
should be changed from 21 days to 2 weeks so
that the notice provisions concerning
argument and no argument cases is the same.
See Rule 77.
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CHIEF STAFF ATTORNEY

PHONE 713-655-2700
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.-5~~

Re: Amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Dear Luke:

(

-

LYNNE LIBERATO

~~
Luther Soules, Attorney at Law
175 E. Houston
10th Floor
San Antonio, Texas

~q':

I~

CLERK

t

JUSTICES

~~

I have two proposals for changing our rules of appellate procedure.
These changes have beell discussed at a me~ting of the Houston Bar Association
Committee on the Appellate Judiciary and among various appellate judges, and I
'believe both proposals have considerable support.
.
. .
•

First, I suggest that Rule 80(c) be amended to authorize the Court of
Appeals to abate an appeal and remand the case to the District Court to conduct a
hearing on any issue the Court of Appeals deems necessary in order to decide the
appeal appropriately. This authority exists and is often used in the federal system and
in many other states. It is arguable that such a procedure is already permissible under
the existing rule that allows the court to make "any other appropriate order, as the
law and the nature of the case may require." Nevertheless, there has been significant
discussion in several recent cases of the need for such a rule. ~ Read v. State, 768
S.W.2d 919 (Tex. App.•Beaumont 1989), where Justice Brookshire advocated such a
rule, and Mitchell v. State, 762 S.W.2d 916 (Tex. App.··San Antonio 1988, pet. ref'd),
where the court used such a procedure, over the dissent of Justice Butts. Similar
approaches have been used in Murphy v. State, 663 S.W.2d 604 (Tex. App.--Houston
[1st Dist.] 1983, no writ), and Guillory, 638 S.W.2d 73 (Tex. App.--Houston [1st Dist.]
1982, no writ), both decided before the rules were enacted.
I propose that rule 80(c) provide:
In addition, the court of appeals may make any other
appropriate order as the law and the nature of the case may
require, includin~ abatin~ the appeal and remandin~ the
cause to the trial court for a hearin~ on any issue.

l
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.(
My second recommendation is that rules of appellate procedure 53(k) and
54 (c) be changed to provide that it is the court reporter's duty, not the appellant's
duty, to file the statement of facts in the Court of Appeals and to obtain extensions of
time for late filing. The present rules place this duty upon the appellant, which causes
considerable inconvenience to lawyers in dealing with the many court reporters and
substitute court reporters who are often involved in different parts of the case. Our
rules should recognize that the court reporter is an officer of the court, and usually a
full-time employee, who is well paid to perform this sole function. It is unreasonable
to impose on a lawyer, who in most criminal cases will be working for a court
. appointed fee, the duty of going to the court reporter's home or office, picking up the
record, and transporting it downtown to the Court of Appeals.
Likewise, I can imagine no good reason for requiring the lawyer to obtain
. an extension of time for filing the statement of facts. The lawyer has po control over
the statement of facts and makes no money from producing it. This burdensome
responsibility should be placed upon the court reporter because the court reporter has
sole control of the statement of facts and is the only one who makes money. from
producing it.
.

(

I recommend that appellate rule 53(k) read as follows:
(k) Duty of Appellant Court Reporter to File It is the
appeHailt!.s court reporter's duty to cause the statement of
facts to be filed with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals.
Similarly, rule 54(c) should be changed to read as follows:
(c) Extension of Time An extension of time may be granted
13,11/ for late filing in a court of appeals of a transcript or

Ja r-
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statement of facts, if a motion reasonably explaining the
need therefor is filed, by appellant in the case of the late
transcript and by the court reporter in the case of a late
statement of facts, with the court of appeals not later than
shall also reasonably explain any delay in the request
required Rule 53(a).

P;~IY(-
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(
Please let me know if there is any other information I can furnish
concerning these suggestions. I would be happy to discuss these suggestions with you
or your committee or any other interested committees at any time.

(
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January 2, 1990

Han. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(
TJ{A-P
Rule 86 (a) (4).

The time limit for issuing amanda te should
be increased to allow for the filing deadline
of a motion for rehearing in the higher
courts to elapse.
In most instances within
15 days after receipt by the clerk of the
order of the Supreme Court denying writ, we
have not yet received the record back from
the higher court.
Therefore, we should be
allowed to wait for the return of the record
until we issue our mandate.

Rule 86{e).

Once a mandate issues, a court of appeals
should not be able to vacate, modify, correct
o r r e for mit s j u d gm en tun 1 e s s i t is to
correct a clerical error.
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January 2, 1990

Han. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
fe~l should be made to th~ existing rules and matters which we
~eel should be add;essed in the'rules:

(

T~A-P
Rule 87 (b) (1).

l

It is not necessary for the trial -cferkto~~-
acknowledge receipt of the mandate to this
Court.
Also it is not necessary for the
sheriff to notify us when the mandate has
been carried out and executed.
We would
suggest that this language be deleted.
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
In addi ti on to the above comments regarding proposed rul e
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

(

-neAP
Rule 88.

This rule should allow the appellate~court to
collect costs after issuance of a mandate
also.
The appendix should apply to both civil and
criminal cases and should delete references
to supreme judicial district and to appellant
and the state. It should read appellant and
appellee since the State is now allowed to
appeal. Also the thickness of each volume of
the transcript should be set forth.

""

THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS

(

'

Court Rules Liaison

Justice Nathan L. Hecht

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Luther H. Soules, Chairman
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee

RE:

Rule 100(g), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Extension of Time to File Motion for Rehearing
in the Court of Appeals

January 17, 1990

Before the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure were adopted, extensions of time for·
filing motions for rehearing in the court of aj:)peals were governed by Rule 21 (c), Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure, which stated in pertinent part:

(

Any order of the court of 'civil appeals granting or denying a motion for
late filing of any such instruments shall be reviewable· by the supreme
court for arbitrary action or abuse of discretion.
The granting of a motion for extension of time to file a motion for rehearing can be
reviewed on application for writ of error. However, if the motion is denied, the
procedure is more problematic because denial of a motion for rehearing is a predicate
to application for writ of error. The Supreme Court confronted this problem and
defined the proper procedures in Banales v. Jackson, 610 S.W.2d 732 (Tex. 1980).
Accord Anderson v. Coleman, 626 S.W.2d 301 (Tex. 1981). (A copy of each of these
two cases is attached.)
With the adoption of the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, Rule 21 (c) was repealed.
Now, extensions of time for filing motions for rehearing in the court of appeals are now
governed by Rule 100(g), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, which states:
(g) Extensions of Time. An extension of time may be granted for
a late filing in a court of appeals of a motion or a second motion for
rehearing, if a motion reasonably explaining the need therefor is filed with
the court of appeals not later than fifteen days after the last date for filing
the motion.
The language from Rule 21 (c), quoted above, was not carried over into the appellate
rules and did not survive in the civil rules. Thus, the procedure for review of a court
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of appeals' denial of a' motion to extend time for filing a motion for rehearing has been
cast into doubt. Several alternatives present 'themselves, among which are:

1.

No review. The court of appeals' denial of a motion to extend time for filing a
motion for rehearing ends appeal. I doubt the Supreme Court would seriously
entertain this alternative.

2.

Review by application for writ of error. The party whose motion for extension is
denied files a motion for rehearing of that denial. When that motion for rehearing
is denied, the party then applies to the Supreme Court for writ of error on that
single ruling. If the party prevails, the case is remanded to the court of appeals
for consideration of the late motion for rehearing on the case itself. Any party
can then apply again to the Supreme Court for writ of error on the merits of the
case.

3.

Review by mandamus. This would be treated like any other mandamus, except
that the standard of review might be reduced to a simple abuse of discretion
rather than the ordinary heightened standard of clear abuse of discretion.

4.

Review under Banales. This p~ocedure would simply be retained, despite the
repeal of Rule 21 (c). Also, the appeal would be treat~d like a motion, as stated
in Anderson.
.

.

There may be other alternatives as well, which should be explored. The language from
former Rule 21 (c) should perhaps be added to Rule 100(g), and perhaps the applicable
procedure should also be spelled out in the rules.
The Court requests the views of the Committee on this matter.

2
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Court of Appeals
Second Court of Appeals District
The Courthouse
Fort worth, Texas 76196
817/334-1900

(

November 20, 1989

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Judge Hecht:
Please present the following comment regarding a proposed
amendment to Texas Rul es of Appell ate Procedure, RU.l e 120, to the
Supreme Court meeting on November 30, 1989, the present rule and
suggested amendments being as follows:
Rule 120 Habeas Corpus in Civil Cases
(d) Action on petition:
If the court is of the
tentative opinion that the writ ehe~ls ieewe [relator is
entitled to the relief sought,]
the court will [issue
the writ], set the amount of bond, order relator
released and schedule the petition for oral argument.
Otherwise, the court shall deny the writ without further
hearing.
(g) Order of Court. If after hearing oral argument, the
court determines that the Tillit ehe~le ee gr8f'ltee,
[relator should be dicharged frOli custody,] it shall
enter an order to that effect.
Otherwise, the court
shall remand relator to custody and direct the clerk to
issue an order of committment.
If relator is not
avail able for return to custody, pu rsuant to the order
of commi ttment, the cou rt may decl are the bond to be
forfei ted.

l

In most original proceedings in appellate courts, the
issuance of the writ is the vehicle by which relief is granted to
the relator at the conclusion of the proceedings.
In habeas
corpus, however, the issuance of the writ must occur as the
initial act of the court and prior to the court I s hearing the
matter upon oral argument and determination if the relator is
entitled to be discharged from custody.
In fact, the court does
not arquire Jurisdiction over the person of the relator until it
causes the writ to issue or its issuance is waived by the
respondent.
See Ex parte Alderete, 203 s.w. 763, ___ (Tex.Crim.
App. 1918).
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Even a casual inspection of the on!y sUbstantive statutes
defining the writ, prescribing its 'form, and delineating the
court's duties when presented with an appl ication for relief,
reveals that the court cannot be of the fttenative opinion that the
writ should issuell referred to in Rule 120(d).
The court is
required to issue the writ without delay or deny the application.
See Code of Criminal procedure, art. 11.01 et seq.
As to Rule 120 (g), it is submitted that, after hearing the
matter, it is inappropriate for the court to determine ftthat the
writ should be granted ft since the writ should already have been
granted in order to initiate the proceedings. By definition, the
writ is Dan order issued by a court or judge • • • directed to any
one having a person in his custody • • • commanding him to produce
such person • • • and show why he is in custody or under
restraint. D (C.C.P. art. 11.01)

c.

In summary, the relief requested by the relator in a habeas
corpus proceeding is always two-fold, the first part of which
prays for the writ to issue to determine lawfulness of custody,
and the second part being a prayer for dlscharge from custody. By
comparison, the granting of leave to file petition for writ of
mandamus equates to the issuance of the writ of habeas corpus
because those acts are necessary to the exercise of jurisdiction.
Similarly, after hearing, the issuance or denial of the writ of
mandamus equates with the final decision in habeas corpus, either
to discharge the relator or to remand him to custody.
It is
submi tted that the amendments above suggested take into account
the basic difference in the two types of original proceedings.

~w·

Fred Fick
Chief Staff Attorney

-2-
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THE SUPREME-COURT OF TEXAS

(

Court Rules Liaison

Justice Nathan L. Hecht

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Luther H. Soules, Chairman
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee

RE:

Rule 140, Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Direct Appeals

January 17, 1990

The Supreme Court has jurisdiction over direct appeals in certain cases authorized by
the Constitution and the Legislature. Article V, section 3-b of the Texas Constitution
states:

(

The Legislature shall have the power to provide by law, for an
appeal direct to the Supreme Court of this State from an order of any trial
court granting or denying an interlocutory or permanent injunction on the
grounds of the constitutionality or unconstitutionality of any statute of this
State, or on the validity or invalidity of any administrative order issued by
any state agency under any statute of this State.
Section 22.001 (c) of the Government Code states:
An appeal may be taken directly to the supreme court from an
order of a trial court granting or denying an interlocutory or permanent
injunction on the ground of the constitutionality of a statute of this state.
It is the duty of the supreme court to prescribe the necessary rules of
procedure to be followed in perfecting the appeal.
The Supreme Court has complied with this mandate by promulgating Rule 140, Texas
Rules of Appellate Procedure, which states:

Rule 140. Direct Appeals
In compliance with section 22.001 (c) of the Government Code, the
following rules of procedure for direct appeals to the Supreme Court are
promulgated.

l

In obedience to an act of the Regular Session of the Forty-eighth
Legislature approved February 16, 1943, and entitled "An Act authorizing
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appeals in certain cases direct from trial courts to the Supreme Court;
authorizing the Supreme Court to prescribe rules of procedure for such
appeals; and declaring an emergency," which act was passed by authority
of an amendment known as section 3-b of Article 5 of the Constitution,
the following procedure is promulgated:
(a) In view of section 3 of Article 5 of the Constitution which
confines the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to questions of
law only, this court under the present and later amendment, above cited,
and such present and any future legislation under it, has and will take
appellate· jurisdiction over questions of law only, and in view of sections
3, 6, 8 and 16 of such Article 5, will not take such jurisdiction from any
court other. than a district or county court.
(b) When a trial court has granted or denied an interlocutory or
permanent injunctior) and its decision. is based on the grounds of the
constitutionality or unconstitutionality of any statute of this State, the
Supreme Court shall have jurisdic-tion of a direct appeal of the trial court's
order when the appeal contests that court's holding regarding the
constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the statute.

(

(c) Such ·appeal shall be .in lieu of -an appeal to the court of
appeals' ana shall be upon such question or questions of law only. A
statement of facts shall not be brought up except to the extent it is
necessary to show that the appellant has an interest in the subject matter
of the appeal. If the Supreme Court would be required to determine any
contested issue of fact in order to rule on the constitutionality of the
statute in question as ruled on by the trial court, the appeal will be
dismissed.

•

"'"

-

-

(d) The rules governing appeals to the courts of appeals apply to
direct appeals to the Supreme Court except when inconsistent with
Section 22.001 of the Government Code and with this rule.
Besides being unusually cumbersome relative to the main body of appellate rules, Rule
140 is deficient in at least two respects. First, the procedure for this Court to note
jurisdiction of the appeal is not specified. Second, whether the Court's exercise of
jurisdiction is mandatory or discretionary is not stated. It is proposed that the existing
rule be repealed and the following substituted in its place:
Rule 140. Direct Appeals
(a)

l

Application.

This rule governs direct appeals to the

2
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Supreme Court authorized by the Constitution and by statute. The rules
governing appeals to the courts of appeals apply to direct appeals to the
Supreme Court except when inconsistent with statute or this rule.
(b)
Jurisdiction. The Supreme Court may not take jurisdiction
over a direct appeal from the decision of any court other than a district
court or a county court, or of any question of fact. The Supreme Court
may decline to exercise jurisdiction over a direct appeal of an interlocutory
order if the record is not adequately developed, or if its decision would
be advisory, or if the case is not of such importance to the jurisprudence
of the state that a direct appeal should be allowed.
(c)
Statem~nt of Jurisdiction.
Appellant shall file with the
record in the case a statement fully, clearly and plainly setting out the
basis asserted for exercise of the Supreme Court's jurisdiction. Appellee
may file a response to appellant's statement of jurisdiction within ten days
after such statement is filed.

(

(d)
Preliminary Ruling on Jurisdiction. If the Supreme Court
notes probable jurisdiction over a direct appeal, the parties shall file briefs
as in any other case. If the Supreme Court does not note probable
jurisdiction over a .direct appeal, the appeal shall be dismissed ,for want
of jurisdiction.
•
(e)
Direct Appeal Exclusive. An appellant who has attempted
to perfect a direct appeal to the Supreme Court may not, during the
pendency of that appeal, pursue an appeal to the court of appeals. A
direct appeal dismissed for want of jurisdiction shall not preclude appellant
from pursuing any other appeal then available.
The Court requests the Committee's counsel regarding these issues.

3
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cause or the appealable por:tion thereof without reference to the merits of the appeal.

Rule 170. Order af Submission
Causes may be heard and submitted in such order as the Supreme Court may
deem to be in the best interest and convenience of the parties or their attorneys. Jjji

§MBtgm!Jl~~t!:~m~::s!t~tm!B!;:!Q!illtlE~§';i§Q9H!~::::8!:;:!M,2m!1!~ff:::IUtl9MI,:~2[~!:':~r~~~:~~1

(
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The Court is considering whether to expand the category of cases in which per curiam
opinions should issue to include, particularly, cases in which the issue is so clear,
simple and well-defined, and the briefs so thorough, that it is very unlikely that oral
argument could in any way influence the outcome of the case. The kind of language
the Court may consider is set out below.

(

The Court requests the counsel of the Committee regarding these matters.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
Rule 133. Orders on Applications for Writ of Error

(

.

(a)
Notation on Denial of Application. In all cases where the judgment of
the court of appeals is correct and where the principles of law declared in the opinion
of the court are correctly determined, the Supreme Court will refuse the application
with the docket notation "Refused." In all cases where the Supreme Court is not
satisfied that the opinion of the court of appeals in all respects has correctly declared
the lawl but is of the opinion that the application presents no error of law which
requires reversal or which is of such importance to the jurisprudence of the State as
to require correction, the court will deny the application with the notation "Writ 'Denied."
In all cases where the Supreme Court is without jurisdiction of the case as presented
in the application, it will dismiss the application with the docket notation "Dismissed for
Want of Jurisdiction.'1 illml:i:~~'@llilm@!1;~~~fil~¥nn!;[~l~rn!~12!il~n~ll~!!!$.m!~!JJYfiIt1i:!gftfi
'~eI!mt9I:j:jt!m~~R~J~;~§I!~tm~X[;jS~!1~1~t@~~1:1[~QgtgEti~t~~

fill Confliet in Deeisions. In cases of confliot named in subseotion tal (2) of
seotion 22.001 of the Government Code, the Supreme Court INili grant the applioation
fer writ of error, unless it is in agreement with the decision of the court of appeals in
the ease in 'Nhieh the applioation is filed. In that eyeAt said Supreme Court will so state
in its order, with such explanatory remarl<s as may be deemed appropriate. If the
decision of the court of appeals is in oonfliot with an opinion of the Supreme Court,
is contrary to the Constitution, the statutes or any rules promulgated by the Supreme
Court, the Supreme Court may. upon granting INrit of error and without hearing
argument in the case, reverse, reform or modify the judgment of the court of appeals,
maldng. at the same time, such further orders as may be appropriate.
1et

un

Moot Cases. If a cause or an appealable portion thereof is
moot, the Supreme Court may, in its discretion and after notice to the parties, upon
granting writ of error and without hearing argument with reference thereto, dismiss such

2
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS

(

Justice Nathan L Hecht

Court Rules Liaison

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Luther H. Soules, Chairman
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee

RE:

Rule 133(b), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Supreme Court Per Curiam Opinions (3 pages)

January 15, 1990

When the Supreme Court grants an application, it is not required by the Constitution
or statutes to hear oral argument. In certain cases, the Court does not hear oral
argument and issues its decisions in per curiam opinions. The Court also sometimes
issue!3 a per curiam opinion with the denial of an application.

(

Although Rule 133(b), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, does ndt refer expressly to
per curiam opinions, it purport$ to state the applicable procedure in the Supreme Court,
as follows:
Conflict in decisions. In cases of conflict named in subsection
(a) (2) of section 22.001 of the Government Code, the Supreme Court will
grant the application for writ of error, unless it is in agreement with the
decision of the court of appeals in the case in which the application is
filed. In that event said Supreme Court will so state in its order, with such
explanatory remarks as may be deemed appropriate. If the decision of
the court or appeals is in conflict with an opinion of the Supreme Court,
is contrary to the Constitution, the statutes or any rules promulgated by
the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court may, upon granting writ of error
and without hearing argument in the case, reverse, reform or modify the
judgment of the court of appeals, making, at the same time, such further
orders as may be appropriate.
In effect, the rule is advisory and informational only, and not binding upon the Court.
The Court has the power to issue per curiam opinions in cases in which the predicate
conflict required by the rule does not exist. Arguably, some might argue that it does
so already, although the Court has at least attempted to adhere to the policy stated in
the rule. It is less certain that the Court has the power to issue a per curiam opinion
when an application is denied.
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Order Adopting Amendments
To Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Effective July 1, 1989

BE IT ORDERED by the Court of Criminal Appeals that the
following appended amendments to Texa.s Rules of Appellate Pro
cedure are hereby adopted and promulgated to govern aiminal
cases and criminal law matters (Article V, §5 and Article 4.04.
c.c.P.], under authority of and in confonnity with Acts 1985.
69th leg., Ch. 685, p. 5136, §§1-4, and Articles 44.33 and 44.45,
Code of Criminal Procedure. Intended and designed to be in
terim measures to treat specific situations, these amended rules
shall govern posttrial, appellate and review procedures only in
criminal cases and aiminal law matters. This order does not
amend any existing rule, promulgate any new f'!,1Ie nor repeal
any rule in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. No rule amended
by this order shall be applicable to any civil case ["actions of
a civil nature" (Rule 2, T.R.Civ. P.» unless and until it has been
promulgated by the Supreme Co~ of Texas.

/

BE IT FURTI-IER ORDERED that the·T~ Rules of Appellate
Procedure be and they are hereby made applicable to appeals
by the State taken pmsuant to Acts 1987, 70th leg., Ch. 382,
p. 1884, codified as Article 44.01, Code of Criminal Procedure.

151
Marvin O. Teague. Judge

151
Chuck Miller. Judge

151
Charles F. (Chuck) Campbell.
Judge

151
Bill White. Judge

151 .
M. P. Duncan.

m, Judge

151
David Berchelmann. Jr .• Judge

BE IT FURTI-IER ORDERED that these amended rules become
effective July I, 1989. and remain in effect unless and until dis
approved, modified or changed by the legislature or unless and
until supplemented or amended by this Court pursuant to the
above Act.

Rule 41. Ordinary Appeal- When Perfected.
(a) [Appeals in Civil Cases.1 (No Change)
(b) Appeals in Criminal Cases.
.
(1) Time to Perfect Appeal. Appeal is perfected when notice
of appeal is filed within thirty (fifteen by the state) days after
the day sentence is imposed or suspended in open court or the
day an appealable order is signed by the trial judge; except. if
a motion for new trial is timely filed. notice of appeal shall be .
filed within ninety days after the sentence is imposed or suspended
in open court.
(2) (Extension of Time. J (No Change)
(c) (PrerruJtureiy Filed Documents.) (No Change)

BE IT FURTIfER ORDERED that this order and these rules
shall be recorded in the minutes of this Court. and that the
original of this order signed by the members of this Court and
of these rules shall be preserved by the Oerk of this Court as
a permanent record of this Court.

Rule 202. Discretionary Review With Petition.
(a) (No Change)
(b) (No Change)
(c) (No Change)
(d) (No Change)

BE IT FURTI-IER ORDERED that the Oerk of this Court shall
file with the Secretary of State of the State of Texas, for and
in behalf and as the act of this Court, a duplicate original copy
of this order and Rule 54(b), and the Clerk shall cause them to
be published in the Texas Register and the Texas Bar Journal,
as provided by the above Act.

SIGNED and ENTERED in duplicate originals this 5th day of
June. 1989.

151
Michael J. McCormick
Presiding Judge

I

(1) (Inde.r.1 through (6) [Prayer for Relief.1 (No Change)
(7) Appendix. A copy of any opinions delivered upon ren

dering the judgment by the court of appeais whose decision is
sought to be reviewed shall be included.
(8) [71 (Renumbered. otherwise no change)
(9) [8) (Renumbered. otherwise no change)

Rule 210. Direct AppeaJs in Death Penalty Cases.
(a) (Record.) (No Change)
IC;I=-_..,......."....,,...---
(b) Briefs. Appropriate provisions of Rule 74 govern prepara
W.c. Davis, Judge
tion and filing of briefs in a case in which the death penalty has
been assessed, except that a brief may exceed fifty pages and an
151
Sam Houston Ointon. Judge
originaJ and ten copies of it shall be filed.
.
September 1989
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The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

(
4.
The court may wish to consider ad,opting the amendments to I
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41, 202, and 210 as adopted by:
the court of criminal appeals on June 5, 1989. See Order Adopting
Amendments to Texas Rul~s of Appellate Procedure, 52 Tex. B.J. 893
(1989).
appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

I

Re~llY'



Charles A.'
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Order Adopting Amendments
To Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure
Effective July 1, 1989

BE IT ORDERED by the Court of Criminal Appeals that the
foUowing appended amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Pro
cedure are hereby adopted and promulgated to govern criminal
cases and criminal law matters (Article V, §5 and Article 4.04,
C.C.P.I, under authority of and in confonnity with Acts 1985,
69th Leg., Ch. 685, p. 5136, §§l-4, and Articles 44.33 and 44.45.
Code of Criminal Procedure. Intended and designed to be in
terim measures to treat specific situations, these amended rules
shaD govern posttrial, appellate and review procedures only in
criminal cases and criminal law matters. This order does not
amend any existing rule, promulgate any new rule nor repeal
any rule in the Texas Rules of avil Procedure. No rule amended
by this order shall be applicable to any dvil case [Mactions of
a dvil nature (Rule 2, T.R.av. P.)] unless and until it has been
promulgated by the Supreme Court of Texas.
N

. BE IT FURTIiER ORDERED that the Texas Rules of Appellate
Procedure be and they are hereby made applicable to appeals
by the State taken pursuant to Acts 1987. 70th Leg., Ch. 382.
p. 1884. codified as Article 44.01, Code of Criminal Procedure.
BE IT FURTIiER ORDERED that the Oerk of this Court shaD
file with the Secretary of State of the State of Texas, for and
in behalf and as the act of this Court, a duplicate original copy
of this order and Rule 54(b), and the Clerk shaD cause them to
be published in the Texas Register and the Texas Bar Journal,
as provided by the above Act.
BE IT FURTIiER ORDERED that these amended rules become
effective July 1, 1989, and remain in effect unless and until (lis..
approved, modified or changed by the Legislature or unless and
until supplemented or amended by this Court pursuant to the
above Act.

I
I

BE IT FURTHER ORDERED that this order and these rules
shall be recorded in the minutes of this Court, and that the
original of this order signed by the members of this Court and
of these rules shaD be preserved by the Oerk of this Court as
a permanent record of this Court.
SIGNED and ENTERED in duplicate originals this 5th day of
June, 1989.

151

NUchaelJ. ~cConnick
Presiding Judge

151
W.c. Davis, Judge

151
Sam Houston Clinton, Judge

151
~arvin

O. Teague, Judge

151
Chuck

~iller,

Judge

151
Charles F. (Chuck) Campbell.
Judge

151
Bill White. Judge

151
~.

P. Duncan. llI, Judge

151
David Berchelmann. Jr., Judge

Rule 41. Ordinary Appeal- When Perfected.
(a) [Appeals in avil Cases.1 (No Change)
(b) Appeals in Criminal Cases.
(1) Time to Perfect Appeal. Appeal is perfected when notice
of appeal is filed within thirty (fifteen by the state) days after
the day sentence is imposed or suspended in open court or the
day an appealable order is signed by the trial judge; except. if
a motion for new trial is timely filed, notice of appeal shaD be
filed within ninety days after the sentence is imposed or suspended
in open court.
(2) [Extension of Time. J (No Change)
(c) [Prematurely Filed Documents. I (No Change)

'-~"

Rule 202. Discretionary Review With Petition.
(a) (No Change)
(b) (No Change)
(c) (No Change)
(d) (No Change)
(1) [Index.) through (6) [Prayer for Relief.] (No Change)
(7) Appendix. A copy of any opinions delivered upon ren
dering the judgment by the court of appeals whose decision is
sought to be reviewed shaD be included.
(8) [71 (Renumbered, otherwise no change)
(9) (8) (Renumbered, otherwise no change)
Rule 210. Direct Appeals in Death Penalty Cases.
(a) [Record.) (No Change)
(b) Briefs. Appropriate provisions of Rule 74 govern prepara
tion and filing of briefs in a case in which the death penalty has
been assessed, except that a brief may exceed fifty pages and an
original and ten copies of it shaD be filed.
September 1989
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January 2, 1990

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht
Justice, Supreme court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:

•

_(

In addi tion to the above comments regarding proposed rule
amendments, we have the following comments concerning changes we
feel should be made to the existing rules and matters which we
feel should be addressed in the rules:

Ii PPft..SD\X
Rule 2.

FO(

c.R, (y\ J ~A'-

c.A!>E".:s

This section of the appendix should be
completely deleted.
The rule should be that
a supplemental transcript shall conform to
the rules governing the original transcript
If this rule is kept, then a proper referenc~
to the cor rect rule should be modif ied.
It
now refers to rule 45.
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TO:

Texas Supreme Court Advisory Committee

FROM:

Chuck Herring
Lefty Morris
Co-Chairs; Ad
Records

Hoc

Subcommittee

on

DATE:

February 9, 1990

RE:

Proposed Rule 76a, Sealing Court Records

I.

Introduction.

of

the

Texas

of

Sealing

Court

The Texas Legislature adopted section 22.010

Government

Code

effective

September

1,

1989.

Section 22.010 provides as follows:
SEALING OF COURT RECORDS.
The Supreme Court shall
adopt rules establishing guidelines for the courts of
this state to use in determining whether in the
interest of justice the records in a civil case,
including settlements, should be sealed.
Accordingly, the Texas Supreme Court submitted the issue to

(

~hairman

Luke

Soules appointed a subcommittee to propose a draft rule.

The

subcommittee

18,

the

Advisory Committee

conducted

for

recommendation

two

public

and

hearings,

on

November

1989 and December 15, 1989, and also received substantial input
at

the Texas

Supreme Court's public hearing

Twenty-seven

1989.

representatives
well
and

as

of

public

several media

provided

participants,

valuable

interest

decisions,

several

November

including

and

citizen's

input

at

the

hearings.

hundred

pages

of

draft

30,

several
groups,

attorneys and representatives,

participants is enclosed as Attachment "I.")
accumulated

on

(A

as

attended
list

of

The subcommittee
proposals,

court

law review commentaries and position statements from

many sources.
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We have attached as Attachment "A"

(

new

Rule

76a,

concerning

sealing

of

a draft proposal for a
court

records.

Because

most of the subcommittee members were unable to attend all of
the

committee

hearings,

this

draft

is

mere.ly the Co-Chairs'

effort to consolidate the hard work of many other participants
on points that came the closest to a consensus.
Attached hereto as Attachments ItB" through "H" are the most
current

other

participants.

drafts

that

Attachments

we

have

"I-I"

received

through

from

various

are

selected

"1-16"

letter comments received from several sources.

II.

Draft

defines

Rule.

the,

standards

(

The

draft

"compelling

rule

need"

(A) (I)

(paragr~phs

attached
and

and

as

Attachment

"protectible

"A"

interests"

(A) (2)) that the moving party

must meet to obtain an order sealing "court records," which the
rule also defines

(paragraph (A}(3}).

The draft also provides

procedures for the motion to seal (paragraph (B}(2}), notice to
the

public

court

(paragraph (B) (2))

records

may

be

sealed

and the hearing required before
(paragraph

(B}(l}).

The

draft

further provides for specific findings (paragraph (B}(4}), sets
out the requirements for sealing orders (paragraph (B}(5}),
provides
(B}(3}).

for

emergency

Finally,

the

temporary
draft

sealing

specifies

orders
the

and

(paragraph

trial

court's

continuing jurisdiction (paragraph (C)) and the parties' appeal
rights (paragraph (D}).
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Compelling

A.

(

"compelling

and

Need

standard

need"

adopted

paragraph

in

The

Interests.

Protectible

(A) (1)

recognizes a strong presumption that court records are open to
public scrutiny.

The rule

also

recognizes

that

the

right

to

inspect and copy court records is not absolute, and that courts
have supervisory powers over their own files.
Paragraph
specified

(A)(l)

requires

requirements.

specifically enumerated

that

the

The

movant

satisfy

"protectible

in paragraph (A) (2)

four

interests"

are an attempt to

draw attention to special problem areas -- such as family law
and

tort

cases

involving sexual

abuse of children,

and trade

secrets cases -- in which sealing is sometimes necessary.

B.

(

"Court

Records."

In

paragraph

(A) (3)

the

draft

defines the "court records" that are subject to this rule as
•
materials filed of record in any civil state court, and
excludes

discovery materials.

Co-Chairs

could

not

agree

As
on

noted

this

below,

treatment

however,
of

the

discovery

materials.
Motion,

C.

procedure
seal,

for

motion

the moving

where notices
posted,
hearing.

at

Notice.

Paragraph

and

notice.

(B}(2)

After

filing

provides
a

to

party posts a public notice at the location

for meetings of county governmental
least

motion

the

fourteen

The rule also

days

specifies

before

the

bodies

date

the contents of

set

are
for

the notice

and requi res that a copy be served on the clerk of the Texas
Supreme Court, who shall post the notice in a public place.
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Temporary Sealing Orders ..

D.

(

the procedure

notice
The

(B)(2).

(B)(3)

provides

for emergency temporary sealing orders in those

instances when there is
normal

Paragraph

and

insufficient

hearing

procedure

is

time to comply with the

procedure
based

set

upon

out

in

temporary

(B)(l)

and

restraining
/I

order practice as set out in Rule 680.
E.

Sealing Order, Findings.

Paragraphs (B)(4) and (B)(S)

require specific findings and other matters to be set forth in
the sealing order.
F.

Continuing Juri sdiction« Appea 1.

Because a number of

challenges to sealing orders have failed pn procedural grounds
after

trial

provides

for

courts

have

continuing

lost

plenary

jurisdiction

jurisdiction,
in

the .trial

the

rule

court

and

sets out specific procedures for appeal of sealing decisions.

(
III.

Unresolved

Issues.

Matters on which the Co-Chairs could

not agree were:
whether the rule should apply to discovery materials, and
thus also whether to amend Rule 166b(S) (which now provides
for orders that "for good cause shown results of discovery
be sealed or otherwise adequately protected; that its
distribution be
limited;
or
that
its
disclosure
be
restricted");
whether the rule should apply to settlements that are not
filed of record;
whether the showing of "compelling need" should be by a
preponderance of the evidence or by clear and convincing
evidence;
whether the reference to "trade secrets" as a "protectible
interest" should be broadened to apply to other intangible
property rights.

- 4 
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(

IV. Conclusion. The attached draft is the result of hundreds of
hours of work and input from many persons,
any compromise,
cumbersome.

but as with almost

it is certainly imperfect and in some respects

Because the rule

and delicate balance of

inevitably involves

public

access

and

private

a difficult
interests,
I

the draft reflects many important policy decisions that we want
the Advisory Committee to feel free to rethink and rewrite.

We

will

to

both

be

present

at

the

Advisory

Committee

meeting

explain the draft in detail as well as other options that were
presented to the subcommittee.

(

l
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PROPOSED TEXAS RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 76a:
COURT RECORDS
A.

Definitions

1.
Compelling
existence of a specific
the presumption that all
public. The moving party

I
1

(a)

that a specific interest of the person or
entity sought to be protected by the sealing
of the court records clearly outweighs the
interest in open court records and the
specific interest will suffer immediate and
irreparable harm if the court records are
not sealed;

(b)

that no less restrictive alternative will
adequately protect the specific interest of
the person or entity sought to be protected;

(c)

that sealing will effectively protect the
specific interest of the person or enti ty
sought . to
be
protected
without
being
overbroad; and

(d)

that sealing will not restrict public access
to information that is detrimental to public
health
or
safety,
or
to
information
concerning
the
administration
of
public
office or the operation of government that
violates any law or involves misuse of
public funds or public office.

I

t

h

1
1
.

1·(
'1

,
1

1

1

Need:
"Compelling Need" means the
protectible interest which overrides
court records are open to the general
must establish the following:

2.
Protectible Interests:
"Protectible interests"
which may be the basis of an order under this rule include, but
are not limited to, the following:
(a)

a right of privacy or privilege established
by
law,
including
but
not
limi ted
to,
privileges established by these rules or by
the Texas Rules of Civil Evidence;

(b)

constitutional rights;

(c)

trade secrets;

(d)

the protection of the identity or privacy of
an individual who has been the subject of a
sexually related assault or injury.

Ie
1

00797

J

1
j(

i

3.
Court Records:
For purposes of this rule, the
term "court records" shall include all documents and records
fi led in connection with any matter before any ci vi I court in
the State of Texas.
This rule shall not apply to discovery
materials not filed with a court or to documents filed with a
court in camera solely for the purpose of obtaining a ruling on
the discoverability of such documents.
B.
Unless provided to the contrary by statute or other
law, before a judge may seal any court records, the following
prerequisites must be satisfied:

j

:i
1
1

1.
Hearing:
A hearing shall be held in open court,
open to the public, at which the parties may present evidence
to support or oppose the motion to seal court records; however,
the hearing may be conducted in camera upon request by any
party, if the court finds from affidavits submitted or other
evidence that an open hearing would reveal the information
which is sought to be protected. At the hearing the court may
consider affidavit evidence if the affiant is present and
available for cross examination.
Any person, not a party,
desiring to support or oppose the sealing of court records, may
intervene for the limited purpose of participating in the
hearing and in any subsequent proceedings involving the motion
to seal or the grant or denial of a sealing order.

j

w~itten

t

(,

I
I

J
i
I
I
j

iC
i

2.
Notice:
The party seeking sealing 'shall flile a
motion in support of the sealing request.
After filing
the motion, the moving party shall post a public notice at the
place where notices for meetings of county governmental bodies
are requi red to be posted, at least fourteen days before the
date set for the hearing, stating that a hearing will be held
in open court on a motion to seal court records, stating that
any person has an opportunity to appear and be heard concerning
the sealing of court records, and stating the specific time and
place of the hearing, the genera I type of case, the style of
the case, and the case number.
After posting such notice, the
moving party shall file a copy of the notice with the clerk of
the court in which the matter is pending and shall serve a copy
of the notice wi th the clerk of the Texas Supreme Court, who
shall post the notice in a public place.

3.
Temporary Sealing Order:
A temporary sealing
order may be entered without the hearing or public notice
provided for in paragraphs (B) (1) and (B) (2) above, upon the
filing of a sworn motion showing compelling need and that
immediate and irreparable harm will result before notice can be
posted and a hearing can be held as otherwise provided herein.
Whenever possible, the moving party shall serve the motion upon
any other party who has already appeared.
Every temporary
sealing order granted wi thout posted notice or public hearing
shall be filed, shall be endorsed with the date and hour of

- 2 
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1

1
3(

J

J

iss~ance,
shall contain the findings required by paragraph
, (8) (5), shall state why the order was granted without notice,
and shall expire by its terms no more than fourteen days after
its issuance, unless within the time so fixed, for good cause
shown, the order is extended for a longer period.
The reasons
for the extension shall be entered of record.
No more than one
extension may be granted unless subsequent extensions are
unopposed.
If a temporary sealing order is granted without
public notice and hearing, a motion for sealing order shall be
filed, notice provided and a hearing set as elsewhere provided
in these rules. On two days' notice to the party who obtained
the temporary sealing order or on such shorter notice to that
party as the court may prescribe, any person, whether or not a
party to the lawsuit, may move dissolution or modification of
the order and in that event the court shall proceed to hear and
determine such motion as expeditiously as the ends of justice
require.

4.
Findings:
In order to seal court records, .the
court shall make specific findings
demonstrating
that
a
compelling need has been shown, but the findings shall not
reveal the information sought to be protected.
5.
Sealing Order: A sealing order shall be specific
and shall state the case number, the style of the case, the
specific findings, the conclusions of law, the time period fOT
which the sealed portions of the court records are to remain
sealed, and shall identify those portions of the court records
which are to be sealed and those portions which are to remain
open. The order shall not reveal the information sought to be
protected.
The motion to seal and the sealing order shall
remain in the open portion of the file.

J

I
I
J
)

C.
Continuing Jurisdiction:
Any person may intervene as
a matter of right at any time before or after judgment in
connection with any motion to seal or to unseal court records.
Notwithstanding the rights of appeal provided in this Rule, a
court
that
enters
a
sealing
order
maintains
continuing
jurisdiction to enforce, alter, or vacate that order.
D.
Appeal:
Except as to a temporary sealing order under
paragraph (8)(3), any sealing order, any sealing prOV1Slon
contained in any judgment, and any order granting or denying a
motion to alter, vacate or enforce a sea ling order shall be
deemed to be a separate and independent final judgment and
shall be subject to immediate and independent appeal by any
party or intervenor who has requested, supported or opposed any
sealing order.

)

Ie
I

0699S/47-49
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS

(

Justice Nathan L. Hecht

Court Rules Liaison

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Luther H. Soules. Chairman
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee

RE:

Canon 3A(9). Code of Judicial Conduct
Use of Cameras in Courtrooms (1 page)

January 15. 1990

Your letter of January 10, 1990, inquires whether drafting has been done on the
referenced canon, or on related changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure or the
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, and whether the Committee should consider such
changes.
Among the recent amendments to the Code of Judicial Conduct, Canon 3A(9) was
renumbered 3A(10), with the following statement:

(



This renumbered subsection 10 is to be repealed at such time as the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Rules of Appellate
Procedure are amended to govern recorded court proceedings and those
amendments become effective.
The transfer of this matter to the rules appears to comport with proposed changes in
the Draft Revisions of the ABA Code of Judicial Conduct.
The Supreme Court is considering whether to allow cameras at its proceedings. either
as a rule, or upon invitation of the Court at specific times, or on the basis of a pilot
project. However, no decision has been made, and the Court would welcome the
views of the Committee and any specific language for nJles changes on these issues,
as well as the general matter of cameras in trial and appellate courtrooms. The only
suggested language I am aware of to date has been the following, proposed by Justice
Doggett for inclusion in the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure:
Upon the motion of any party or upon its own initiative, the Supreme
Court may permit the filming, videotaping or broadcasting of any
proceeding pending before it in accordance with such conditions as it
deems appropriate.

-

l
00800
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December 29, 1989

The Honorable Nathan Hecht
Justice of the Supreme Court of Texas
Texas supreme Court
P. O. Box 12248 capital Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
I am News Director of KETK-TV Region 56 in Jacksonville, Texas. We serve
the conmunities of Tyler, Longview, and Lufkin-Nacogdoches, among others.
I am writing to add my voice of support to those who favor the
re-introduction of cameras into Texas Courtrooms. I have been a Texas News
Director for about a dozen years, now. I believe the communities I serve
have been missing a vital part of their community life in not witnessing
the judicial arm of the governmen~ in action •

c

.

you· knpw, there has been a. movement over the decades of the 70' s and
I'
80 I S to include cameras in many of the courtrooms of the country •
believe this has led to an increased respect and understanding of the
courts.

As

Recently a critical decision was made in a Florida Courtroom on a case
which it was feared would split the community into racial factions fighting
with one another. Many experts have credited full television coverage of
the final phase of the trial for keeping the streets calm by showing the
court proceedings" live, all day.
Just three or four weeks agol I testified with others at a change of venue
hearing in a local case which also had potential for splitting the
community •
My perception was that rumor had caused the cc:::m:nunity to be
split" but that television and newspaper coverage pictures had helped stop
those rumors and bring the facts into local conversations. In the same
way, pictures (which are critical to any in-depth coverage by television)
can help the community to better understand the process of the court in all
cases.
It is my understanding that the court is in the process of considering
courtroom access by cameras.
I strongly urge the court to endorse this
--~~P:JSPl.
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December

19,

~~

1989

The Honorable Nathan Hecht
c/o Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Capital Station
Austin, Texas
78711
Dear Justice Hecht,
am pleased to learn the Texas Supreme Court is considering
opening proceedings to television camera coverage.
This would be
a wi s e mo vet owa r d k e e pin g i u d i cia I pro c e e din g sin s t e p wit h
evolving technology of news and information dissemination.
Most citizens today receive most of thei'r news through the
electronic media.
It is vital that our coverage be accurate,
comprehensive and understandable.
Opening court proceedings to
cameras would help us meet that .obi igationto the- publ iC:

.

(

Some e,flrly experiments with cameras in the courtroom failed .
This occurred in an earlier age of television when neither the
media nor the courts entirely understood the potential for
disruption, and when television news operations were perhaps less
mature and conscientious. Equipment in that era was bulky and
obtrusive.
Nowadays, most television news operations are more sophisticated
and more sensi tive to potential problems caused by the presence
of cameras.
Today's equipment is smaller, more refined, and less
obtru~ive.
Pool feeds enable several stations to take video from
a single camera inside the courtroom.
Ci tizens are more accustomed to the presence of news cameras
their lives.
Cameras simply do not stir the curiosity and
exci tement they once stirred.

in

The perceived obtrUSiveness of the cameras I ies at the heart of
this issue.
If that perceived obtrusiveness is eliminated,
courts and television cameras can co-exist peacefully and
productively.
A notepad in the hand of a newspaper reporter no
more guarantees accuracy or safeguards against sensational ism
than a camera on the shoulder of a television photographer.
The
came r a i s jus t mo rev i sib Ie.

CANNAN COMMUNlCAnONS, INC
BOX 1224
W/CHI7A FALLS TEXAS 763(]1
817 I 322-3252

uC803

(

In any arrangement, the court would set the ground rules for
television coverage and the television stations. mindful of the
fragile nature of the arrangement, would be willing to cooperate.
hop e you wi I I g i v e t his ma t t era I I
example for other courts in Texas to
Sin c»

I y •

\

due con sid era t ion
follow.

and

set

an

///

:f/t'4(£}i&;A

-

Lynn Walker
News Director

"'"

(

•

-
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KDAf
8001 John Carpenter Freeway

(

Dallas Texas 75;1.47

2146348833

Gayle Brammer-Paul
Vice President General Manager

December 12, 1989
Justice Nathan Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Capital Station
Austin, Texas 78771
Dear Justice Hecht:
I am writing to demonstrate my support of the rule change
proposed by Justice Lloyd Doggett allowing television coverage of
the Texas Supreme Court.
As general manager of Fox Television in Dallas/Fort Worth,· I have
witnessed many changes in the telecommunications industry in the
recent years. For the most part these changes have benefitted
the Texas citizen.

(

The right to know is inherently married to the right to see as
broadcast news is the number one source of information for
todays citizen.
Limitations set forth by judges would be adhered to as tele
vision stations execute their licensed responsibility to enter
tain and inform our viewers.
Respectfully,
1

~-t-I&l ;1i(}t/.4~J~
If I

{{ayle Brammer
Vice President
General Manager
GB/vj

A Fox TeleviSion Station and a Fox Broadcasting Company Affiliate

00805
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December 15, 1989

-

Justice Nathan Hecht
Supreme Court of Texas
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
I'm writing in support of the resolution before the court to allow
television coverage of the Texas Supreme Court. As a broadcast journalist,
an officer in the Houston Chapter of of the Society of Professional
.
Journalists and a concerned citizen, it is my firm belief that the time has
come for television to emerge from second-class status and fulfill our
public responsibility.

(

As you know, most Americans have only a superficial knowledge of our court
system. While the majority of Americans receive their news from the
tel~vision medium, this same medium does not enjoy the same ability to
cover the court system as do other media. As a result, our society has an
image of our court system based on entertainment programming. We believe
television can do a great deal in changing this sometimes misleading
impression.



I'm sure you're aware of the recent television coverage in Miami of a
potentially explosive trial situation involving a police officer accused
of murdering two minority victims. Much has been written about the role
that television coverage of the trial played in maintaining the peace in
Miami during the trial and jury deliberations.
A great majority of the states now allow cameras in the courtroom with most
reporting very positive experiences such as the recent Miami situation.
Technology has virtually eliminated the"court's original objections to
television coverage; the size of our equipment is no longer a consideration,
our equipment now operates at virtually any light level and electronic
cameras operate silently.
We would be more than happy to provide you with a demonstration of any
equipment involved in our coverage and discuss operating guidelines that
are currently in place in other states. We strongly believe that coverage
of the court would enhance the public's understanding of the judicial process.

s\Ze~
Paul Paolicelli
Vice President, News
cc:

Tom Reiff
Carole Kneeland
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Marty Haag
Vice President &
Executive News Dlrect.?r

December 13. 1989
Justice Nathan Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Capital Station
Austin, TX 78711
Dear Justice Hecht:
I am writing to urge that the Texas Supreme Court open its proceedings to
television cameras. I believe this action would have a beneficial result in
informing the public and giving our citizens more confidence in the judicial
system.

'.

(

In truth, 44 other states allow coverage of courts--not just appellate courts
but lower civil and criminal courts. Texas is behind the times. The old images
of bright lights and l~rge cameras disrupting proceedings just don'c apply.
Ten years ago, in conjunction with the American Bar Association meeting in
Dallas, WFAA-TV produced tapes of both an appellate and criminal proceedings to
show how inobtrusive cameras could be. In that year, Florida became the first
state to take down the barriers completely. I truly believe that any fair
observer could look at coverage of proceedings in such states as Florida and
California and conclude that cameras had. in fact, opened the eyes of the public
to the courts, not made a mockery of their dignity.
I strongly urge you to make this important decision next month.
join our journalistic colleagues on equal footing.

Please let us

Sincerely,

. , \I

.\:..~ l~~~

~aag

Marty
\
Exec. News Director
MR:mm
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gh Court Loosens Rules
1 Judges' Campaign Roles
de Also Includes Anti-Bias Provision
friends I think a certain candidate is
best for the job."
But Doggett said judges are ex
plicitly forbidden from making out·
right public endorsements of a can
didate under the new rules.
Under the old Canon 5C(1), ajudge
soliciting campaign funds could have
violated the code, Doggett said. The
canon was revised to say specifically
the canon does not prohibit ajudge or
judicial candidate from soliciting
money for campaign or officeholder
expenses as permitted by state law.
"The change represents a biparti
san effort to conform the code of con·
duct with reality," he said.

BY DARLA MORGAN

:as judges have much wider
de in what they can say during
:al campaigns, but are prohib
'om endorsing candidates under
iments to the Code of Judicial
lct approved by the Texas Su
! Court Dec, 19,
dges can debate the future of
;ate Bar or describe their feel·
.bout p~role under these new
, said Justice Lloyd Doggett,
leaded the court's etTorts to
the rules. "There are no re
ons to keep me from appearing
political rally or telling my

lkkerTaps
~rom Houston
r His Appeal
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JANUARY 8,1990. TEXAS LAWYER

The court also approved a new
canon, SA(9), that calls for a judge to
perform judicial duties without bias
or pr~judice.
Doggett said the canon was
prompted by a model anti·discrim
ination code tecommended by the
American Bar Association and by
public uproar over Dallas Judge Jack
Hampton's comment that he gave a
SO-year sentence to a convicted killer
in part because the victims we
homosexual.
Hampton, of the 28Srd'Di rict,
was publicly censured by th State
Commission on Judicial Con uct for
commenting on a pending ca e.
The new canon also proh' its staff
members, court officials an lawyers
from displaying bias or prej dice in a
proceeding based on race, x, reli
gion or naUonal origin.
Other changes include an amend·
ment to Canon SA(4) to allo 'udges
to confer separately with parti and
lawyers in a suit "in an etTo to
mediate or settle matters" if judg'
give notice to all parties and refrain
from hearing any contested m.atters
without the parties' consent.

~

The code still prohibits a full·time
judge from acting as an arbitrator or
mediator for pay outside the judicial
system,ho~

"This code does not prev~nt a judge
from encouraging settlement," Dog
gett said. "W
ink-tb.ia.ch~_ge will
ce the flow of litigaffop in
help
t courts."
\
\
Canon 3A(9), which bans the use 0
cameras in Texas courtrooms, was
renumbered, but Doggett said he
expects that section to be repealed
when the new Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure and Texas Rules of Ap
pellate Procedure are adopted later
this year, The prohibition on cam
eras in Texas courtrooms most likely
will be included in the new Rules of
Civil Procedure.
Doggett has recommended that
language be added to the Rules of
Appellate Procedure to give the Su
preme Court the option of allowin
proceedings before the court to J:$e
televised or videotaped.
"I hope to take up that oposal
'me in Febru
Do

YARBROUGII, -IIOWELL
AND ANTIIONY.
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AUSTIN, TEXAS

November 30, 1989
:'Iy name is Carole !\;";E'e.!.a:ld.
:' '.1 the :le .... s dire-eto!" at J\VUE :e.:!.ell!5ion
3tation, Channel 24, vh:=;; :3 t~~ A2C afflliatE> hE're !;; Austln.
:'m hE're
to speak in support of 3 resolut:~n to alle.... television ca~eras in=ide
this courtroom to reccrj thE' legal ~roceedings of the Texas Supreme :curt
- proceedings normally ~pen :0 ~he public and covered regularly nov by
ne....sreporters .... ithout ~~~er3S. ~e ;eel opening up the Texas Supreme Court
....ould be a tremendous !:rat zt~~ t~vard teleV1sion coverage of :curtroom
proceed1ngs at all lev913 In ~~~3S.

There are several reaso;;s

c

~e

t~ink

that 15 lmportant.

First, .... e feel the publ1C'S rlght to a ~ublic trial 1S abridged if cameras
are excluded.
When that rlght .... as protected origlnally by our
forefathers, telt?vlsicn:ameras hadn't. been inventE'd.
B,ut today more
citi=ens say they recelve their ne .... s through television th~n any other
medium.
For most people, unless they're directly involved in a trial as
an attorney, a juror ':;;r a .... it:1ess, tnere's no opportunity to .... atch the
court;; in action.
'lie c.:ould provide that if .... e could televise the
proceedings. We feel 1£ w~'re to co~ply .... ith the spirit of that right to
3 ~ublic trial 1n this day and age, tel~vision coverage is impor~ant.

.

Further, .... e believe lf we =culd televise court pr=~eedings, it would !~ad
to a much more -'.n!;;)rmed public, .;t~·nng F\?ople :ore confider:ce ::.n ".he
judlcial pr=ces3. 3y ~ravidlng ~ore accurate and :~mplete c=urt coveragE>,
we could contribute t~ wi~er putlic acceptance an~ understanding of court
declsions. Under our form of government. there must be a constant concern
for educatir:g aod iniorming people about all three branches of goyern~ent.
There may be no fleld of governmental activity where people are as poorly
inf;;)rmed as the courts.
~any of us complain about the apathy of voterz
in judiclal races, but .... e feel by banning cameras from courtroo~s we ~re
~losing the windo ....s of lnformation through which they ~ight see and learn.
aeyond ~hat we feel cur coverage could do to promote understandl~g ind
:espect for What's happen1ng 1D our courtrooms, we feel it .... ould e!imi~~te
some of the chaos that sometimes occurs outslde ~he courtrooms no .... a£ .e
~ust chase people do .... n in the hall .... ays to get the television p1ctur~$ we
need to illustrate our storles.
We wouldn't have to do that if we cculi
get our pictures quietly lnside the courtroom.

Once

~exas vas G:1e of only two states that permitted televis10n c~-~r3S
courtrooms. As I'm ~ur~ you know, it vas the notcrious 1965 TeXJ3 c~ze
of Billie Sol EEtes that led to a ban of cameras in ~he courts.
9ut ~~
1981, the U.S. Supr~me C0urt ~~led that the presence of telav:3lon C3meraz
i3 ~ot i~herently unccnsti~utio~31, thro .... ing tne izsue ~ack into the 3tste
·;.ourtz.
i~

l
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Mailing Address:

Street Address:

KVUE· TV. INC.
P.O. Box 9927
AUSTIN. TX 78766-0927

3201 STECK AvE,
AUSTIN. TX 78758-8026
(512)459-6521
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44 -,:~E?:r ':::3:23 .. a·~'-? Jl._<:'tied -:a:neras 3=CeSS to the .::curts,

and

not just the appellate courts, ~ut ~he lover civil and cr~minal courts as
vell.
F'l..:lrlCa lfas ":-.e .s:ate :;'o3t :'rought the i':::s'..Ie to the U. S. Supreme
Court in 1981 ?nd I'~e br:u~ht ;~'..I a copy of the 1379 Florlda ruling the
Supreme Court upheld, a!l~w~Lg cameras in the courtroom. It includes the
guidelines used in that ::tate to ?nsure that television cameras are as
unobtrusive as possible 30 as not t..:l ~rejudice court proceedings ~n any
way.
You'll see their experlenC? ~as ~t..:lvn that the presence of the cameras in
the courtroom has 11tt!~ ~e;a::~e eiiect on tria! participants' perception
of the judiciary or ~~~ ~:;~:t/ of the proceedings.
They've found the
cameras disrupt the t.l31 :lt~er ~ot at all or only slightly. The ability
for jurors and judges to j?~:je the truthfulness of witnesses or
concentrate on testl~o~; :3 ~~3!!~c:ed and no one feels self-conc~ous.
In fact, the Florl,'::a ~--:r::;.'::..:?:.::: s::·;:n.:: the presence of the cameras :nakes
the jurors and vitne23~3 :;el zl::..g~tly more responsible for their actlons.
Technical advances h~~e :~~u=a~ ~he size, noise and light levels of the
electr:mic i?quipmer;t 3:1 ,:a:r:e::-as c::an be used unobtrusively.
It only
requires one camera S:3~1:~~d :~ ~ne place throughout the proceeding vith
video fed out of the ~~~~t~~c~ :h~c~gh one cable for pool coverage by
~everal television ~tat:on~ ~~ ~n=e.
Existing sound systems used by court
reporters can be =od~!ied to ~rovi~e sound for the teleVision cameras.
WPAA. the ABC afii:iate 1n )a113s, has done a tape of television coverage
of some mock ~r!als, ~Gth 3~pe!!3te and crlminal, thot I'm getting sent
down here to glve you ~s 5ccn as possible so you can see for yourselves
what it involves.

(

geyond .the tt?c!iracal ::.,j'::lntages elf the latest equipment, the authority
given judges tCl cont:~l tt91r Olfn ccurtrooms in ~~her states has proven
to be very i?!fective. Judges can prevent vi~eotap:ng of juries. children,
victims of sex crlmes, zo~e lnfQr~3ntz and partl=~13rly timid witnesses
iiho might be unduly aiiec:':?d ':::y the C3:nera.
I think. in most cases,
televislon stations v:l1 ~e more than happy to co~~ly with those kinds of
limltations, u~derstar;Jlng that ve ~o not want to change the outcc~e of
:l trial ~y our presence.
I only teard about this resolutlon you're considering v~ry recently, so
my testimony was ~repared veri hurriedly.
I knOii there are other nelis
direct~rs arcund the state who voul~ welcome the opportunlty to discuss
this further wlth you.
And r would be ha~py to answer any qut?stions ar
trl to ,;et any :;;~ht?r O1ateI'lal.;;; :i·:;lU '.auld like to :-::elp you :rIake j'O'..lr
c~ci~~on on th~s.
We feel it's one of the ~=zt =:;~1f~=3nt actions you could t3ke to enhance
the public's understandin; ~! t~e 1mportant job you have here.

l
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KRGY-TV P.O. BOX 5

WESLACO, TEXAS 78596 (512) 968-5555

December 12, 1989
Hon. Nathan Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Capita 1 Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear

~ir.

Justice Hecht:

In. January you will have .an opportunity to vote for a rule change
which would allow television coverage of the Texas Supreme Court.
As a fifth generation Texan and a journalist who has covered Texas
courts for twenty years, I strongly urge you to approve this change.
Texans have a constitutional right to know what goes on in their
courtrooms. The banning of television, Texan's main source of news
and information, in effect keeps the doors of justice closed to most :
Texans.

(

Televised proceedings, which 44 states allow, would do more than
any other action to educate and inform Texans about their court
system. It could also provide a more informed electorate, perhaps
decreasing voter apathy in judicial elections.
WFAA, the ABC affiliate in Dallas/Fort Worth, has produced a video
tape of a mock trial showing how one noise-free camera, with
existing court room light, would cover a trial. Carole Kneeland
of Austin ABC station KVUE has made this tape available to you.
Please watch it before deciding your vote.
Finally, I want to assure you, this news organization would agree
to any reasonable rules the court would establish regarding
television coverage.

MJ/ls
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January 30, 1990
Honorable Luther H. Soules, III

1;~{E.
Chainmn,
SUpreme
COUrt Advisory
" ' U '"'J'RJ.'
. ,:"~'t
•
Soules, Reed
& Butts

.J \;

. \.

qo

Committee

J'~4~,bL-

-m~ 800 Milam Build..ing'
San

Antonio, TX 78205

Dear Mr.

Soules:

I am the director of I.Dcal Programming at KERA-O'lannel 13, the public
television station in Dallas.
My colleagues ani I are pleased to know that the prohibition on
television cameras in the courtroom of the SUpreme Court has been renovecl

from the Cod.e of Judicial COnduct. We hope that you ani the
members of the advisory ccmmittee appointed to write the new
now allow television journalists to record legal proceedings

other
rules will
nonnally
open to the public ani previously coverecl by reporters without cameras.

(

We believe that by televising court ~s we can provide more
accurate ani cx::m:Tplete coverage of an area of government often poorly
urrlerstocxJ. by the general public. While the apathy of voters in judicial
races can be attributed to many causes, surely one of them is that voters
do not see how the courts directly affect their lives. As you are well
aware, many people do not have the opportunity to watch the courts in
action. since American citizens tcday receive the majority of their news
from television, we believe that television coverage is essential to
maintainirq an infonned ani enlightened public.
We realize that there are concerns about the possibility of cameras
sensationalizing the court's proceedings or affecting the participants.
'!he experience of forty-four other states, which allow more television
coverage of their courts than Texas, shows that this is not a major
problem. Dle to technical advances in elec:tronic equipment, we are
confident that we can cover the Texas SUpreme Court with very little
disruption. Only one camera would be placed in the courtroom with video
providecl to the television stations on a "pool" coverage basis.
We believe truit this significant step will enable the public to gain a
greater un:ierstanding of the important role of the courts in our
society. 'lhank you for your consideration as you write the new
guidelines.
.
Sincerely,

Uti/UtA ~ Q~
SylVia Komatsu
Director of Local Prc.:,--r:ranuning
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KERA

December 11, 1989

Justice Nathan Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248 Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711

Dear· JUstice Hecht:
I am the Director of Local Programming at
KERA, Channel 13, the public television station
for Dallas/Fort Worth/Denton.
.
I.am writing in support of the resol~tion to
allow television cameras inside the Texas Supreme
Court to record legal proceedings normally open to
the public and covered regularly by reporters
without cameras. My colleagues and I at KERA
believe that by televising court proceedings we
can provide more accurate and complete coverage of
an area of government often poorly understood by
the general public.
While the apathy of voters in judicial races
can be attributed to many causes, surely one of
them is that voters do not see how the courts
directly affect their lives. As you are well
aware, many people do not have the opportunity to
watch the courts in action. Since American
citizens today receive the majority of their news
from television, we believe that television
coverage is essential to maintaining an informed
and enlightened public.

l

We realize that you may be concerned about
the possibility of cameras sensationalizing the
court's proceedings or affecting the participants.
The experience of forty-four other states, which
allow more television coverage of their courts
than Texas, shows that this is not a major
problem. Due to technical advances in electronic
equipment, we are confident that we can cover the
Texas Suprme Court with very little disruption.

00813
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Only one camera would be placed in the courtroom
with video provided to the television stations on
a "pool" coverage basis.
Some states have also given judges the
authority to prevent videotaping when judges feel
that witnesses may be unduly affected by the
presence of cameras (e.g., cases involving
children, sex crimes, informants, etc.). I think
you'll find that television stations usually
understand these concerns and are willing to
comply with restrictions when such sensitive cases
are involved. Given these safeguards, we believe
the benefits to the public substantially outweigh
any possible drawbacks.
Thank you for your consideration. We hope
that you will take this very significant step
enabling the public to gain a greater understand
ing of the important role of the courts in our
society.
Sincerely,

GrV(:'-' ~4c-- .

(

Sylvia Komatsu·
Director of Local Programming

00814 .
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4~~KJAC-TV

December 8, 1989

Honorable Nathan Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Capital Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Your Honor,
My name is Bob Wright, and I am the news director of
KJAC-TV, the NBC television affiliate in Beaumont/Port
Arthur. I am writing to support a resolution allowing
television cameras inside courtrooms to record legal
proceedings of the Texas Supreme Court.

(

There are many reasons I could express to you for why I am
so very much in. favor of this resolution. I know you have
probably heard each one many times before. I know your time
is valuable, so I won't go into too much detail on those
reasons, but please let me have a moment to offer my views.
As you know, at one time Texas was one of only two states
which permitted television and radio into its courtrooms.
We in the electronic media lost that right with the 1965
trial of Billie Sol Estes. But times, and technical
abilities have changed since then. Earlier this decade the
U. S. Supreme court realized those changes, and gave the
decision, on whether to open courts to electronic media,
back to the state courts. Today Texas is one of only 6
states still denying cameras and microphones access to its
courts.
As 44 states have discovered the presence of cameras and
microphones in court proceedings has had little negative
effect. Technical advances have reduced the size of our
equipment. In 1965 noisy film cameras were humming, and
grinding away, today, our equipment is silent. Those film
cameras required a great deal of light, today, we can shoot
in regular room light. I feel you will find most every news
director willing to do whatever is necessary to keep our
technical problems from ever interfering with the
proceedings.

l
A Price Communicollcns C:rp-:::rallon '5;oton

00815

There are many positives to allowing electronic coverage of
our court proceedings. I feel it leads to a better informed
public. Current coverage often leaves the public confused
as to why certain rulings are made, which leads to fear
instead of understanding. I can't tell you how many times I
have heard someone in my news room say after a verdict •••
"why did they rule that?" and my reporter answer ••• "you
would understand if you had been there to see it." In fact,
the public is so uninformed about our courts, many do not
vote in judicial elections.

(

But, above all the reasons, I feel its part of a persons
right to a public trial. To exclude one form of journalism,
or hamper its ability to reflect an accurate picture of the
proceedings is breaking with the spirit of the
constitution's guarantee of a free and public trial.
I thank you for your time and consideration of this matter
which I and many news directors feel is of utmost importance
to us and the citizens of Texas.
Sincerely,

(

Bob Wright
News Director, KJAC-TV

l
0081'"~

KXAS·TV

PO. Box 1i80
3900 Bdrnell SIre2t
Fort Worth. Texas 75101·1730
18171429,'550

(
Mike McOonald
News Olrector

December 11, 1989

Justice Nathan Hecht
Texas Supreme Court
P.O. Box 12248
Capital Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Hecht,
The news department at KXAS is gratified the
Court is considering allowing television coverage
of its public proceedings •
•

(

This is an important step and we agree with our
colleagues that televised court proceedings would
lead to a more informed public and give the citizens
of Texas more confidence in the judicial process.
It has been almost twenty-five years since cameras
were allowed in Texas courts.
In that quarter
century technology has developed to the point that
the type of television equipment which would be
used in court coverage is unobtrusive.
We urge you to approve the proposal now before you.
Sincerely,

Michael H. McDonald
MHM/jh
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1

in terms of trying to characterize .a defense

2

that someone is wishing to urge is some kind of

3

new defense.

4
5

burden to define a term that is used in a

6

question is just unfair, and that is what the

7

status of our current rules are,

8

definitions and instructions all have to be

9

substantially requested, or else it's

is that the

10

waived.

11

should be an ability to object to it:

12

not a defense:

it's

And that doesn't make any sense.

There

"That's'

that's not a ground of recovery,

13

.or

14

can identify what it is that your complaint is

15

without having to do the other side's work on

16

those theories that you are resisting.

17

JUSTICE HECHT;

18

legitimate theory of repovery,· so that you

Any other questions

o f lot r. Mc Ma ins?

19

Thank you, Mr. McMains.

20

MR. McMAINS:

21

JUSTICE HECHT;

22
23

L

To impose upon the plaintiff the

Thank you, Your Honor.
Other comments on

this block of rules?
We -- with the Court's leave, we

24

have a couple

25

about the use of cameras in the courtroom which

a couple of people to testify

ANNA RENKEN & ASSOCIATES
CERTlFIEO COURT REPORTING
3404 GUAOALUPE' • AUSTIN. TE )CAS 18105.! t~,.!.,,,OOO.
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1

have scheduling problems -- who have scheduling

2

problems, and I

3

concerns -

4

know everybody has scheduling

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

Let's save

5

at least one of ihose witnesses so that the

6

press will grace us with their presence.
JUSTICE HECHT:

1

8

We will go ahead and

hear these, unless -- unless there's objection.
Mr.

9

George?

10

(

11

JIr.t GEORGE,

12

appearing' before the Supreme Court of Texas in

13

administrative session to consider proposed

14

changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, Texas

15

Rules of Appellate Procedure, and Texas Rules of

16

Civil Evidence, stated as follows:

17
18

L

MR. GEORGE:
I

I'm Jim George from

19

Austin.

represent KTBC-TV and other

20

television and broadcast companies on a regular

21

basis, and I'm here to support the proposal that

22

this court have the authority to allow truly

23

open proceedings to occur in this court in hope

24

that some day all of the courts in the state of

25

Texas will be authorized to have truly open
ANNA RENKEN & ASSOCIATES
CERTIFIED COURT REPORTING
300< GUADALuPE

° AUST,,,- TEXAS 78705 ° 512I<5Z-0001
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1

proceedings.
As the court is aware, most states

2
3

" ---J_

in this country, and I believe over 40, allow

'..,.-I

electronic communications to broadcast or
5

telecast, in some manner, their proceedings.

6

They -- if you go to Florida or California or

7

New York or Illinois, or most every place else

8

in the country, the current technology allows

9

nonobtrusive, nonobstructive communications by

10

--~l
l'.:t'

-I

broadcast medium of what goes on in the courts.
And in Texas we have failed to keep

.

pace with this trend, and it's truly a tragedy
in a state which has a unique -- unique

14

commitment to both freedom of the press, through

15

its constitutional provisions, which are at

16

least as extensive as the United States

17

Constitution -- under this Court's rulings

18

probably more so -- and a unique provision or

19

provisions that do not appear in the

20

Constitution of the United States guaranteeing

21

open courts.

20

22

L

We, the founders -- the people who

23

wrote the Constitution of Texas -- made a

24

commitment in that era that we would truly have

25

an aggressive press and open courts.
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1

the medium of television is truly the way that

2

people of this state can have access to their

3

courts to see what happens.

4
5

lawyer who tries cases day in, day out, of all

6

sorts, as well as representing the

7

communications industry - that the public

8

confidence in the judiciary in the process of

9

deciding disputes, both criminal and civil

10

civil in this particular case - would be

11

drastically increased if the public, by and

12

large, could see how .well those

13

carried on by the lawyers and the judges.

14

this Court, the proposal that's currently before

15

you,

16

access,

17

stature.

18

L

And I believe - speaking as a

o~ligati~ns

are
And

to allow it to be the first to allow public
true public access, would enhance its

And in - in my judgment, in this

19

era when so many of our public issues are going

20

to be decided by this Court and other state

21

courts, it is imperative that we look closely to

22

our traditions of openness and free press in

23

this state, unique traditions, and allow -

24

begin to put our toe in this water that so many

25

people are freely - freely swimming in,
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1

other parts of this country, and see that truly

2

it is a method allowing the people of the state

3

of Texas to see how well the judges of this

4

state perform, to see how well the juries and

5

lawyers by and large perform, and improve both

6

the access to the courts and the public's

7

informational base through a fully-informed,

8

free press.

9

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

saying that 40 states allow cameras in the

11

trial
r-!R. GEORGE:

-~

I believe

and I have

13

not checked that -- but I believe that there are

14

approximately 44 states that allow some sort of

15

broadcast medium in some of their

16

proceedings, and I had -

17
18

"'''



judicial

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

Would that

include just the states' appellate courts?

19

L

You're not

10

12

-

lot R •

GEO RGE :

In various forms of

20

things.

21

jurisdictions -- many jurisdictions -- most of

22

the larger states like Texas; Florida;

23

California; New York; and Illinois,

24

current cases -- the big states -- most every

25

one of them allow full access to the trial court

Now, many -- as the Court knows, many
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L

If you go

1

proceedings through electronic media.

2

to Florida or California or New York, or some

3

place, and turn on the local television, you

4

will see a trial judge hearing a case broadcast

5

on television, not unlike C-Span.

6

have -- we have, you know, the -- I believe last

7

week the British House of Commons allowed

8

television in for the first time, and the Senate

9

of the United States.

I mean, they

And if the British House

10

of Common~ and the senate of the United States

11

can allow television in, it certainly -- the

12

courts of the state of Texas, particularly this

13

Court, ought to be

14

to coverage.

15

most parts of the world, particularly in other

16

jurisdictions of the United States, and there is

17

no reason not to do it here.

.
able

•

to allow the same medium

We see it as -- it is the norm in

18

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

19

probably know, twice in this decade this Court

20

has requested a referendum of the trial

21

judges -- of all the judges of this state at the

22

judicial section meeting.

23

to one margin against cameras.

24

made for your position, it was only slightly

25

more than two to one against it in the most

As you

In 1981 it was a four
Progress being
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1

recent -

2
3

MR. GEORGE:

Well, one of the

advantages
CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

4

]

What-

5

what do you suggest we do to -- if there are

6

those of us who believe that there is no reason

7

why the courts should not be open to cameras,

-J
~·I
#,

8

what do we do to convince the -- the trial bench

9

that this is not something that will impede the

10

administration of justice in their own

11

courtrooms?

1.2

The first -- I

think

13

the solution to that is what is proposed:

14

begin with,

15

its proceedings to be open to the electronic

16

media.

17

capacity, and it can show the leadership.

18

L

rtfR. GEORGE:

to

this Court standing up and allowing

It has the facilities,

it has the

~I

It is a part of this Court's
not only in revising these

19

responsibility

20

rules, the rules of procedure that we are here

21

today talking about -- to provide leadership to

22

both the appellate -- all the appellate courts

23

and the trial courts, and to provide leadership

24

in other areas.

25

leadership by letting it in -- let my clients

And this is an area of
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1

add others in -- to telecast the proceedings in

2

this court, and will go a long way.

3

I mean, I doubt that the court will

4

fault, and I

5

justice will be greatly impeded in this court,

6

and at least those trial judges will have some

7

comfort that it -- it can be, and it is not the

8

end of the world. to allow television in the

9

courtrooms.

10

.

JUSTICE DOGGETT:

The proposal that

11

you refer to that I

12

giving discretion to this court.

have made is aimed just at

13

MR. GEORGE:

14

JUSTICE DOGGETT:

Yes.
~ie

had a

15

videotaping done during the Edgewood case, which

16

was then embargoed under the code of conduct,

17

and this will take the change in the code of

18

conduct, as well as the -- the rules.

19

there a way in this court that you can have

20

video for various television stations and not

21

interrupt and -- the strife from the -- from the

22

arguments?

23

L

doubt that the administration of

24
25

MR. GEORGE:

But is

We're doing it today,

and -
JUSTICE DOGGETT:

Well, we've got
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1

more light in here today than we have had in

2

recent years.

3

MR. GEORGE:

The technology,

I'm

1
4

sure, can be handled.

5

additional lighting to the courtroom shouldn't

6

be a tremendous problem, but even with the lower

7

lights, there is technology available.

8

have ever seen the Friday night football game

9

highlight films, they do manage to videotape the

If you

10

Bastrop Bears playing the Lockhart Lions, and

11

the lighting in those stadiums is not great: and

12,

your technology is available 'to do that.

13

think that the quality of the medium would be

14

improved with a little

15

the courtroom, but that's not a -

16
17
18
19
20

L

The providing of

I

little more light in

JUSTICE RAY:

Some think we need

more light, anyway_

MR. GEORGE:

Both -- both real and

substantive and figuratively_

JUSTICE SPEARS:

I have another

21

question which is not new, but I've never heard

22

a good answer for it.

23

this same nature for the 11 years I have been on

24

the Court, and with the two exceptions, we have

25

declined to authorize them.

We have had requests of
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One of the problems that's been

1

2

cited is that the coverage of the

3

media necessarily must be very brief because

4

they are in short segments, and it is

5

interesting to note in that line that there have

6

been two television cameras in the courtroom

7

today, and not until you testified did they jump

8

up and start filming.

9

excerpts of your testimony that will appear on

10

television~ ___

I'm sure there will be

news progiams, and so forth.

11

The

prob1e~

that we perceive is that

12

i tis -i mp 0 s s 1 b 1 e - -

13

word

14

viewers the sense of a trial that maybe lasts

15

over weeks, or even days,

16

segment, and that it necessarily requires an

17

editor to selectively choose certain elements of

18

the testimony or of the evidence that could,

19

effect, not give a true picture of what the

20

trial is all about.

21

done by the print media, but it cannot be done

22

in a one-minute segment for the evening news.

25

to accurately portray to television

in a one-minute

in

And that -- that can be

JUSTICE GONZALEZ:

23

24

a Ii d I t hi n.k t hat's a fa i r

Thirty-second

bite.
MR. GEORGE:

There is a -- there's
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1

two responses to that.

2

media is that the electronic medium on

3

commercial television stations, by and large,

4

local news segments in which they try to cover

5

the events of the world in 30 minutes.

6

nature of that medium,

7

or three-hour proceeding in this court to

8

determine how the Rules of Civil Procedure are

9

modified, because you just simply don't have the

10

And the nature of the

is

By the

it cannot include a two

methodology to do so.

11

We have, however, experienced

12

today -- if you wil) -- if you have cable on

13.

your television, Justice Spears, you will see

14

that the full proceedings of the Senate of the

15

United States debating the entire proceeding are

16

on C-Span.

17

Committee on the impeachment of a federal

18

judge -- the Senate trial of the impeachment of

19

a federal

20

You get up in the morning, you turn it on.

The full proceedings of the House

judge was on C-Span, the entire thing_

J
"

21

Now, their -- the cable networks

22

provide outlets for extended coverage.

That is

23

a reality that exists in all sorts of public

24

forums today.

25

jurisdictions, you will see the cable systems

T

And if you go to other
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The local news, like

1

carry extended coverages.

2

the local paper, contain snippets, because

3

that's the only way you can, because it's not

4

the only event happening, to do so.

5

all due respect,

6

press is to edit the world for the rest of us,

7

because we all can't be there, and we all can't

8

see everything.

the nature -- the nature of the

JUSTICE SPEARS:

9

10

that,

11

rather arrogant approach.

12

And with

Some of us find

in some senses and in some instances, a

MR. GEORGE:

•

Well, 'you can't a~l be

13

in Czechoslovakia this morning, and we can't all

14

see what happens there entirely.

15

depend upon some medium to select for the rest

16

of us what part of the events happening in

17

eastern Europe we can see.

18

simply the physical limits of the world.

19

We have to

There's no -- it's

The press has always, whether it's

20

electronic, or print, or otherwise, had to play

21

editor, because you can't simply recreate the

22

entire world through a newspaper or a television

23

or a radio broadcast.

24

And our commitment in this state to the freedom

25

of that selection through our constitutional

It has to be selected.
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1

(-'

provisions is dramatic.
""

2

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

3

as an aside, 44 states have a freedom of speech

-4

WeIlL just

I

]

]

clause that has some press responsibility

5

language in it, and 39 states have a

6

substantially similar open courts provision to

""

7

Texas, so

~J

8

loiR.

9

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

GEORGE:

-~l

Most of -
It's not -

10

I mean, we are following the majority of other

11

states in being different than the federal

12

constitution on those -

13

.

MR.

GEORGE:

That's true.

There is

But 40 of those states

14

no question about that.

15

also allowed broadcast medium in their courts.

16

Now that suggests that, you know, maybe those

-17

other fellows are reading their constitutions

18

more openly than we have, and I would suggest

19

that -- the federal constitution not

20

particularly a good guide -- the federal courts

21

have never done it, but they have -- there is no

22

open court provision in the federal

23

constitution.

24

provisions of the federal constitution is not

25

are not as protective as the state constitutions

,

There is no -- the free press
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1

(

are.

2
3

JUSTICE GONZALEZ:

Can you summarize

briefly your proposal?
MR. GEORGE:

4

My proposal is

5

essentially the one -- today?

6

JUSTICE GONZALEZ:

7

MR. GEORGE:

Yes.

Today this Court should

8

have the discretion to authorize the telecasting

9

and broadcasting of proceedings it selects.
~-

I

10

think we

11

world,

12

Florida or California or New York or Rhode

13

Island, or many of the other jurisdictions.

14

don't think the state trial bench is ready for

IS

that.

if I was to write on the perfect

I would recreate the systems that are in

16

JUSTICE GONZALEZ:

I

But eventually

17

you would move in the direction that you want

18

the trial proceedings.

19

access -- you will want the ability to have TV

2Q

in your -- you want any -- any barriers that

21

would prohibit you from being in the trlal

22

courts where the action is -- a majority of the

23

action -- I mean live action that is sensational

24

in the nature of a -- that can be seen or shown,

25

you know,

You will want to have

2

in a 30-minute -- a 30-second sound
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1

(~

i

MR. GEORGE:

2

You would have to

--J

3

couple it with the technology provisions that

4

allow -- if you watch television, or your cable

5

systems have these trials on them here in

6

Austin, you can watch them.

7

technology requirements that the court has to be

8

equipped with one camera.

9

people standing around the courtroom, for

They have

There can't be news

10

example, in these other jurisdictions.

11

kinds of provisions would be included, but the

12

cameras could be turned on in the preceding

13

telecast.
JUSTICE GONZALEZ:

14

L

I

bite.

Those

There's some

15

concern about invasions of privacy, for example,

16

of showing the jury -- the camera spanning the

17

jury and the trial bench, and there's some

18

legitimate ,concerns about that.

19

sensational sex trial or rape witness, for

20

example, invasions of , privacy.

21

MR. GEORGE:

22

JOSTICE DOGGETT:

Or a

What is it -
I think those are

23

the kind of concerns that the Chief mentioned of

24

the poll we took -- a couple of them that have

25

been taken

that there seemed to be strong
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1

sentiment of trial judges against doing this

2

thing, and why this proposal really is narrow

3

and just simply gives this court and the Court

4

of Criminal Appeals, if it wants to jOin in,

5

the discretion to do this.
JUSTICE GONZALEZ:

6
7

fellow judges is that, you know, as we go, they

8

will go, you know.

And in a -

JUSTICE DOGGETT:

9

(

The concern of my

Well, I guess that

10

depends on what our experience is.

11

experience is not a favorable one, they are not

12

likely to do so.

13

JUSTICE HECHT:

14

Court has considered this.

15

of their consideration?

16

MR. GEORGE:

If that

The U.S. Supreme
What is the status

As I understand it,

17

they have considered it.

18

allowed the live broadcast of their proceedings.

19

They have had some videotapes made of some of

20

the oral arguments.

21

has suggested that they consider changing that

22

rule.

23

movement afoot in that court to

24

change, although I believe that it is something

25

that they are actively considering.

They have never

The current Chief Justice

I don't know that there is any great
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It is again, as we got -- you know,

1

2

we got the Senate to open up to television

3

last -- two years ago, and the British House of

4

Commons this week.

5

making small steps.
And the Supreme Court of the United

6
7

States hopefully will understand the medium as

8

a -- as a method by the way the people can

9

really see its court.

It is, after all, their

10

court, as 'this court is the court of the people

11

of the state of Texas, and the only true way

12

that they can ever see it.

13

those folks in Houston can

14

happens in here is if there is some electronic

15

medium that allows them to participate via

16

television.

17

(

It seems to me that we're

JUSTICE RAY:

THe only way thit
ev~r

see what

1

Jim, let me suggest

18

that, as one who had a pretty high profile a

19

couple of years ago,

20

kooks all come out of the woodwork when -- when

21

your picture gets shown on TV, even from people

22

that you don't know or never had any contact

23

with.

24
25

'I

that the hate mail and the

The folks in the penitentiary start
writing and say, ·Uh-huh, that's that judge that
1
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(

1

must have put me in this institution, or had

2

something to do with putting me in the

3

institution," and the letters started coming

4

saying, "Boy, when I get out of the

5

penitentiary, I'm going to kill you."

6

didn't write just one letter;

7

of letters.

8

writing the letters.

9

And they

they wrote a lot

And there were a lot of people

And you put judges at risk from the

10

kooks of the world as they get more of a high

11

profile, particularly on television.
,

12

(

MR. GEORGE:

Well,

I suppose that

13

the problem with that- argument just raised is

14

that fundamentally those of you who offer

15

yourself up for service on these courts have

16

chosen to respond to, and appear, and deal

17

with the people of Texas in their entirety,

18

including those kooks.

19

constituents, too.

20

They're your

And it seems to me unfortunate to

21

suggest that lack of information for the people

22

to not know who you are is somehow in the

23

interest of good government and good justice.

24

think that while that may be that the more

25

well-known • people -- Robert Bass was recently
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1

they arrested somebody trying to kidnap him

2

because he is a well-known person -- maybe a

3

rich person, as well -- but a well-known person.

4

And well-known people are subject to more

5

attention and unusual mail than not well-known

6

people.
But after all, you are elected by

7

8

all the people of this state of Texas, and you

9

have to choose in some way, by seeking this

10

office, to risk that notariety, because,

11

fact,

12

that

13

like and who he is.

it is
peo~le

14

i~portant

l

in

-- I think it's important

do know what Justice Gonzalez looks

JUSTICE RAY:

The drug dealers would

15

delight in that.

16

are after judges, particularly who are tough on

17

drugs.

18
19

21

Drug dealers now, you know,

MR. GEORGE:

There's no question,

and -

20

JUSTICE DOGGETT:

Most of those

folks know the people who sentence them, though.

22

L

-}

MR. GEORGE:

Well, I don't know that

23

there is -- those folks probably know who you

24

are already.

25

people that don't.

I mean, it's the rest of the
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1

(

2

JUSTICE HECHT:
of Mr. George?

Any other questiops

Thank you -

3

MR. GEORGE:

4

JUSTICE HECHT:

5

And Ms. Kneeland is here also to

6

Thank you.
Mr. George.

share her views.

7

8
9

(

CAROLE KNEELANP,
appearing before the Supreme Court of Texas in

10

administrative session to consider proposed

11

changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, Texas

12

Rules of

13

Civil Evidence, stated as follows:

~ppellate

Procedure, and Texas Rules of

14
15

MS. KNEELAND:

I brought my remarks

16

written, and 1111 read them and try to go

17

through tbem relatively quickly.

18

double up a little bit on what we say, but

19

and then I -- I would like specifically to

20

address your question, Justice Spears.

21

We -- we

My name is Carole Kneeland.

I'm the

22

news director at KVUE television station,

23

Channel 24, here in Austin, which is the ABC

24

affiliate here.

25

11m here to speak in support of a
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1

resolution to allow television cameras inside

2

this courtroom to record the legal proceedings

3

of the Texas Supreme Court, proceedings normally

"

open to the public and covered regularly now by

5

news reporters without cameras.

6

up the Texas Supreme Court would be a tremendous

7

first step toward television coverage of

8

courtroom proceedings at all levels in Texas.

We feel opening
1

There are several reasons we think

10

that's

11

right to a public trial is abridged if cameras

12

are excluded.

13

First, we feel the public's

When that right was protected

14

originally by our forefathers,

television

15

cameras hadn't been invented.

But today more

16

citizens say they receive their news through

17

television than any other medium.

18

L

impo~tant.

For most people, unless they are

19

directly involved in a trial as an attorney, a

20

juror, or a witness, there'S no opportunity to

21

watch the courts in action.

22

that if we could televise the proceedings.

23

feel if we are to comply with the spirit of that

24

right to a public trial in this day and age,

25

television coverage is important.

We could provide
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Further, we

1

(

be~ieve

if we could

2

televise court proceedings,

3

more -- much more informed public, giving people

4

more confidence in the judicial process.

5

providing more accurate and complete court

6

coverage, we could contribute to wider public

7

acceptance and understanding of court decisions.

it would lead to a

By

Under our form of government, there

8
9

must be a constant concern for educating and

10

informing people about all three branches of

11

government.

12

governmental activity where people are as poorly

13

informed as the courts.

14

about the apathy of voters in judicial

15

elections, but we feel that by banning cameras

16

from the courtrooms, we are closing the windows

17

of information from which they might see and

18

learn.

19

There may be no field of

Many of us complain

Beyond what we feel our coverage

20

could do to promote understanding and respect

21

for what's happening in our courtrooms, we feel

22

it would eliminate some of the chaos that

23

sometimes occurs outside the courtroom now, as

24

we must chase people down in the hallways to get

25

the television pictures we need to illustrate
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1

our stories.

2

could get our pictures quietly in the courtroom.

3

We wouldn't have to do that if we

And this is where,

-"'40""

in addressing

4

your - your concern,

5

the - one of the problems that happens with

6

trial judges now is that their only experience

7

is seeing us crashing around in hallways and

8

seeing on the air, you know, defendants kicking

9

at us, or - or whatever.

10

.J,

I think what -- one of

And if you think that our editing of

11

what happened in a courtroom would perhaps be

12

mistaken,. you know, and misunderstood,

13

think -- I would argue that right now it's much

14

more misunderstood because of the pictures that

15

you are seeing over what we are saying.

16

are the only pictures we can get, and they

I

'-1

J

I

i

They

frequently are very distracting from what really

18

happened in the courtroom.

19

a defendant in the courtroom, you know, walking

20

down the hallway with a -- with a book in front

21

of his face kicking at people: that's not what

22

happened there.

23

only thing we can show, because that's all we

24

can get, outside of -- unless we have courtroom

25

artists, which also don't depict the actual

But that,

We didn't really see

right now,
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1

thing 'that happened in the courtroom.

2

Once Texas was one of only two

3

states that permitted television cameras in the

4

courtroom.

5

notorious 1965 Texas case of Billy Sol Estes

6

that led to a ban of cameras in the courts.

7

in 1981, the u.S. Supreme Court ruled that the

8

presence of television cameras is not inherently

9

unconstitutional, throwing the issue back into

As I'm sure you know, it was the

But

10

the state 'courts.

11

have allowed cameras access to the courts, and

. 12
13
14

Since then, 44 other states

not just the appellate courts, but in many cases
the lower civil and criminal courts, as well.
Florida was the state that brought

15

the issue to the u.S. Supreme Court in 1981.

16

And I brought you a copy of the 1979 Florida

17

guidelines which ensure that

18

are as unobtrusive as possible so as not to

19

prejudice court proceedings in any way.

20

leave that with you.

21

televi~ion

cameras

I will

You will see that the Florida

22

experience has shown that the presence of the

23

cameras in the courtroom has little negative

24

effect on trial participants' perception of the

25

judiciary or the dignity of the proceedings.
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1

They found the cameras disrupt the trial either

2

not at all or just slightly.

3

jurors and judges to decide the truthfulness of

4

witnesses or concentrate on testimony is

5

unaffected, and no one seems to feel

6

self-conscious.

7

showed the presence of the cameras makes the

8

jurors and witnesses feel slightly more

9

responsible for their actions.

The ability_for .._ _

In fact, the Florida experience

10

Technical advances have reduced the

11

size, noise, and light levels of the electronic

12

equipment so cameras can be used unobtrusively.

13

And while you may find these lights distracting

14

today,

15

on a regular basis, we could work out a better

16

lighting arrangement that would more -- more

17

fill in the room without having these spotlights

18

like we have now.

I·

if we were -- if we were shooting in here

It's just that -- and I don't

""I
~

L

19

mean this in any -- in any more powerful way

20

than I say it, but it's kind of dark in this·

21

room.

]

It only

22

JUSTICE HECHT:

23

MS. KNEELAND:

24

25

literally.

J

Literally.

I

Yeah, I mean it

No offense, please.
It only requires one camera
ANNA RENKEN & ASSOCIATES
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1

stationed in one place throughout the proceeding

2

with video fed out of the courtroom through one

3

cable for pool coverage by several television

4

stations at once.

5

by court reporters can be modified to provide

6

sound for the television cameras.
WFAA,

7

Existing sound systems used

the ABC affiliate in Dallas,

8

has done a tape of television coverage of some

9

mock trials, both appellate and criminal, and

.

10

I~m

11

possible for you to see for yourselves what it

1.2

involve&.

13

the -- the camera involved.

gettirig that sent down to you as soon as

.

14

They actually -- they shot video of

Beyond the technical advantages of

15

the latest equipment, the authority given judges

16

in Florida and other states to control their own

17

courtrooms has proven to be very effective.

18

Judges can, themselves, prevent videotaping of

19

juries. children, victims of sex crimes, some

20

informants, and particularly timid witnesses who

21

might be unduly affected by the

22

camera.

23

stations will be more than happy to comply with

24

those kinds of limitations, understanding that

25

we do not want to change the outcome of a trial

4

by the

I think in most cases, television
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1

by our presence.
I only heard about this resolution

2

3

you're considering very recently, so my

4

testimony was prepared rather hurriedly.

5

there are other news directors around the state

6

who would welcome the opportunity to discuss

7

this with you further,

8

answer any questions or try gather other
materials

and I'd be happy to

you that would help you make the

10

decision on this.

11

documentary that we did at KVUE a couple of

12

~ears

In fact,

I brought a

13

to, about the

ago for you to look at, if you would like

14

issu~.

We feel this is one of the most

15

significant actions you can take to enhance the

16

public's understanding of the important job that

11

you have ..

18
19
20

L

fo~

I know

JUSTICE HECHT:

Have you left us a

copy of your -
}IS. KNEELAND:

Yeah.

Here's my

21

remarks, and here is the copy of the Florida

22

the 1979 opinion that the Florida court

23

rendered, with their guidelines, which was

24

upheld by the

25

u.s.

Supreme Court in 1981.

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:
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1

Kneeland, are you aware of the Arizona

2

experiment with their Supreme Court -

3

MS. KNEELAND:

4

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

5

t

No,

I'm not.
on

public television?

6

MS. KNEELAND:

7

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

I'm not.
They

8

selected a few cases to broadcast their

9

proceedings, and -- and the public television
i~

10

station

11

case, went to the scene of where the -

Arizona provided background on the

12

MS. KNEELf!.ND:

13

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

Oh, uh-huh.
the

14

facts -- where the occurrence in question

15

occurred and interviewed the attorneys and made

16

a broadcast out of it.

17

Do you think that there would be

18

enough interest in some of our proceedings for

19

your station, or perhaps a public station or a

20

cable station, to provide the background

21

information

22

MS. KNEELAND:

23

CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

Certainly.
that

24

would make our proceedings understandable?

25

You -- you have sat here this morning through a
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1

lot of discussions of our rules, and I must

2

admit they are fairly arcane, even to lawyers.
tolS. KNEELAND:

3

4

I'm not sure that's

the one we will want to cover, but ••••
CHIEF JUSTICE PHILLIPS:

5

But most of

6

our cases that come to us do not come on a -- on

7

a judgment of the entire facts.

8

basis.to review those facts.

9

one or two narrow points of law that we are

We have no

We are looking at

10

reviewing; and would be unintelligible,

11

perhaps -- many of our cases -- to viewers as a

12

whole

13

with~ut

background explanation.

f4S. KNEELAND:

Sure.

And it might

14

be that there would only be a few cases a year,

15

even, that we actually were very interested in.

16

We would have been thrilled to have

17

been able to use the video from the Edgewood

18

case.

19

more understandable, and that's probably one of

20

the most important cases you -- you have dealt

21

with this year, certainly, and we already had

22

plenty of video to illustrate that story.

23

had video of the school -- the school -- the

24

very school districts that you talked about

25

your -- in the -- in the case, and

It certainly would have made it very much
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1·

that kind of thing that would have provided

2

background.
One thing I wanted to say, and this

3
4

kind of relates to that in terms of what you

5

asked about, although, you know, you mentioned a

6

minute.

7

I'm sure that really soothes your mind, doesn't

8

it, and makes you feel a lot better?

9

between a minute thirty and two minutes to

10

We actually get a minute and thirty.

We get

present it.

11

And I would argue that,

yo~

know,

12

almost anything you go to could use some

13

editing.

14

you heard this morning.

15

I - I didn't - I don't know what you - you

16

know, I'm no lawyer, so I didn't understand part

17

of what you're talking about, but I would think

18

you wouldn't have minded to have heard the - a

19

summary, and

You may have felt that way about what
I don't - I mean,

20

JUSTICE SPEARS:

21

MS. KNEELAND:

I

No argument there.
Okay.

And that's

22

essentially what we do.

And maybe sometimes we

23

don't do it as well as you would like, or even

24

we would like, but we try very hard to

25

philosophy is that we're trying to take the
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1

viewer to the scene of whatever we witnessed,

2

whether it's a trial, or the Legislature in

3

action, or an accident, or a fire:

4

is.

5

essence of what happened there, the most

6

important thing that happened, and present it.

7

And in the case of trials, you are trying to

8

present both sides, beciuse there's usually at

9

least two.

But you are trying to go and get the

l

10

And maybe we don't succeed all the

11

time, but that certainly is our -- our effort,

12

and we could succeed at it a,whole lot -- we

13

would be a whole lot more likely to succeed at

14

it if we could actually show what's said in here

15

by intelligent people presenting the argument,

16

and witnesses, than this business that we do

17

now, which is, you know, people running -

18

chasing people down stairways and through

I

19

hallways trying to get them to repeat what they

20

said in the courtroom.

I

21

whole judicial system a real disservice.

22
23

L

whatever it

24
25

I think that does the

JUSTICE SPEARS:

I hope you

understand the spirit in which I said it.
MS. KNEELAND:
,JUSTICE SPEARS:

Sure.
Often what is news
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1

is what's bizarre, or strange, or unexpected, or

2

dramatic.

3

often doesn't portray what is really at issue

4

and the issue that the court, whether trial

5

court or appellate court, is trying to focus

6

upon.

7
8

9

10

MS. KNEELAND:

Yeah.

I would agree

with you that sometimes that's -
JUSTICE SPEARS:

The distractions is

not a problem with me.

11

MS. KNEELAND:

12

JUSTICE SPEARS:

Uh-huh.

.

The technology

13

today is. -- is good enough that you can have a

14

television camera, and you can have sound, and

15

not disturb any of the proceedings.

16

been in one of those as a trial judge, and after

17

about an hour,

18

I don't think it's a problem there.

19

L

And sometimes that doesn't -- very

And I have

the jury forgets all about it, so

My concern is its coverage in the

20

way that it is edited and presented to the

21

people, that it be an accurate portrayal of what

22

the trial is really about,

23

dramatic side issue or side event.

24

25

MS. KNEELAND:

rather than some
Do you see?

Yeah, and I - I

absolutely agree with you and appreciate it and
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1

realize that -- that, you know,

in the short

2

period of time,

3

always, of course, the most dramatic and it's

4

going to be reported.

it's true that sometimes it is

5

5

But if you cover a trial over a

6

week's time, you know, that may be one thing

7

that happens one day, but there will be -- you

8

know, I -- I would hope that in the course of

9

that time, you would cover the essence of the

10

of the whole issue.

JUSTICE SPEARS:

11

12

criminal.

13

which

14

I certainly don't
Those are usually

Those are us u a-II y c r .:. min a 1 trials in.

MS. KNEELAND:

Yeah.

I'm not sure

15

how much you had that was bizarre and dramatic

16

in the school finance case.

·17

I -- I -- you know,

if there were, we missed that completely.

18

JUSTICE SPEARS:

19

MS. KNEELAND:

20

We would -- you know, and that's

It was absorbing.
I'm sure it was.

21

why, I think, starting here would be a good

22

place to start.

23

wouldn't be giving up control of your courtroom.

24

You would -- you would have the authority to

25

decide which cases we would get to do,

And, you know, you would -- you
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1

e sse n t 'i all y _

2

opportunity, because we feel it would be -- it

3

would be more accurate.

4
5

But we sure would like the

JUSTICE HECHT:

Any other questions

of Ms. Kneeland?

6

Thank you very much for coming_

7

And there's no other witnesses

8

signed up on this subject -- Professor?

9

10

PROFESSOR PATRICK HAZEL,

11

appearing before the Supreme Court of Texas in

12

administrative session to consider proposed

13

changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, Texas

14

Rules of Appellate Procedure, and Texas Rules of

15

Civil Evidence, stated as follows:

16
17

PROFESSOR HAZEL:

I would -- if you

18

don't minq, I'm going to say something very

19

briefly again -- Patrick Hazel -- for another

20

audience that would be most interested, at least

21

in the videotapes of the proceedings before this

22

Court, and those are the law schools.

23

it would be of a tremendous asset for us to be

24

able to have those arguments, and how the Court

25

questioned the lawyers, and all of the
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1

proceedings, for all the law schools.

2__~ _
3

down here, but I'm sure you know with class

4

schedules, parking, and all the other, they

5

don't do it very often unless they are in a

6

class that's related to the topic, or something.
But in Houston and in Waco and in -

7
8

out in Lubbock, those don't have that much

9

availability.

So if videotapes were available,

10

you might' even benefit.

11

provide you with people who could argue a little

.- -

12

better before the Court after

.~

13

so I speak in behalf of that.

We might be able to

.

14

JUSTICE HECHT:
All right.

se~ing

the others,

Any others on that

15

subject?

Then returning to the

16

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, we had gotten

17

through Rule 295.

18

through 330?

Any comments on Rules 296

19
20
.21

L~

HARRY TINDALL,
appearing before the Supreme Court of Texas in

22

administrative session to consider proposed

23

changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, Texas

24

Rules of Appellate Procedure, and Texas Rules of

25

Civil Evidence, stated as follows:
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The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht,
The Supreme Court of Texas
Post Office Box 12248
Capitol station
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Hecht:

(

1.
Is there a raason why the rules are initially sUbdivided in!
different ways? Some use parenthetical numbers (e.g., Tex. R. Civ.
P. 3a); some use parenthetical letters·(e.g., Tex. R. civ. P. 298);
some use plain numbers (e.g., Tex. R. Civ. P. 273); some use plain
letters (e.g., Tex. R. civ. P. 216); and others use no subdivision
at all (e.g., Tex. R. _Civ. P. 296). It would probably be best to i
continuing the current method of subdivision for existing rules!
that ar
e
. . d, but the court may wish to consider!
11~~rm~~m~e~t3h~0~d~0~f~S;U~b~d~i~V~i~s~i~0~n~~r new and totally rewritten rules!
l..&
em 10 e
n the Texas Rules of Appellate!
I

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful.

Respectfully,

11M.

Charles A. Spain,

.

-
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3001 LAKE AUSTIN BLVO,. SUITE 205
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78703-4204
(512) 476·7086

November 28, 1989
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Honorable Nathan L. Hecht
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, TX 78711
RE: Comment on Proposed
Dear Justice Hecht:

(

Overhaul Needed:
Finally, I personally believe that the
entire area of discovery rules needs a complete reworking. I have
read them a hundred times, have analyzed them sentence by sentence,
written on them, given speeches on them, litigated them, etc., and
I still have a hard time trudging through all of the different
rules, all the different uses of terminology, all of the internal
definitions, etc. I honestly believe that a complete overhaul of
the discovery rules would greatly decrease the confusion among the
bar and the litigation resulting therefrom. I real~ze the iriitial
reaction to this suggestion is to try to pull one's hair out, but
I honestly believe that this reorganization needs to be undertaken.
Jhese rules have got to be simplified. They have got to be b~tter
organized, less redundant, and written in- language that a lay
person could almost understand. The long run-on'sentences need' to·
be shortened. Perhaps this overhaul could be done under a new set
cif rules· entitIed "Texas Rules of Discovery. II
start with a
comprehensive list of definitions that will apply throughout the
rules.
Next, have a separate rule on "Permissible Forms .of
Discovery." ~ Rule 166b(1). Next, have a rule on "Permissible
Scope of Discovery." ~ Rule 166b( 2) • Relying upon the prior
definitions, state that the following is discoverable:
facts,
opinions, contentions, etc., relevant to the cause. Then state
that these facts,. etc., may be contained wi thin oral testimony,
documents, or tangible things (which terms would have already been
defined above). Next, under another rule, set out examples of what
may be discoverable, such as witness statements, the identity of
experts, party communications, etc., all of which rules will be
substantially shortened by the original "definition" section. Use
short sentences, in laymen's language. Use standardized phrases,
such as "requests" and "responses" to discovery.
Next, have a
separate rule on the "Duty to Initially Respond," which I discussed
above. Next, have a separate rule on "Objections" wherein the four
or five specific grounds for objections are set out in clear terms.
Next, have a separate rule entitled, for example, "Objections
Waived If Not Timely Raised," containing a simple statement that
if a "discovery response" is not timely made, any objection thereto
shall be deemed waived, "unless good cause • • • • "
Next, have
a separate rule entitled "Preservation Of Objections," which would
be similar to present Rule 166b(4); however, having already set out
the permissible objections, this rule would be more specific in how
to preserve a particular type of objection.
(Again, this is
similar to present Rule 166b(4), except that I think it should be
simpler language with shorter sentences per subject matter).
Follow this by a new rule on "Protective Orders."
.au Rule
166b(5). Next, have a separate rule on the "Duty to supplement,"
which would be similar to present Rule 166b(6). And so on.
u
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November 15, 1989

Justice Nathan L. Hecht
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

t

Suggested Modification of Texas Rules of Civil Proceaure

Dear Justice Hecht:
If the Court is truly serious about changing our rules of civil procedure in a way
which will (i) increase the efficiency and fairness of the justice system; (ii) decrease the
number and complexity of the rules; (iii) eliminate the need for constant amendments
and the concomitant reeducation of benctJ and bar; (iv) reduce the cost and delay of
litigation; anp (v) bring Texas jurisprudence within the mainstream of litigation practice
across the country, I offer the following recommendation, most seriously, and most
urgently:

ADOPT RULES WHICH PARALLEL THE FEDERAL RULES.
This suggestion comes to you from a practitioner with 17 years of experience
whose practice is limited exclusively to civil litigation.

(

The complexity and confusion of our current rules, and the constant process of
amending them, is a disgrace to our judicial system. The rules have many pitfalls and
perils which regularly trap or embarrass even the most experienced litigator and trial
judge. The discovery rules, with automatic sanctions for exclusion of evidence, etc., are
a source of constant squabble. They discourage professionalism between counsel and
they virtually emasculate trial judges. The constantly changing appellate constructions
of the rules make the trial practitioner's Job something akin to Russian roulette.
Comgare ~ your Court's opinion in McKinney I with the opinion on rehearing in
McKinney II.
.
Fifty years ago last year the United States Supreme Court promulgated the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. All of our law schools teach federal procedure.
Lawyers all across the country are familiar with them, and, although many Texas "state
court" practitioners eschew federal court, any competent litigator should be familiar with
these rules. These r~les entrust and empower trial judges with considerable discretion

00855
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concerning procedure and discovery. They work quite well -- both in federal courts and
in the courts of many of our sister states.
The trends in Texas practice over the past decade have been in the general
direction of harmony with the federal rules. For example, we have abolished the
cumbersome Plea of Privilege "trials", and gravitated towards submission of "questions"
to juries which more closely parallels the federal system (although we still do not trust
our jurors to really know the effects of their answers).
Most importantly from the standpoint of actually persuading the Texas bench and
bar that adoption of rules which parallel the federal rules would be a step in the right
direction, in 1983 the Court promulgated Texas Rules of Evidence which closely parallel
the federal rules. I sincerely believe that the time has come to seriously consider doing
the same with respect to the Rules of Civil Procedure, and would volunteer my time to
work on such a project if the Court was seriously interested in pursuing it.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this comment.
contact me if I can be of any further assistance.

Please feel free to

Sincerely yours,

(~

Arnold Anderson Vickery f
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November
Justice Nathan L. Hecht
Bex 12248
Austin, Texas-787ll
Dear Judge Hecht:

, 1989

~CP;'~c6

As per the request of the Texas Supreme Court, I would like to
offer the following suggestions concerning the Rules.
Rescind ALL local rules and do not permit local Courts to trap
the practicing attorney by making Rules.

(

2.

Require a party taking the
a party or witness to
furnish the other attorne
co
the deposition at the ex
pense of the one taking the deposition.

3.

Require the Appellant to deliver the copy of the Transcript
and the Statement of Facts to the Appellee's attorney the day
of or after the Appellant's Brief is mailed to the Court of
Appeals: and, thereafter the Appellee's. attorney will file
sarne with the Clerk of the trial Court.

4.

Remove, rescind, delete ALL sanctions by opposing counsel for
alleged bad faith or frivilous law suits, because opposing
counsel NOT having any counter-claim or cross-action is using
these allegations alone to intimidate and coerce the opposing
side. These allegations have become just as abusive as the
party allegedly bringing a bad faith law suit.
IF, retained
in any manner, let JUST the trial Judge file a Motion and a
hearing, and if a fact issue to be tried by a jury.

5.

Require that a Judge NOT discuss any matter concerning the case
with one attorney when the other attorney is NOT present, where
there are opposing counsel.
And, you might ought to sayan
attorney will not discuss matters with the Court unless the
other attorney is present.

....-?.....
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6.

A Rule which would follow due process would require that NO order
or judgment of the Court would be rendered or entered unless a
\ hearing is set and notice served on all parties. This business
of Courts just signing order)and/or judgments without opposing
counself bei~ afforded an opportunity to be heard is for the
birds. This would not apply as to a default judgment and this
might be clarified as to default judgments and say no motion
need be served upon the defaulting party. Other jurisdictions
require a Motion asking for a default judgment, and that it
be served and a date, time and palce set for a hearing thereon.

7.

A Rule that any appeal from an administrative agency will in fact
be trial de novo and not test an Administrative Order under the
substantial eVM'dence
r~u
e~ .

Yours very truly,
WHH:wh cc: Ret.

Hugh Harrell
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